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Abstract

This report presents the results of the accident sequence
analysis portion of Task Action Plan A-44 "Station Blackout. Along
with a companion report by ORNL[I] on onsite AC power systems, a
technical basis for the resolution of Task A-44 is provided.

For this report, an extensive review of decay heat removal
systems was conducted and generic fault tree models of the systems
analyzed were constructed. These generic models were selected on
the basis of (1) the number of plants having such a system, and (2)
the ease of modifying the model to allow sensitivity studies to
cover all significant variations of system design.

Event trees using station blackout as the initiating event
were constructed to define the possible accident sequences. These
sequences were analyzed using probabilistic analysis techniques to
obtain "minimal cut sets" (i.e., combinations of failure modes
which lead to core melt).

For the dominant sequences, sensitivity analyses are done to
show the effects on both individual sequence and total core melt
frequency of changing various plant parameters. Many changes were
found to be effective in reducing total core melt frequency. A
more detailed value impact calculation will be done as part of the
development of the NRC regulatory guide on this issue.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The complete loss of AC electrical power to the essential and
nonessential switchgear buses in a nuclear power plant is referred
to as a "Station Blackout." Because many safety systems required
for reactor core decay heat removal are dependent on AC power, and
since a number of precursor events to station blackout have occurred,
the importance of this issue was raised to that of an "unresolved"
safety issue.

This work coupled with a companion report by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) [1] provides a technical basis for resolving the
station blackout issue. This report focuses on the accident sequence
analysis portion of the program by (1) determining core damage
probabilities, (2) providing insights and sensitivity reviews for
lowering the core melt frequency of accidents, and (3) providing
perspectives on the risk from such an event.

The scope of this program covers virtually all existing or
near-term operating plants with just a few exceptions due to their
unique design features. This was accomplished by performing
probabilistic safety analyses on a few generic "base" plant con-
figurations and then providing additional information to assess plant
design and/or operational features different from the "base"
configurations.

*Those plant features found to be important overall, as a result
of our analyses, are summarized below:

o The effectiveness of actions to restore offsite power once
it is lost,

o The degree of redundancy and reliability of the standby AC
power system,

o The standby reliability of decay heat removal systems
following loss of AC power,

o DC power reliability and battery capacity including the
availability of instrumentation and control for decay heat
removal without AC power,

o Common service water dependencies between the emergency AC
power source and the decay heat removal systems,

o The magnitude of reactor coolant pump seal leakage and the
likelihood of a stuck open relief valve during a station
blackout,

o Containment size and design pressure,

0 Operator training and available procedures,
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0 External events which cause plant responses similar to an
actual station blackout (but may be better analyzed inde-
pendent of the station blackout issue).

Since the generic "base" plant configurations have differing
susceptibilities, a summary of the important features for each
configuration is given below:

(1) Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs): Initial Auxiliary
Feedwater System (AFW) unavailability, battery depletion
effects, possible AC dependency for Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) isolation, common service water dependencies in
AC/makeup systems and the likelihood of a large RCS pump
seal leak.

(2) Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) with isolation condenser(s):
loss of RCS integrity due to stuck-open relief valve or
large RCS pump seal leak, isolation condenser(s)
unavailability, and common service water dependencies in
AC/makeup systems.

(3) BWRs with High Pressure Coolant Injection - Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (HPCI-RCIC): ability to operate
HPCI-RCIC under a prolonged blackout.

(4) BWRs with High Pressure Core Spray - Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (HPCS-RCIC): initial HPCS-RCIC unavailability and
ability to operate RCIC under a prolonged blackout.

In addition to the station blackout accident sequences initiated
by system failures, current estimates [9,10,631 of the frequency of
major seismic, fire, and wind events which could cause blackout-
related core damage are in the range of 1E-4 to less than 1E-6 per
year. The likelihood depends on plant features such as the plant's
susceptibility to seismic activity and the effects on the switchyard
and control systems, susceptibility to fire and the degree of cable
separation, and susceptibility to wind or storm events and the
effect on offsite power, the switchyard, and on other plant
equipment. While not necessarily causing a station blackout, the
plant could lose the ability to supply power from the onsite
electrical buses to the AC/DC loads. If this should happen, plant
responses similar to an actual station blackout event would occur.

These external events may limit the degree to which station
blackout core melt frequencies can be lowered by improving the
features summarized in the preceding paragraphs.

In view of these results, one can see that the important factors
that determine a plant's susceptability to a station blackout can be
plant unique. This report provides the analysis which will enable
one to compare specific existing plant features against the

2



important factors identified in this report and to decide upon the
importance of station blackout at each plant. This comparison and
the sensitivity analysis will provide part of the input for future
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) decisions on the Station
Blackout issue.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 "STATION BLACKOUT"--AN UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE [2)

The complete loss of AC electrical power to the essential
and nonessential switchgear buses in a nuclear power plant is
referred to as a "Station Blackout." Because many safety
systems required for reactor core decay heat removal are
dependent on AC power, the consequences of a station blackout
could be a severe core damage accident. Therefore, the techni-
cal issue is (1) whether the probability of a station blackout
is too high, and (2) what the consequences of a station
blackout are; that is, whether severe core damage can result.

The issue of station blackout arose because of the histor-
ical experience regarding the availability and reliability
of AC power supplies. A number of operating plants have
experienced a total loss of offsite electrical power. In
each instance, onsite emergency AC power supplies were available
to provide power to vital safety equipment. However, in some
instances, one of the redundant emergency power supplies has
been unavailable. In addition, there have been numerous
reports of emergency diesel generators failing to start and
run at operating plants.

Results of the Reactor Safety Study [3) show that for
one of the two plants evaluated, a station blackout accident
could be an important contributor to the total risk from
nuclear power plant accidents. Although this total risk was
found to be small, the relative importance of station blackout
accidents was established. Recognition of this importance,
coupled with the historical diesel generator failure experience
and the observed unreliability and unavailability of some
offsite AC power sources, raised the concern regarding station
blackout to an unresolved safety issue.

In mid-1979, the responsibility for carrying out a program
to resolve this safety issue was given to the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research. Task Action Plan A-44 was subsequently
established as the program plan for resolving the station
blackout issue. Two broad parts of the program plan are:
(1) AC power analysis, and (2) accident sequence analysis.
The first part was assigned to the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory (ORNL); the second part was assigned to Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL). This report presents the results of the
accident sequence analysis portion of the program and utilizes
much of ORNL's work.
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Hopefully, the results of both sets of analyses, along
with other inputs to the NRC, will provide a technical basis
for any future regulatory changes and ultimate resolution
of the safety issue.

2.2 PROGRAM SCOPE

Because station blackout was declared an unresolved
safety issue of generic proportions, it is mandatory that
this technical program be designed to cover as many of the
operating and near-term operating nuclear power plants as
possible; the program should also give recommendations to
be considered in future designs. In light of this, it became
apparent early in our study that three items could signi-
ficantly affect the core damage probability and/or the
potential risks from a station blackout event:

Item 1. The electrical power system configuration including
such factors as the number and stability of offsite
power sources and the design and capability of the
onsite AC and DC power systems.

Item 2. The shutdown cooling system design with emphasis on
its vulnerabilities and therefore its capability and
and reliability under prolonged station blackout
conditions; and

Item 3. The containment design with particular attention to
containment systems' operability and the ability to
withstand temperature and pressure buildup during a
prolonged loss of AC power.

Item 1 - was studied in great detail by ORNL. Personnel
there gathered and analyzed the most up-to-date and complete
information possible to determine the factors which most
affect the probability of station blackout and the chances
for recovery of power once it is lost. The scope and magni-
tude of this work is documented in the companion report by
ORNL.[1]

Items 2 and 3 - Within the scope of Sandia's work, Item 2
in particular and to some extent Item 3 can have a significant
impact on the importance of station blackout. Such factors
as the number and capabilities of AC-independent shutdown
cooling systems, their reliability, the plant core damage
phenomena and timing, the plant's degree of dependence on AC
power for indication and control, significant plant operational
differences, and containment design can clearly affect station
blackout's importance as a dominant accident sequence.
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Unfortunately, standardization of plant designs has yet
to become a reality in the nuclear industry. To cover all
the possible significant differences in design, a major plant
and system information gathering task was undertaken. For
this report, major differences in plant design and operation
were examined and cataloged for study. When possible, envelop-
ing studies have been performed to cover design differences
by one analysis.

The result is a program in which the technical work
embodies the design and operational aspects (those aspects
which are important to the station blackout issue) of nearly
all the PWRs and BWRs in existence to date and of those plants
to come on line in the near term. This includes most BWR-2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 vintage designs and virtually all PWR designs
from the three major PWR vendors. Only the earliest designs
of both plant types are not necessarily covered by these
analyses. These early designs include the BWR-I (Dresden-l,
Humboldt Bay, Big Rock Point) and possibly some early PWRs
(Indian Point-l, Yankee Rowe). In addition, the small La
Crosse plant and Ft. St. Vrain (a high temperature gas-cooled
reactor) are not covered. These plants have system and/or
accident phenomena timing features which are unique. These
unique features would involve plant specific studies to
determine the importance of station blackout at these sites.

With such a broad scope, it is no surprise that a general
statement on the likelihood and risk of station blackout
cannot be made. Different classes of plants have different
vulnerabilities to a total loss of AC power which results
in different observations for each major type of plant con-
figuration.

2.3 TECHNICAL APPROACH

The approach followed in this study involved the use of
PRA techniques using event tree and fault tree modeling to
determine the relative importance of station blackout as
compared with other commonly identified dominant accident
sequences and as examined against safety goals being proposed
for the nuclear industry. [See Appendix F.) The study was
made to determine the potential for core damage and the asso-
ciated risks due to station blackout for most of the operating
and near-term operating nuclear power plants. The factors
most affecting the core damage and risk probabilities were to
be identified and observations were to be made regarding
lessening the risks from station blackout.
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To meet these program goals the most likely accident
scenarios, or dominant accident sequences, involving station
blackout were identified for the various current or soon-to-
be plant configurations. Those key design and/or operational
features which cause these accident sequences to be dominant
were then identified. Based on these features, observations
were made regarding ways these dominant accident sequences
could become less significant in terms of risk so as to provide
the technical basis for resolving this difficult safety issue.

Many design and operational features can affect the
relative importance of station blackout accident sequences.
From among all these possible variations, "base" designs were
identified on the basis of their uniqueness of design, number
of plants with this design (or a similar design), and their
relative vulnerability to station blackout. Then using sen-
sitivity and uncertainty analyses, other design variations
similar to a "base" configuration were analyzed as necessary
to assure that any observations applied to the "base" case
were also applicable to the other design variations. If the
features of a certain design variation were found to be
unimportant as a result of the analysis of the "base" case,
no further analysis was conducted on the design variation.

The analyses performed were probabilistic safety analyses.
of the "base" plant configurations using event tree and fault
tree modeling to depict the plant response to a station black-
out. Realistic configurations and system and phenomenological
dependencies were incorporated into the analyses using the
most up-to-date information available. In this regard, plant,
system, and operational information was gathered from a host
of information sources with emphasis on incorporating the
many plant changes which have been made and are being made
since the Three Mile Island-Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident in early
1979. As a result, although the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) and past-Probabilistic Risk Assessment (RSS, RSSMAP,
IREP, industry studies) information was used, all this was
tempered and changed accordingly in the event tree and fault
tree models to reflect requirements of the TMI action plan,
industry responses to items of the plan, plant visits by
Sandia personnel, new plant station blackout procedures, and
other miscellaneous NRC and industry reports and letters
reflecting current changes in system design and plant
operational practices. Furthermore, the latest results
involving accident sequence timing were used as delineated
by the Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program also
sponsored by NRC [31, 34).
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The event trees assume station blackout as the "given"
initiating event and explicitly consider how plant vulner-
abilities to station blackout change with respect to time
by incorporating three time periods within the event tree
structure. In this way, the effects of a prolonged AC loss
can be uniquely identified, studied, and displayed using
the event tree format.

The fault trees, which depict the more detailed shutdown
cooling system faults and vulnerabilities to station blackout,
are so constructed that AC, DC, support system, and other
phenomenological dependencies are separated out and explicitly
shown on the trees while all other system faults are combined
into hardware or test and maintenance faults of the system.
In addition, key human actions affecting system operation and
performance are modeled in the fault trees including many
possible system recovery actions. The fault trees are
constructed "given" station blackout has occurred. Finally,
all variations of a given system design are displayed on the
fault trees with the ability to select any particular design
variation to be analyzed.

By combining the possible sequences leading to station
blackout (supplied by ORNL) with the sequences derived from
the event tree and fault tree models of this study, the
entire spectrum of modeled station blackout sequences are
identified and then quantified to derive the dominant acci-
dent sequences. Lastly, a review of other work done on
(1) the timing of containment failure and (2) containment
failure modes for various station blackout accident sequences
and containment designs has been performed. [3-10,32,34,63-65)
Subsequent investigations (not part of this study) can be
performed using this information to estimate the risk potential
of station blackout accident sequences.

2.4 UNIQUE ASPECTS

Two rather unique aspects of the analysis are worth
noting. The first is the use of three explicitly defined and
displayed time periods in the event tree models. This sub-
ject has been briefly mentioned in the previous section and is
explained in more detail in Section 4.1 and Appendix A.

The second unique feature of the analysis is the
examination of system unavailabilities following the recovery
of power to the plant's essential buses. Past PRAs have com-
monly assumed that, given a station blackout has occurred,
once power is restored the plant will achieve a stable and
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safe condition. This is true providing subsequent failure
probabilities are small. In this study, the probability of
such subsequent failures was also examined recognizing that
it is not restoration of power alone, but operation of the
necessary shutdown cooling systems which brings the plant to
a safe condition.
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3.0 BASIC PLANT CONFIGURATIONS

As has been previously mentioned, basic plant
configurations were selected for study. For actual and
hypothetical design variations of these basic configurations
as subjects for a sensitivity analysis, see Section 6.2.
This section of the report describes the basic features of
the systems which compose the "base" configurations used to
typify most of the nuclear power plant designs.

3.1 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

Many design variations of the electrical power system
exist today in nuclear power plants. The number of offsite
power sources range from two to in excess of six. Although
the onsite AC power system is normally supplied by diesel
generators, at least one plant site uses a separate power
station for emergency AC power. The number of diesels varies
from one (plus a gas turbine) to four on a per-unit basis.
Often diesels are dedicated to a specific unit. However, many
times one or more diesels are shared among units or can be
"swung" to other units. Similarly, the DC system design
varies from plant to plant with dedicated DC systems as well
as shared DC systems between units. In addition, some plants
have separate switchyard batteries and/or dedicated DC
systems for the diesel generators.

All these and other variations are described in the com-
panion report by ORNL[I] which supplements this study. In
general, however, it can be said that the most typical AC/DC
design simplifies into a two-division electrical power system
on a per-unit basis with sometimes an ability for some loads
to be fed by either division's source of power. This base
configuration was used in conjunction with the "base" plant
designs from this program to study the station blackout issue.
Other variations of this basic electrical power system config-
uration were also analyzed as sensitivities.

Analyses of failure modes of electrical systems, the
resulting estimates of the station blackout frequency for
each system design, and the recovery potential for each con-
figuration were supplied as inputs by ORNL to this study.
Shared interfaces between the electrical systems and the
shutdown cooling systems such as DC power and service water
(for water-cooled diesels) were properly coordinated in
ORNL's and Sandia's analyses so that a failure of such a
system in the AC/DC analysis was also simultaneously reflected
as a failure of the same system in support of the shutdown
cooling systems.
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3.2 PWR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEMS

A host of systems can play a part in the removal of
decay heat in PWRs once a nuclear power plant has been
shutdown. However, Auxillary Feedwater (AFWS) and High
Pressure Injection (HPI) are the most important systems
under station blackout conditions. Other systems or other
operational modes of systems that had already been considered
were also reviewed. For PWRs, most involve low pressure
systems which would most likely not operate in the case of
station blackout since, with only a small leak, the primary
pressure would not decrease enough. These systems are upper
head injection, accumulators, and residual heat removal.
In any case, their operation would require difficult actions
on the part of the operator to decrease primary system pressure
or the recovery of AC power which makes their effect on
sequence probabilities very small. Appendix B describes in
detail the shutdown cooling system design review process and
includes descriptions of the many design variations which
exist in PWRs. The major reason variations exist in PWR
designs is that three major nuclear steam supply system vendors
have been responsible for PWRs built in the United States.
As a result, although the system functions are quite similar,
specific designs have differed from vendor to vendor.

After examining the AFW systems of 33 plants [7 Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W), 8 Combustion Engineering (CE), and 18
Westinghouse (W)], it was found that approximately 90% of the
plants have a one steam-driven turbine pump train and either
one or two motor-driven pump trains. While there are many
design differences in terms of the number of steam generators
and alternate flow paths available to deliver water, these
differences were analyzed and determined to be second or
higher order effects and, therefore, were not modeled. With
the requirements of the TMI action plan that (1) steam turbine
trains be independent of AC power and (2) that AFW systems be
automatically actuated, many of the causes of previous large
variances in AFW system reliability for the station blackout
event as shown in the generic feedwater studies [26-29) have
been or will be corrected.

While there are still substantial differences in terms
of the number of trains and power sources, it was decided to
use as a base case a system of one steam-driven turbine train
(DC-dependent) and one motor-driven train (AC-dependent) with
each train on a single power supply. All other configurations
with a single, steam-driven turbine train were judged to be
more reliable. Those systems (about 10%) with two or more
steam-driven turbine trains or diesel trains were also judged
to be more reliable in the station blackout case.

For HPI, a wide variety of system configurations exist
with from 3 to 6 pumps. Since a three-train HPI appears to
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be the least redundant, it was selected as the base case.
However, there are four possible variations of this; the one
we selected is: two trains on AC-A and AC-B, respectively,
with the third on AC-A, but switchable to AC-B. All initially
draw from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), but on
recirculation must either draw directly from the sump or take
suction from the Low Pressure Injection (LPI) trains.

An important consideration is the possibility of using
HPI for decay heat removal in a "feed and bleed" mode. For
virtually all the B&W plants and about 50% of the Westinghouse
plants with high-head pumps, HPI success implies that decay
heat removal by "feed and bleed" is possible. However, on
those Westinghouse plants and CE plants with low-head pumps,
some method of reducing RCS pressure is required by either
(1) cooling via the Main Feedwater (MEW) or Auxiliary Feed-
water (AFW) systems or (2) venting through one or more Power
Operated Relief Valve (PORVs). After comparing the relieving
capacity of the PORVs on Westinghouse plants (where "feed and
bleed" is deemed possible) and CE plants and also in light of
the SASA results, it was concluded that "feed and bleed" is
possible if two PORVs can be opened. It is possible because
the system pressure will be reduced below the HPI pumps shutoff
head. However, the likelihood of being able to open and keep
open the PORVs may be small because of the complicated steps
and lack of procedures that may exist at some plants. These
considerations have been examined in this study.

As a general observation, PWRs have provision for decay
heat removal by use of the steam driven AFWS, but suffer from
loss of makeup capability during station blackout. Analyses
of the "base" designs (further described in Appendix D),
along with sensitivity analyses, where required, provide the
bases for the observations made in this report.

3.3 BWR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEMS

Similar to the PWR, a number of design variations exist
and were reviewed for the BWR. Appendix B delineates the
many design variations found among BWR shutdown cooling system
designs. Unlike the PWR, most BWRs in the United States have
been supplied by just one vendor. Therefore, the basic design
characteristics for any particular system in BWRs is found to
be virtually the same from one plant to the next containing
that particular system. However, considerable evolutionary
development has occurred in the BWR design; the most easily
recognized differences being the isolation condenser design
to the recent high-pressure systems (HPCS-RCIC) and the con-
tainment design from the Mark I (torus) design to its present
counterpart, the Mark III design.

From a station blackout standpoint, the most striking
difference exists between the older isolation condenser
designs and the newer high-pressure, makeup system designs.
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Furthermore, significant differences in each of these two
classes of plants exist. These differences primarily stem
from the AC-independent systems, their functions, and cap-
abilities. As a result, four "base" BWR plant configurations
(further described in Appendix D) were selected for specific
study.

1st Base Configuration:

The basic design of this configuration consists of
1) two AC-independent isolation condensers for shutdown heat
removal, 2) no high-pressure, makeup systems except for normal
feedwater and the CRD system (both these systems require AC
power), 3) the Automatic Pressure Relief System (APRS) for
depressurizing the primary system and requiring DC power
only, 4) two trains of Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) for
low-pressure makeup (each train with two sets of pumps and
requiring AC power), and 5) two trains (four pumps) of con-
tainment spray/cooling and a separate Shutdown Cooling
System (SDCS) for long term heat removal (both requiring
AC power). Such a design has favorable early heat removal
characteristics due to the isolation condenser configuration,
but suffers from loss of makeup capability during station
blackout.

2nd Base Configuration:

This BWR configuration consists of 1) one isolation
condenser, 2) a high-pressure makeup system in the form of an
emergency mode of Feedwater Coolant Injection (FWCI), 3) the
same APRS as in configuration 1, 4) a more modern two-train
LPCS with one pump per train and requiring AC power, 5) a
modern two train Low Pressure Coolant Injection/Low Pressure
Coolant Recirculation System (LPCI/LPCRS) design with two
pumps per train and requiring AC power, and 6) a separate
shutdown cooling system similar to the first configuration.
Such a design has somewhat less favorable early heat removal
characteristics than the first design but only slightly
better makeup capability due to the FWCI system if AC power
is restored.

3rd Base Configuration:

This BWR configuration is typical of the BWR-4 design.
These plants have HPCI/RCIC high-pressure cooling and makeup
systems requiring DC power only, 2) an Automatic Depressuriza-
tion System (ADS) which is similar to the earlier APRS, and
3) the modern LPCS/LPCI/LPCRS configuration. Such a design
has both cooling and makeup capability in at least the short
term during station blackout but does need AC power to provide
long-term heat removal.
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4th Base Configuration:

This BWR configuration is typical of the latest BWR-5, 6
designs. These designs are similar to the BWR-4 except the
steam-driven HPCI is replaced by a motor-driven HPCS (with
dedicated diesel, DC, and service water system), and the low
pressure systems are the same but tend to have a little less
redundancy. The advantages and disadvantages of this config-
uration are similar to the third design. Other systems or
other operational modes of systems that had already been
considered were also reviewed. For BWRs, the primary cooling
systems are so redundant that for example, use of RCIC/RHR in
the steam condensing mode or RHR containment spray does not
significantly increase the probability of getting cooling
when power is restored. As another example, the control rod
drive system has limited makeup capacity (<100 gpm), and so
was not treated in this study.

As a general observation, BWR-2s and some-3s provide for
decay heat removal by use of an isolation condenser but
suffer from a lack of makeup capability during station blackout.
While the the BWR 3 to BWR-6s with HPCI/RCIC or HPCS/RCIC,
can provide interim heat removal and makeup, they lack long-term
heat removal capability unless AC power is restored. Analysis
of the "base" designs (further described in Appendix D), in
conjunction with sensitivity analyses, where required, provide
the basis for the observations made in this report.

3.4 INSTRUMENTATION

During a station blackout, certain information (such as
steam generator level or primary pressure and temperature) is
necessary to shut the plant down safely. In order to determine
what information would be potentially available during a
station blackout, a review was made of past PRAs and Final
Safety Analysis Reports (FSAR's). Some plant visits were
made to determine the power source for various instruments.
As a result of this review, we have concluded that if one DC
train was operable, it would give sufficient plant status
information to allow safe shutdown of the plant.

The base instrumentation design is composed of two instru-
mentation trains. Each train either fed directly from a separate
DC bus or from a vital AC bus. On a loss of station AC power,
instrumentation powered from vital AC (which initially had
received power from the emergency AC buses) would receive power
through an inverter from its corresponding DC bus after a
transfer by either a mechanical switch, an auctioneering diode,
or a solid-state electronic switch.

The above designs were also examined for their likelihood
of failure during a station blackout. The results are dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.1.
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4.0 PLANT MODELING AND QUANTIFICATION PROCESS

Since PRA techniques were used to study this issue,
event trees and fault trees were used to model the plant
configurations under study. This section contains brief
descriptions of the models as well as the quantification
process used to estimate the core damage probability from
station blackout. Detailed descriptions of the models,
their development, and the data used are found in Appendices
A, C, and E.

Two points should be made regarding the models. First,
failure of reactor scram is considered probabilistically low
enough in conjunction with a station blackout so as to be
eliminated from further analysis. The highest values
reported for failure to scram appear to be approximately
IE-4/demand[66). Given a loss of power, it is believed the
scram unreliability is even less since the dominant failure
modes associated with reactor protection systems are a result
of failure to remove power from the hardware which keeps the
rods out of the core. This combined with upper-bound station
blackout frequencies of approximately iE-3/year. results in a
worst-case station blackout with failure to scram sequence to
be <IE-7. Best estimate values would appear to make this a
<lE-8 sequence which is small compared to other station
blackout-related accident sequences.

Second, brief but not detailed analyses of such items
as the contributions of seismic and fire events and the effects
on the spent fuel pool have been conducted. Other external
events were also treated, at least as causes of the loss of
offsite power as covered in ORNL's report[l]. These subjects
are discussed in Appendices I and J.

4.1 EVENT TREES

Three event trees were used to depict all the plants
within the scope of this study. Two of the event trees shown
as Figures 1 and 2 (for PWRs and isolation-condenser BWRs)
are identical in structure but involve different systems.
The structure is identical because functionally these two
classes of plants react similarly to a station blackout, i.e.,
heat removal can continue to be provided by the AFWS or iso-
lation condenser but RCS makeup requires AC power (except for
those BWR isolation condensers with HPCI). Figure 3 depicts
the event tree for non-isolation condenser BWRs which can
continue to provide both heat removal and RCS makeup without
AC power but which requires AC power for long-term removal
of decay heat and makeup.
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Figure 1 GENERIC PWR EVENT TREE FOR STATION BLACKOUT
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Figure 2. GENERIC BWR EVENT TREE FOR STATION BLACKOUT (BWR2 - BWR3)
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Figure 3. GENERIC BWR EVENT TREE FOR STATION BLACKOUT (BWR3 - BWR6)
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All the event trees are constructed "given" station
blackout as the initiating event. The rather unique feature
of each tree is the explicit separation in time of the sub-
sequent events. This feature is briefly described below.
More detailed information concerning the event tree headings
and tree structure is provided in Appendix A.

Event tree headings with a subscript "1" involve success
or failure of shutdown cooling systems, their support systems
(as necessary), RCS integrity, and the restoration of AC power
(DC power, if it too is lost) in the initial time frame to
prevent core damage. Depending on the specific sequence and
plant type, approximately 1/2 to 2 hours is typically available
before core uncovery in this first time frame. Failure modes
typical of this time frame include such items as hardware
failures, test and maintenance outages, a stuck-open relief
valve, and failure to restore power quickly.

Event tree headings with a subscript "2" involve success
or failure of the same systems and functions but are due to
the possibility of new failure modes which appear if a pro-
longed AC outage occurs. Failure modes typical of this time
frame include such considerations as degradation and failure
of RCS pump seals, system failure due to prolonged loss of
ventilation, and battery power depletion due to use of DC
power without charging capability. Typical time periods in
which these type failures become important are in about 2 to
12 hours, although this time may extend to 16 or more hours.

Finally, event tree headings with a subscript "3" involve
the very long time frame failure modes. These failures are
primarily concerned with the need to provide continued RCS
cooling and makeup or, in some cases, containment cooling.

Although not shown on the event trees, an additional
recovery of AC power before the last time to prevent contain-
ment failure was considered for all core damage sequences.
Depending on one's assumptions regarding the containment
systems' performance in a core melt environment, the contain-
ment may even "survive" the core melt and remain intact.
These areas are still quite uncertain. The possibilities
are discussed later in this report but are not rigorously
quantified.
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4.2 FAULT TREES

Detailed fault trees were drawn for the systems and
features represented by each event on the event trees. As
stated earlier, the fault trees were drawn with support
features, other dependencies, and important human actions
explicitly shown on the trees, while the other component
hardware or test and maintenance unavailabilities were com-
bined on essentially a train basis. Furthermore, "house
gates" were used to pick design variations to be studied and
to introduce certain failure modes at any time "t" after
station blackout. Figure 4 depicts in a simple fault tree
manner the basic philosophy behind the structure of a typical
fault tree. More detailed representations of the actual
fault trees used in the PWR and BWR analyses are provided in
Appendix C.

4.3 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The development of the accident sequence probabilities
for each "base" plant configuration involved the quantifica-
tion of the ways (minimal cut sets) that loss of shutdown
cooling and resulting core damage could occur. The results
of this quantification were used to obtain the accident se-
quence probabilities of the event trees. The steps followed
in this process are delineated below.

First, Boolean algebra expressions for each of the fault
trees were obtained using the "SETS" computer code[67). This
results in mathematical expressions for the ways the top
event of each fault tree can occur.

Second, these expressions are combined using the success
and failure states of each expression, as appropriate, to
form the core damage sequences depicted on the event trees,
again using the "SETS" code. The resulting sequence expressions
were then combined with similar expressions (from ORNL) for
ways to cause station blackout to give a total sequence expression
for each event tree sequence.

Basic and undeveloped event input data, as provided in
Appendix E, were then used with "SETS" to provide good, first-
order approximations for the sequence probabilities using the
rare-event approximation. For the potentially dominant se-
quences identified, a more rigorous quantification process
was then performed using the "SEP" computer code[68]. In
this final step, the data (assumed as median values with log-
normal distributions for use in the code) and the respective
range factors were propagated through each dominant cut set
using Monte Carlo simulation. This results in the final
listing of dominant accident sequences with the median, mean,
and ranges given for each accident sequence. Containment
analysis considerations are then further added to these
accident sequences to provide a risk perspective.
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FIGURE 4. TYPICAL FAULT TREE STRUCTURE

OVERALL TOP LOGIC:

FAILURES TYPICALLY DEPICTED AS:

oaf

*Turn "on" and "off" to select design variations and to introduce
failure modes at specific times following the initiating event.
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5.0 RESULTS

5.1 GENERIC "BASE" PLANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCE RESULTS

5.1.1 PROBABILITIES AND UNCERTAINTIES

Presented in this section are the results of the station
blackout study with focus on the generic "base" plant config-
uration analyses. Tables 1-5 summarize the results of the
accident sequence quantification process, and Figures 5-9
pictorially represent the same sequence probabilities. Des-
cription of the generic "base" plant configurations are in
Appendix D and have been previously listed in Section 4 of this
report.

All the values in the tables have been rounded to the
nearest "0.5." The values shown for the diesel generators are
for those requiring service water for cooling. Core damage
probabilities for plants with air-cooled diesels are nearly the
same. (Approximately 50 to 95 percent of the values shown in
all cases except for one of the TMQ 2 B2 PWR sequences and
the TMU 2 B2 sequence for BWR configuration #2.) Because of
the similarity, the plants are not listed separately. (See the
ORNL blackout report for the specific data.) [1]

Shown in the tables are the point value, mean, median
(50 percent value), and the fifth and ninety-fifth percent
probabilities for each sequence. The point value represents a
"best guess" estimate using point values for all the failure
probabilities and initiating event frequencies, and the rare-
event approximation. The mean and other distribution values
use the point values as medians with a log-normal distribution
using appropriate uncertainty bounds for each failure probabil-
ity and initiating event frequency (in order to be compatible
with the SEP code). The resulting Monte Carlo simulation
values represent the mean, 5/50/95 percent probabilities per
reactor year for station blackout causing core damage. It
should be noted that selection of the lognormal distribution
will tend to lead to a larger difference between the point
estimates and the mean values than the selection of other
possible distributions. This is because the large tail on the
distribution tends to bias the results in a "conservative"
direction (i.e., they will be higher). Regarding the 5 and
95 percent values, it should be noted that these represent more
than just statistical uncertainties in the data; they also
reflect design and/or operational differences from plant to
plant which are not significantly different from the generic
"base" configurations (i.e., the error factors include both the
statistical uncertainties and the design/operational differ-
ences). It is also believed that these respective values
represent reasonable "extremes" for the core damage probability
for the generic configurations.
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Table 1

PWR Base Configuration 1*
Station Blackout - Core Damage Sequence Probabilities

(See Figure 5)

Sequences
(See Fig. 1)

TMLIB1 & TMLIQIBl

TML 2 B2 & TML 2 Q2 B2

(battery depletion)

TMQ2B2

TML 2 B2 & TML 2 Q2 B2

(CST depletion)

TMQIBI, TMB 3

Approximate Total

Point Value

6.5E-6

1.5E-5

1.OE-5

3.5E-6

1E-7

3.5E-5

Probability/Reactor Year
Mean 5% 50% 95%

3.OE-5 2.5E-6 1.5E-5 9.5E-5

5.OE-5 4.OE-6 2.5E-5 1.5E-4

6.OE-5

1.OE-5

were not

1.5E-4

2.5E-6 2.OE-5

2.5E-8** 6.OE-6

1.5E-4

3.5E-5

further evaluated

*B&W With 1 Steam Train AFWS, 1 PORV, High Head AC Dependent HPI pumps,

2 AC Divisions)

**If the plant design is such that the operator cannot run the AFWS steam

driven pump without electrical power, then this sequence is not possible
and its frequency goes to zero while the frequencies of the other
sequences increase slightly.
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FIGURE 5 (SEE TABLE 1)
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Table 2

PWR Base Configuration 2*
Station Blackout - Core Damage Sequence Probabilities

(See Figure 6)

Sequences
(See Fig. 1)

Probability/Reactor Year
Point Value Mean 5% 50t

TMLlBl & TMLlQlBl

TML 2 B2 & TML 2 Q2 B2

(battery depletion)

4. OE-6

9. OE-6

2.OE-5 1.5E-6 9.OE-6 6.OE-5

3.5E-5 3.OE-6 1.5E-5 1.OE-4

TMQ2B 2 S.OE-6

3.5E-6

2.5E-5 1.5E-6 9.OE-6 8.5E-5

TML 2 B2 & TML 2 Q2 B2

(CST depletion)

TMQIB 1 , TMB 3

Approximate Total

1.OE-5 2.5E-8** 6.OE-6 3.5E-5

1E-7

2.OE-5

were not further evaluated

9.OE-5

3 PORVs, High or Low Head AC*W or CE with 1 Steam Train AFWS, 2 or
Dependent HPI pumps, AC Divisions

**If the plant design is such that the operator cannot run the AFWS steam
driven pump without electrical power, then this sequence is not possible
and its frequency goes to zero while the frequencies of the other
sequences increase slightly.
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FIGURE 6 (SEE TABLE 2)
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Table 3

BWR Base Configurations 1A & IB*
Station Blackout - Core Damage Sequence Probabilities

(See Figure 7)

Sequences
(See Fig. 1)

TMQIB 1
(both config.)

TMUIB 1
(config. 1B)

TMUIB 1
(config. 1A)

TMQ2B 2
(both config.)

TMUIQIBI, TMU 2 B2
TMU 2 Q2 B2 , TMB 3

(both config.)

Point Value

2.5E-6

1. 5E-6

1. 5E-6

2.OE-5

1E-7

Probability
Mean 5%

2.OE-5 3.OE-7

l.OE-5 5.5E-7

1.OE-5 3.5E-7

7.OE-5 9.OE-6

were not further

/Reactor
50%

5.OE-6

4.5E-6

4.OE-6

4.5E-5

Year
95%

9.OE-5

4.OE-5

4.5E-5

2.OE-4

evaluated

Approximate Total 2.5E-5 1.OE-4
(either config.)

*2 or 1 Isolation Condensers, Respectively, No AC Independent Makeup, 2 AC
Divisions
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FIGURE 7 (SEE TABLE 3)
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Table 4

BWR Base Configuration 2*
Station Blackout - Core Damage Sequence Probabilities

(See Figure 8)

Sequences
(See Fig. 1)

TMUIB1

TMU 2 B2

TMUIQIBI, TMQIB 3 ,
TMQ1U2B2
TMU 2 Q2 B2
TMB 3 , TMQ 2 B3

Approximate Total

Point Value

1.OE-6

2.5E-5

1E-7

Probability/Reactor Year
Mean 5% 50% 95%

6.OE-6 4.5E-7 2.5E-6 2.OE-5

8.5E-5 1.5E-5 5.OE-5 2.5E-4

were not further evaluated

2.5E-5 9. OE-5

*HPCI/RCIC Designs, 2 AC Divisions
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FIGURE 8 (SEE TABLE 4)
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Table 5

BWR Base Configuration 3*
Station Blackout - Core Damage Sequence Probabilities

(See Figure 9)

Sequences
(See Fig. 1) Point Value

Probability/Reactor Year
Mean 5% 50% 95%

3.5E-6 1.5E-7 l.OE-6 1.OE-5

4.5E-6 4.5E-7 2.5E-6 1.5E-5

TMUlBl

TMU2B2

5. OE-7

1.OE-6

TMUIQIB1 ,
TMQIB 3 ,
TMQ1 U2 B2
TMU 2 Q2 B2
TMB 3 , TMQ2 B3

Approximate Total

1E-7 were not further evaluated

1.5E-6 8.OE-6

*HPCS/RCIC Designs, 2 AC Divisions
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FIGURE 9 (SEE TABLE 5)
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Sensitivity analyses reported in Section 6.2 of this report
investigate some significant differences in the AC or shutdown
cooling system designs as well as "options" which could be
considered for reducing the risks from station blackout accident
sequences.

The results of the instrumentation review described in
Section 3.4 showed that concurrent instrumentation failure of
sufficient magnitude to impact the sequence probability was likely
only in the case where switchover of a vital AC to a DC bus was by
a mechanical switch. The frequency of station blackout and
simultaneous loss of both inverters is approximately 1E-5; how-
ever, this in and of itself does not result in core damage. Some
subsequent failure in decay heat removal systems must occur (i.e.,
these systems could be operating successfully but the operator
would not have any indication of plant status). The estimated
core damage frequency is, therefore, less than or equal to 1E-7.

5.1.2 DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIONS AND CUTSET
INFORMATION

Descriptions of the dominant accident sequences follow as well
as brief discussions as to why the other station blackout-related
sequences do not dominate the design of concern. The dominant
cutsets, or ways to core damage, are also delineated with their
respective contribution to the overall core damage probability
given for the sequence of interest. This contribution is based on
the ratio of the point estimate values for the probabilities of
the cutsets to the overall point estimate value for the sequence.

5.1.2.1 PWR BASE CONFIGURATION (B&W, W, OR CE PLANT, ONE STEAM
AND ONE OR TWO MOTOR TRAIN AFWS WITH AC-DEPENDENT,
PRIMARY, COOLANT MAKEUP SYSTEM (HPI) AND TWO AC/DC
DIVISIONS)

1. Sequences TMLIB 1 and TMLIQIBI

a. Description of Sequences

A station blackout occurs and is followed by early AFWS
failure. AC power is not restored and core uncovery occurs.
(This occurs in about one-half hour for B&W type plants or about
one hour for W and CE type plants due to boiloff of primary
coolant through the PORVs or SRVs following steam generator
dryout.)

Whether or not a small transient-induced LOCA is present
(occurrence of QI), the timing is dominated by the boiloff,

making failure of Ql somewhat a moot point. Typically, for
PORV and primary system isolation failure as part of Ql,
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approximately 98 percent of the total probability of these two
sequences exists as TMLIB 1 since the Q1 failure prob-
ability is small. However, if the plant should have two AC
valves in an isolation path such as the letdown line, the total
probability is approximately split 50-50 between the two
sequences. This is because Ql success or failure is then
dependent on local operator action to manually shut the appro-
priate isolation valves. This operator action was assessed
with a failure probability of 0.5 in the time period of
interest. Reactor coolant pump seal leaks are not expected to
occur sufficiently fast nor to the magnitude necessary to sig-
nificantly contribute to the probability of a transient-induced
LOCA (occurrence of Ql) during this time frame.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInit iating_ Even t

Offsite power lost
and not restored
by 1/2 to 1 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored
by 1/2 to 1 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored
by 1/2 to 1 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored
by 1/2 to 1 hour

Subseguent-Failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored by 1/2 to 1 hour

-- AFWS steam train hardware/
T&M failure

-- DC common mode (batteries
unavailable) fails onsite
AC system and not restored
by 1/2 to 1 hour

-- AFWS steam train hardware/
T&M failure or operator
fails to local manually
operate AFWS steam train
successfully within 1/2
to 1 hour

-- Service water common mode
fails onsite AC system.
Not restored in 1/2 to 1 hour

-- AFWS steam train hardware/
T&M failure

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel and
service water hardware/
T&M failures. Not re-
stored in i/2 to 1 hour

-- AFWS steam train hardware/
T&M failure

76%

7%

4%

11%

98%TOTAL
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2. Sequences TML 2 B2 and TML 2 Q2 B2
(battery depletion)

a. Description of Sequences

In these sequences station blackout occurs and is followed
by initial success of the steam train AFWS. There is also no
early failure of RCS integrity. After approximately five
hours, station battery power is sufficiently depleted and is
the dominant contributor to failure of the AFWS. Since the
diesel generators are considered to require DC power for
starting, loading, and field flashing, recovery of the onsite
AC system is considered unlikely following all battery
depletion. Recovery of offsite power will allow restoration of
DC power through the chargers although restoration of offsite
power itself may be somewhat hindered if its recovery normally
requires DC power from the station batteries.

With the failure of AFWS, core uncovery due to boiloff of
reactor coolant follows steam generator dryout. Core uncovery
is estimated to occur at approximately six hours for B&W plants
(one hour after battery depletion) and at about eight hours for

W and CE plants.

Whether or not a small induced LOCA occurs which is caused
by subsequent PORV failure or reactor coolant pump seal fail-
ures induced by loss of seal cooling, the core damage and
sequence timing is dominated by the boiloff making the Q2
event somewhat a moot point. Probabilistically, late failure
of RCS integrity (Q2) is either quite low by PORV stuck-open
failure or can be significant if by reactor coolant pump seal
failures. The latter failures are assessed to have a 50 per-
cent chance of being of sufficient magnitude by these time
periods to at least contribute to the loss of primary coolant
(see Appendix G).

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage

Initiating Event Subsequent Failures Contribution

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 79%
and not restored combinations of diesel
by 6 or 8 hours hardware, T&M, or common

mode failures and not
restored by 5 hours

-- Operator fails to local
manually operate steam
train AFWS successfully
with no power
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Offsite power lost
and not restored
by 6 or 8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored
in 6 to 8 hours

-- Onsite AC power failed
due to service water
common mode and not
restored in 5 hours

-- Operator fails to local
manually operate steam
train AFWS successfully
with no power

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combination of diesel
and service water hard-
ware/T&M failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- Operator fails to local
manually operate steam
train AFWS successfully
with no power

6%

14%

TOTAL

3. Sequence TMQ 2 B2 (B&W plants)

99%

a. Description of Sequence

Following a station blackout, the AFWS steam train
operates initially and continues to function either because AC
power is recovered before battery depletion or the operator
succeeds in local manual operation of the steam train with no
power. However, reactor coolant pump seal leaks occur which
cause core uncovery in about eight hours due to primary system
coolant loss and shrinkage. A probability of 0.5 is assessed
for this event (see Appendix G).

Makeup provided by HPI cannot be restored because either
.AC power is not yet restored or cooling of the HPI pumps is not
available due to the initial loss and nonrecovery of service
water which is assumed to affect component cooling water
success to the HPI pumps and other loads.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInitiating Event

Offsite power lost
but restored in
5 hours

Subsequent Failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
service water common mode
and service water not
restored in 8 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

53%
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Offsite power lost
and not restored
in 8 hours (AFWS
runs successfully
to this time)

Offsite power lost
and not restored
in 8 hours (AFWS
run successfully
to this time)

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
and service water hard-
ware, T&M, or common
modes and not restored in
5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

33%

9.5%

98%TOTAL

4. Sequence TMQ 2 B2 (W, CE plants)

a. Description of Sequence

This sequence is virtually the same as the previous
sequence but extends to approximately 12 hours due to the
larger quantity of coolant loss required to uncover the core.
As in the previous case, AC power is restored by approximately
five hours or it is not restored and the AFWS steam train is
operated successfully by local manual operation. AC power is
restored at approximately 8 hours when the CST is depleted so
that transfer to secondary water sources for AFWS (typically AC
dependent) can be accomplished. Otherwise, the accident
scenario becomes a TML 2 B2 or TML 2 Q2 B2 sequence involving CST
depletion. (These sequences are described later in this report.)

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInitiating Event

Offsite power lost
but restored in
5 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored
until 8 hours
(AFWS run success-
fully to this time)

Subsequent Failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of service
water hardware, T&M, or
common modes and service
water not restored in
12 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

-- Onsite AC power failed
by service water common
mode and service water
not restored in 12 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

91%

5%
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Offsite power lost
but restored in
5 hours

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, common
mode failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs
-- Operator fails to

initiate HPI

3%

TOTAL

5. Sequences TML 2 B2 and TML 2 Q2 B2 (CST
depletion)

99%

a. Description of Sequences

In these sequences a station blackout occurs followed by
initial success of the steam-driven train of AFWS. Between
five and eight hours (following battery depletion) the AFWS
steam train is successfully operated by local manual means. At
about eight hours, depletion of the water supply in the CST for
AFWS operation requires the need for AC power for secondary
water supply pumps to feed water to the AFWS. AC power is not
yet restored, however, and the loss of secondary cooling
eventually causes primary system repressurization and boiloff
of primary coolant. Core uncovery occurs in approximately 12
hours without recovery of cooling and primary makeup.

For B&W plants, it should be noted that failure of RCS
integrity (Q2) can only be due to a late demand and sticking
open of the PORV when auxiliary feedwater fails. If a reactor
coolant pump seal leak had occurred, the accident scenario would
follow either the TMQ 2 B2 sequence or the TML 2 Q2 B3 (battery
depletion) sequence since core uncovery would have occurred
most likely before or at Condensate Storage Tank (CST)
depletion. In the case of the PORV failure, the boil-off pro-
cess dominates the time to core uncovery and thus Q2 becomes
a moot point.

For W and CE plants, Q2 can either be a reactor coolant
pump seal leak or a stuck open PORV since the time to core
uncovery is approximately the same in either case.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInitiating Event

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours (AFWS
run successfully
for 8 hours)

Subsequent Failures

-- Onsite AC* power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored in 5 hours

80%
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Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 6%
and not restored in service water common mode
12 hours (AFWS and not restored in 5
run successfully hours
for 8 hours)

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 14%
and not restored in combinations of diesel
12 hours (AFWS and service water hard-
run successfully ware/T&M failures and
for 8 hours) not restored in 5 hours

TOTAL 100%

6. Nondominant Sequences

TMQIB 1 -- This sequence requires a stuck open PORV or
a large immediate primary system leak to occur leading to early
core uncovery. The PORV sticking open is not a likely event,
particularly given a low demand probability when AFWS is
successful. Large sources of primary system leakage are also
of low probability. The more likely scenario is a small leak
resulting in sequences TMQ 2 B2 or TML 2 Q2 B2 .

TMB 3 -- This sequence primarily involves successful
operation of all systems except primary system makeup which
will eventually be required in the greater than one or two-day
time frame to make up for technical specification leakage.
Such a scenario appears unlikely given:

(a) The AFWS dependencies which make other sequences more
likely;

(b) The potential for reactor coolant pump seal failures
making the TMQ 2 B2 sequence more likely; and

(c) The chances of not restoring AC power by one to two
days, or in restoring power but not successfully pro-
viding primary system makeup in one to two days are
low in probability.

5.1.2.2 BWR BASE CONFIGURATIONS 1A and lB (TWO OR ONE
ISOLATION CONDENSER DESIGN, RESPECTIVELY, WITH NO AC-
INDEPENDENT PRIMARY COOLANT MAKEUP SYSTEM AND TWO
AC/DC DIVISIONS)

1. Sequence TMUIB 1

a. Description of Sequence

For both base configurations, this accident sequence
involves early failure of the isolation condenser system
following station blackout resulting in loss of core cooling.
The resulting intermittent relief valve operation and boiloff
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of primary coolant eventually causes core uncovery without
primary system makeup and/or cooling.

The isolation condenser system will most likely operate
initially although a small contribution to system failure is
associated with the condenser unavailability due to test or
maintenance (T&M) or due to system hardware failure for the
single isolation condenser design (Configuration 1B). The more
likely failure mode of the isolation condenser system includes
failure to supply water to the shell side of the condenser(s)
due to hardware or T&M contributions of the shell side water
supply fire pump coupled with possible AC dependencies for the
valves and other pumps in the shell side water supply system.
An additional human-related failure assessed at 5E-3 to ini-
tiate the shell side water system (if it must be manually
started and if any AC valves must be locally operated) also
contributes to the probability of this sequence. Failure to
provide this water to the condenser(s) in approximately one
hour results in depletion of the condenser water supply, sub-
sequent loss of core cooling, and eventual core uncovery in
approximately one and one-half to two hours. Without AC power
restoration in this time frame, other core cooling measures
and/or makeup cannot be provided, resulting in an early core
uncovery.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Initiating Event

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1-1/2 to 2 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored
in 1-1/2 to 2 hours

Subsequent Failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored in 1-1/2 to 2
hours

-- Fire pump hardware/T&M
failure for shell side
water supply

-- Onsite AC power failure
as above

-- Operator fails to
initiate shell side
water and/or local
manually operate AC
shell side valves

Approximate
Core Damage
Contribution

58%
(Config. 1A)

49%
(Config. IB)

27%
(Config. 1A)

24%
(Config. 1B)
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Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1-1/2 to 2 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1-1/2 to 2 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1-1/2 to 2 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1-1/2 to 2 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1 hour

-- Onsite AC power failed
by service water common
mode and not restored
in 1-1/2 to 2 hours

-- Fire pump failure as
above

-- Onsite AC power failed
by service water common
mode as above

-- Operator failure as
above

-- Onsite AC power failed
by combinations of
diesel and service
water hardware/T&M
failures and not
restored in 1-1/2 to
2 hours

-- Fire pump failure as
above

-- Onsite AC power failed
by combinations of diesel/
service water failure as
above

-- Operator failure as above

-- Onsite AC failed for all
above reasons

-- Isolation condenser-T&M

3%
(Config. 1A)

2%
(Config. IB)

1%
(Both con-
figurations)

7%
(Config. 1A)

6%
(Config. 1B)

3%
(Both con-
figurations

12%
(Config. lB
only)

96%
(Config. 1A)

97%
(Config. 1B)

TOTAL

2. Sequence TMQIB1

a. Description of Sequence

This accident sequence involves early failure of RCS
integrity following station blackout due to a demanded and then
stuck open relief valve. The subsequent loss of primary water
inventory under this LOCA condition causes core uncovery in
approximately 1/2 hour without primary system makeup. With AC-
power not restored in about 1/2 hour, makeup cannot be
provided, resulting in early core damage.
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b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
Contribution
(Both Con-
jiuations)InitiatingEvent

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Suseuent aij~es

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored in 1/2 hour

-- SRV demanded and stuck
open

-- Onsite AC power failed by
service water common mode
and not restored in 1/2
hour

-- SRV demanded and stuck
open

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
and service water hard-
ware/T&M and not restored
in 1/2 hour

-- SRV demanded and stuck
open

80%

4%

12%

96%TOTAL

3. Sequence TMQ 2 B2

a. Description of Sequence

This accident sequence is characterized by a recirculation
pump seal LOCA following the station blackout condition due to
the extended loss of pump seal cooling. (While the pump can be
isolated, this requires AC power which has not been restored.)
While the isolation condenser continues to operate, thus
supplying core cooling, the primary coolant is being depleted
due to the LOCA condition such that a sufficient amount of
water inventory is lost to uncover the core in approximately
one-half day. By this time, AC power may have not yet been
restored, thus preventing successful makeup of primary water
inventory. In addition, it should be noted that possible
battery depletion in approximately five hours will cause loss
of instrumentation, making it difficult for the operator to
monitor plant status beyond five hours. Also, onsite power is
considered non-recoverable after five hours due to its
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dependence on DC power for starting. Even if offsite AC power
is restored, it is assumed for these generic base configura-
tions that all AC pumps require cooling that is either directly
or indirectly associated with service water operation. Failure
to recover service water, if it was lost thus causing the ini-
tial diesel failure, still prevents primary system makeup in
the time required.

In either case, subsequent core damage then results,
yielding a potential late core melt and possible containment
failure.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInitiating Event

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
but restored in
12 hours

Subsequent Failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
diesel hardware, T&M, or
common mode failures and
not restored in 5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

-- Onsite AC power failed by
service water common mode
and not restored in 5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel and
service water hardware/T&M
failures and not restored
in 5 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of service
water hardware, T&M, or
common mode and service
water not restored in
12 hours

-- Seal leak occurs

48%

5%

7%

40%

TOTAL

4. Nondominant Sequences

100%

TMUIQIBI -- This sequence is not dominant since it involves
more independent failures than the TMU1 B1 and TMQ 1 B1 sequences
do. Since the timing of the sequence varies little as compared
with the TMQIB1 sequence (U1 failure is a moot point), the
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consequences of this sequence are about the same as the TMQIB1
sequence. This sequence is probabilistically about two orders
of magnitude less frequent than the TMUIB 1 or TMQ1 B1 sequences
due to the concurrent failures necessary.

TMU 2 B2 -- This sequence is not dominant since long term
AC loss even with battery depletion does not appear to affect
the isolation condenser. The primary side of the condenser is
passive, once initiated, and requires no further control or
active operations. The shell side water supply has been
operating by use of the fire pump which draws suction from a
usually limitless supply of water. The most likely scenario
involving this sequence is failure of the diesel-driven fire
pump to run. In all cases, the failure probability of the
isolation condenser in this longer time frame appears quite
low, making this sequence about two orders of magnitude lower
in its frequency than the other dominant sequences.

It should be noted, however, that in any long-term sequence
such as this one, the operator would be "flying blind" without
AC and possibly DC power, making it difficult to ascertain
plant status and safety margins.

TMU 2 Q2 B2 -- Since the consequences of this sequence are
similar to that of the TMQ 2 B2 sequence, and the additional
concurrent failure of the isolation condenser appears to be low
in probability, this sequence is not among the dominant sequences
listed for these type plants.

TMB 3 -- Even if the isolation condenser can continue to
provide core cooling for extended periods and RCS integrity is
maintained so that leakage from the primary system is minimal;
without containment cooling, long-term AC loss can cause
eventual heating and overpressurization of the containment.
With the isolation condenser removing most of the decay heat to
the environment, containment heating would be very slow and
probably not be of critical concern for at least several days.
By that time, AC power should be restored in order to start any
AC-dependent containment and other core cooling systems, as
required, making this sequence insignificant in its frequency
of occurrence.

Again, however, the difficulties associated with "flying
blind" after probable loss of DC due to battery depletion
should not be overlooked in long term sequences such as this
one.
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5.1.2.3 BWR BASE CONFIGURATION 2 (HPCI/RCIC DESIGNS TYPICAL OF
BWR-4S WITH TWO AC/DC DIVISIONS)

1. Sequence TMUIB 1

a. Description of Sequence

This sequence is characterized by early failure of the
HPCI and RCIC systems following station blackout and no AC
restoration.

Failures of HPCI/RCIC include combinations of hardware/T&M
failures for both systems as well as the initial loss of both
DC power trains (assessed as 1E-5) due to both batteries being
unavailable following the loss of charging due to the loss of
offsite power. This latter scenario, which can also prevent
the diesel from starting, makes up approximately two-thirds of
the probability of this sequence.

The early loss of core cooling causes intermittent relief
valve operation, boiloff of primary coolant, and core uncovery
in approximately one-half hour.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage
ContributionInitiating Event

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
1/2 hour

Subsequent Failures

-- DC common mode failure
(batteries unavailable)
fails onsite AC system

-- Operator fails to local
manually operate HPCI or
RCIC in time available
(assessed as 1.0 due to
short time available and
difficulties involved
with such operation)

-- Onsite AC power failed by
combinations of diesel
hardware, T&M, or common
mode failures and not
restored in 1/2 hour

-- HPCI/RCIC failed by
combinations of hardware,
T&M, or common-mode
failures

-- Onsite AC power failed by
service water common mode
and not restored in 1/2
hour

66%

26%

1%
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-- HPCI/RCIC failed by
combinations of hardware,
T&M, or common mode
failures

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 3%
and not restored in combinations of diesel
1/2 hour and service water hard-

ware/T&M failures and not
restored in 1/2 hour

-- HPCI/RCIC failed by com-
binations of hardware, T&M,
or common mode failures

TOTAL 96%

2. Sequence TMU 2 B2

a. Description of Sequence

The characteristics of this sequence include long-term
failure of core cooling using HPCI and/or RCIC in about five to
eight hours after the initiating event. If there is no
restoration of AC power, this failure will cause eventual
boiloff of primary coolant and core damage in about eight to
twelve hours. Onsite power, if not restored in approximately
five hours (i.e., before battery is depleted) is given no
credit for starting beyond that time.

Even if offsite power is restored, failure to recover
service water, if it failed thus causing the diesels to fail,
will prevent any AC pump operation due to the need for pump
cooling. The HPCI/RCIC systems will also eventually fail due
to the continued loss of ventilation which requires service
water for cooling.

A number of failure modes can contribute to the failure of
HPCI/RCIC in the above time frame. The most important of these
appear to be the following:

1) High temperature isolation failure or hardware failure
of the two systems (even when system operation is
cycled between first RCIC, then HPCI, then RCIC...) in
about eight to nine hours due to loss of pump room
ventilation or subsequent hardware faults can cause
core damage in about 12 hours.

2) Failure of one system (HPCI or RCIC) in the manner
given above in about five to six hours coupled with
earlier hardware/T&M failure of the "other" system.

3) Either HPCI or RCIC operation cannot be local manually
performed (assessed at 0.5) on the loss of DC-control
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power. This loss of power is due to battery depletion
after the battery has operated about five hours. Such
local action appears reasonable only for the RCIC
system. The operator action would be hampered by the
unusual steps required and the potential adverse pump
room environment by five hours into the accident. In
addition, loss of instrumentation due to the loss of
DC would further hamper operator actions and knowledge
of plant conditions.

d) HPCI or RCIC operation is prevented in the five to six
hour time frame due to low steam pressure to run the
turbines (assessed as 0.1 for HPCI and 0.05 for RCIC).

e) A less significant but possible failure of both
systems exists if DC power lasts long enough for
switchover to be required. If the water source is not
switched from the CST to the suppression pool until
automatic transfer takes place on "low level in the
CST" at about eight hours, the change to the
significantly hotter water in the suppression pool
could affect pump operation (assessed failure
probability is 1E-2). Switchover failure could also
occur with the failure of valves. Little time is
available for local manual recovery (this failure and
lack of recovery is assessed to have a probability of
5E-3).

All of the above failure modes allude to a high probabil-
ity of failure of HPCI/RCIC in the time frame indicated. These
failures cause loss of core cooling, slow repressurization of
the primary system and eventual intermittent relief valve
operation, boiloff of primary coolant, and core uncovery in
about eight to twelve hours if AC power is not restored.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage

Initiating Event Subsequent Failures Contribution

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power lost by 19%
and not restored in combinations of diesel
1/2 hour hardware, T&M, or common

mode failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- HPCI/RCIC failed due to
high room temperature
in 8 hours

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC lost due 1%
and not restored in to service water common
12 hours mode and not restored by

5 hours
-- HPCI/RCIC failed due to

high room temperature in
8 hours
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Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

-- Onsite AC power lost due
to combinations of diesel
and service water hard-
ware/T&M failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- HPCI/RCIC failed in 8
hours due to high room
temperature

-- Onsite AC power lost by
diesel failures as above
and not restored in 5
hours

-- RCIC failed due to high
room temperature in 5
hours

-- HPCI-hardware/T&M early
failures

-- Vice versa for HPCI/RCIC

-- Onsite AC power lost by
service water common mode
and not restored in 5
hours

-- RCIC failed in 5 hours
due to high room tem-
perature

-- HPCI-hardware/T&M early
failures

-- Vice versa for RCIC/HPCI

-- Onsite AC power lost by
diesel/service water
combinations above
and not restored in 5 hours

-- RCIC failed in 5 hours
due to high room tem-
perature

-- HPCI-hardware/T&M early
failures

-- Vice versa for RCIC/HPCI

-- Onsite AC power lost for
diesel combinations above
and not restored in 5
hours

-- HPCI/RCIC cannot be local
manually operated follow-
ing battery depletion

-- Onsite AC power lost due
to service water common
mode and not restored in
5 hours

3%

4%

1%

1%

22%

2%
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Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
and is restored in
8 to 12 hour

-- HPCI/RCIC cannot be local
manually operated follow-
ing battery depletion

-- Onsite AC power lost by
diesel/service water
combinations above and
not restored in 5 hours

-- HPCI/RCIC cannot be local
manually operated follow-
ing battery depletion

-- Onsite AC power lost for
above 3 sets of causes
and not restored in 5
hours

-- HPCI/RCIC failure in 5
hours due to combinations
of one system failure
because of high tempera-
ture, battery depletion
or early hardware/T&M and
low steam pressure on the
other system

-- Onsite AC power lost for
above 3 sets of causes
and not restored in 5
hours

-- HPCI/RCIC failure in 8
hours due to switchover
to hot suppression pool

-- Onsite AC power lost
because of service water
common mode not restored
in 8 to 12 hours

-- HPCI/RCIC and other sys-
tems failed due to lack of
service water for room cooling

3%

8%

1%

34%

98%TOTAL
3. Nondominant Sequence

TMQIB 3 , TMQ 2 B3 , TMB 3 -- Since small RCS integrity losses
should not significantly affect the operation of HPCI/RCIC
which can provide both interim core cooling and primary system
makeup, and since successful operation of HPCI/RCIC for one
day (B3 time period associated with possible containment fail-
ure) appears quite unlikely based on the TMU 2 B2 discussion,
these sequences appear to be probabilistically insignificant in
relation to the dominant accident sequences listed. However, in
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the case of the TMB 3 sequence, it should be noted that there is
current research looking into the chugging effect once the pool
reaches 200OF which could cause containment failure in the order
of 8-12 hours. Since best estimates are that this will not occur,
we will assume that the TMB 3 sequence will not lead to containment
failure until about 48 hours. (74]

TMUIQIBI, TMQlU 2 B2 , TMU2Q2Bl -- These sequences are not
among the dominant accident sequences since they are all
similar in timing to either the TMUIB1 or TMU 2 B2 sequence but
involve other concurrent failures of RCS integrity. These
additional failures make these sequences less likely by at
least one order of magnitude over the dominant sequences. The Q1
(stuck-open valve) and Q2 (pump seal LOCA) events are really
moot failures anyway, since TMUIB 1 and TMU 2 B2 are already
core damage sequences without the additional minimal effects of
the loss of RCS integrity.

5.1.2.4 BWR BASE CONFIGURATION 3 (HPCS/RCIC DESIGNS TYPICAL OF
BWR-5S, 6S WITH TWO AC/DC DIVISIONS AND A THIRD DEDICATED
DIVISION FOR HPCS)

1. Sequence TMUIB 1

a. Description of Sequence

This sequence involves early failure of HPCS and RCIC follow-
ing station blackout and no AC restoration. Failures of HPCS/RCIC
are similar to those described for TMUIB 1 for configuration #2
designs; that is, hardware/T&M failures of HPCS and RCIC make up
the major contributions of this sequence's probability. The early
loss of core cooling causes intermittent relief valve operation,
boiloff of primary coolant, and core uncovery in one-half hour.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage

Initiating Event Subsequent Failures Contribution

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 84%
and not restored in combinations of diesel
1/2 hour hardware, T&M, or common

mode failures and not
restored in 1/2 hour

-- HPCS/RCIC failed by
combinations of hardware,
T&M, common mode failures

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 4%
and not restored in service water common mode
1/2 hour and not restored in 1/2

hour
-- HPCS/RCIC failure as above
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Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power failed by 10%
and not restored in combinations of diesel and
1/2 hour service water hardware/T&M

and not restored in 1/2 hour
-- HPCS/RCIC failure as above

TOTAL 98%

2. Sequence TMU 2 B2

a. Description of Sequence

The characteristics of this sequence are similar to those
for configuration #2 in that it includes long-term failure of
HPCS/RCIC in about five to eight hours. If AC power is not
restored, the failure will cause eventual core damage in about
eight to twelve hours.

The most important failure modes contributing to HPCS/RCIC
failure include:

o Failure of RCIC in about five to eight hours due to
high temperature isolation, high temperature failure
of the system itself, or failure due to battery
depletion effects. These failures are coupled with
either early hardware/T&M failure of HPCS or
subsequent failure of HPCS on later restarts.

o A less significant but possible failure exists for
both systems upon transfer from the CST to the
suppression pool at about eight hours into the acci-
dent. (See TMU 2 B2 - item "e" discussion for
configuration #2). This failure is due to switchover
valve failures or pump failure due to higher tempera-
ture suction water in the suppression pool.

The above failure modes result in a long-term failure of
core cooling which leads to slow repressurization of the
primary system, boiloff of primary coolant, and core uncovery
in about eight to twelve hours if AC power is not restored.

b. Dominant Cutsets

Approximate
Core Damage

Initiating Event Subsequent Failures Contribution

Offsite power lost -- Onsite AC power lost by 65%
and not restored in combinations of diesel
8 hours hardware, T&M, or common

modes failures and not
restored in 5 hours
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Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
8 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

Offsite power lost
and not restored in
12 hours

-- HPCS-early hardware/T&M
failures

-- RCIC failed due to high
room temperature or
failure to local manu-
ally operate following
battery depletion

-- Onsite AC power lost by
service water common mode
and not restored in 5
hours

-- HPCS/RCIC failures as above

-- Onsite AC power lost by
combinations of diesel
and service water hard-
water/T&M failures and not
restored in 5 hours

-- HPCS/RCIC failures as above

-- Onsite AC power lost by 3
sets of causes given above
and not restored in 5 hours

-- RCIC failure as given above
-- HPCS subsequently failed

on a restart

-- Onsite AC power lost by 3
sets of causes given above
and not restored by 5 hours

-- HPCS/RCIC failure at 8
hours due to switchover
to hot suppression pool

6%

9%

12%

3%

95%TOTAL

3. Nondominant Sequences

TMQlB 3 , TMQ 2 B 3 , TMB 3 -- These sequences are considered
unlikely because AC power recovery seems very likely in the approxi-
mately one-day time period which applies to the major failure mode.
This major failure mode is containment failure followed by possible
core damage.

The statistical data on offsite and onsite power recovery [6]
does not consider the possible recovery schemes which could be used
in time periods of this nature. If one includes such possibilities
as arranging for portable AC supplies, for instance, it would appear
that the probability of these sequences is quite low.

It should be noted, however, that successful operation of
core cooling out to this time period is not without difficulty.
Following probable depletion of the station batteries, only one
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channel of instrumentation would be available to monitor plant
conditions (i.e., that supplied by the third train of AC/DC power
used by HPCS). Lighting conditions would be minimal and only
a few but sufficient key plant parameters could continue to be
monitored.

TMUIQIBI, TMQIU 2 B2 , TMU 2 Q2 B2 -- These sequences are similar
to the discussion for the same sequences for configuration #2, but
the additional failures required result in the nondominant classi-
fication for these sequences.

5.2 CONTAINMENT RESPONSE CONSIDERATIONS

5.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Given the core damage scenarios and probabilities in the
previous sections, the containment response to a station black-
out must be considered in order to provide information regarding
times to containment failure and containment failure modes so that
potential risks from station blackout can be determined. (This
potential risk information is not a part of this study.)

First, it must be recognized that different containment
designs exist. Table 6 lists some typical characteristics of
six general classes of these designs. Included is an estimate
of their actual failure pressure. Current engineering judgment
is tending toward 2 to 3 times design pressure, although some
estimates have been higher (e.g., Watts Bar).

Table 6[64,65]

Containment Design Characteristics

Typical
Typical Typical Failure

Containment Volume Design Pressure Pressure
Type (xlO6 ft 3 ) (PSIG) (PSIA)

PWR Ice Condenser 1.2 12 39

PWR Small and Sub- 1.8 45 105
atmospheric Dry

PWR Large Dry 2.0 60 135

BWR Mark I 0.3 62 139

BWR Mark II 0.3 45 105

BWR Mark II1 1.5 15 45
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Because of the relatively large uncertainties that still
exist regarding containment response and core melt phenomena, a
rigorous quantitative analysis has not been performed. How-
ever, it is worthwhile to hold a general discussion which
addresses containment failure modes for each containment design
given a station blackout.

The possible pressure rises given an H2 burn are of par-
ticular importance in the following discussions. Assuming 100%
zirconium-water reaction, the maximum change in containment
pressure generated by an H2 burn is estimated at approxi-
mately 90 psig for large dries; 120 psig for Mark IIIs, ice
condensers, and subatmospheric dries; and greater than 120 psig
for Mark Is and IIs.[64]

5.2.2 DISCUSSION OF PARTICULAR CONTAINMENTS

The following summaries highlight the containment failure
information presented in References 3-10,32,34,63-65 as well as
judgements currently favored by analysts.

A. PWR Ice Condenser

The chances of an early H2 burn are somewhat specula-
tive. It is highly dependent on the availability of ignition
sources, the degree of steam inerting in the containment since
the ice could be condensing the steam, the temperature of the
H2 gas as it escapes the reactor vessel, and relative concen-
trations in both upper and lower compartments and the probability
of the burn propagating between compartments.

A steam spike could occur at the time of reactor vessel
failure, approximately 1 hour after core uncovery. If it
occurs, containment failure is considered likely due to the low
design pressure.

Long-term overpressure failure due to steam and non-
condensibles would occur an estimated 2 hours after core
uncovery for "B1 " type (early core damage) sequences. This
time would be somewhat longer for "B2 " (later core damage)
sequences.

If AC power is recovered after core damage but before
containment failure, reduction of containment pressure by use
of containment sprays could induce an H2 burn which would
likely fail containment. On the other hand, it may reduce the
production rate or even the amount of noncondensible gas thus
reducing the probability of the overpressure event depending on
the assumptions made regarding debris bed coolability.

Many ice condenser containment designs are installing
or considering installation of igniters to burn the H2 . If
the igniters turn on automatically or the operator turns
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them on by procedure when the AC power is restored, containment
failure by a sudden large burn is considered very likely.

B. PWR Small and Subatmospheric Dry

Early H2 burns are considered less likely for these
PWRs because of potential steam inerting effects than for ice
condensers where the steam is condensed while the ice melts.

A steam spike at the time of reactor vessel failure,
about 2 hours after core uncovery, has a chance of failing the
containment.

Long-term overpressurization would fail the containment
in about 6-12 hours after core uncovery for "BI" sequences
and somewhat longer for "B2 " sequences.

If AC power is restored, considerations are the same as
those for the ice condenser.

C. PWR Large Dry

Early H2 burns are considered less likely than for
ice condensers due to potential steam inerting effects. Even
if an early H2 burn were to occur, containment survivability
is likely for some large dry PWRs (e.g., Zion) due to higher
design pressure and large volume.

A steam spike is also considered unlikely to fail con-
tainment for many large dry PWRs because of high design
pressure and large volume.

Long-term overpressure failure could occur in about 10
hours after core uncovery for "B1 " sequences; a somewhat
longer period would be required for "B2 " sequences.

If AC power is restored, the same considerations exist
as for the previous designs except survivability of the con-
tainment may be possible depending on the containment pressure
at the time of AC recovery, the containment volume and failure
pressure, and on the assumptions made regarding debris bed
cooling.

D. BWR Mark I

Inerting prevents H2 burn.

Probability of early steam spikes considered small due
to lack of water under the reactor vessel.

Overpressure events considered the most likely failure
mode; but the particular failure mechanism is somewhat
speculative:
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Mechanism

1) Electrical penetration seals in drywell may fail
long before containment failure can occur due to
high temperature causing some organic compound
seals to become embrittled. This bypasses the
scrubbing effect of the suppresion pool.

2) Electrical penetration seals are so constructed
that they don't blow out. The location of contain-
ment failure may be any of the following:

0 Drywell failure. (The pool is bypassed.)

o Suppression pool fails above the water line.
(This allows some scrubbing by hot pool water.)

o Suppression pool fails below water line. (This
allows some scrubbing until water level is
insufficient or quencher pipes uncover, thereby
possibly bypassing the pool water.)

For the above failure mechanisms, times to containment
failure after core uncovery are estimated as follows:

Mechanism "a" failure Mechanism "b" failure

For B1 time
period sequences

For B2 time
period sequences
(injection lost
4-5 hours)

For B3 time
period sequences
(containment
failure before
core melt)

2-5 hours

4-6 hours

Unknown (depends on
specific penetration
design)

4-8 hours

15 hours

48 hours*

If AC power is restored before containment failure, it
may be possible to prevent overpressurization. This depends on
assumptions made regarding debris bed coolability.

E. BWR Mark II

Same considerations as Mark I

*Based on more current estimates from filtered vent program at
SNL; WASH-1400[3] used 27 hours.
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Mark II design less likely to suddenly burst than Mark
I design since Mark IIs are concrete while Mark Is are steel
with some concrete used for added support and biological
shielding.

F. BWR Mark III

Same considerations as Mark I, II designs with follow-
ing two exceptions:

1) For the mechanism "a" failure mode, release of
radiation to the environment will not yet occur since the
entire containment building surrounding the drywell is the
wetwell (the suppression pool) itself and it must also fail.
Times to containment (wetwell) failure are estimated as:

For B1 time period sequences 10-15 hours

For B2 time period sequences 15 hours

For B3 time period sequences 30 hours or more

2) H2 burns are much more likely to occur both early
and late due to no inerting. With the possible use of
igniters, a similar scenario exists as for the ice condensers,
i.e., a late H2 burn after the restoration of power would
very likely fail containment.

5.2.3 General Conclusions

It would appear that containment failure following station
blackout is a likely event. However, the exact failure mode may
vary. (Most PRAs to date have assumed the failure probability to be
1.0, usually by overpressure.) The more likely failure modes have
the potential for a "bad" release since they involve above-ground
failures via a sudden pressure spike or slow pressure rise. The
amount of radioactivity released would, of course, be a function of
how much time had elapsed since core melt, which containment systems
were restored before containment failure, and the amount of core
melt "filtering" taking place by such systems as the containment
sprays and the suppression pool. The sprays and pool may be
actively removing fission products before they are released into the
environment.

Restoring AC power following core damage but before containment
failure is of value only if the earlier containment failure modes
(e.g., early H2 burns or steam spikes) have not occurred or if the
containment has survived such an event. The time then available
before later failures such as overpressure is dependent on the con-
tainment design. However, even with AC power restored, the
possibility of overpressure due to continued noncondensable gas
formation or late H2 burns is still of significant concern,
particularly for the smaller containments.
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Because of the uncertainties regarding these events, it
would appear as though the containment should be conservatively
assumed to fail (even with AC power eventually restored)
following an extended station blackout event. Ongoing research
may eventually show that containment survival is a realistic
assumption for some large dry containments. Using these
assumptions, the major effect on risk then becomes whether the
containment fails early or late. Table 7 summarizes for each
containment design the information provided above.

Containment venting designs are receiving considerable
attention recently, and thus a few words are warranted regard-
ing the ability of venting to reduce the risks from station
blackout by avoiding containment failure.

The designs currently being considered are intended to
prevent long-term overpressurization of the containment. They
are about 1-3 feet in diameter, may or may not have filters,
and are, at least for a short time period, independent of AC
power requirements.

It would appear that for those containment designs
susceptible to early H2 or steam spike failures, the vent
designs being considered would not be adequately sized to
reduce the pressure rise fast enough so as to avoid containment
failure.

For large volume containments or high design pressure
containments, survivability of the containment until long-term
overpressurization appears much more likely. Containment
vents, particularly with filters, would seem to be of greater
value although a trade-off exists as to the reduction of
radioactivity released through a filtered vent as opposed to
letting the containment survive as long as possible thereby
taking advantage of deposition and plateout effects. These
comments apply specifically to station blackout and not to
other types of accident sequences.

It would therefore appear that containment venting may have
some effect at reducing risks from station blackout accidents for
those containment designs which will most likely fail due to
overpressure. However much more detailed analyses, as is being
currently performed in NRC's Filtered Vent Program, is required in
order to add credibility to the above conclusion.
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Table 7. Containment Failure Insights

Containment Type

Ice Condenser

Subatmospheric
or Small Dry

Large Dry

Mark I, Mark II

Mark III

Approximate Time to
Containment Failure

Following Onset of
Core Damage

1 hr.

2 hrs.

At or following AC
recovery

2 hrs.

6-12 hrs.

Following AC

recovery

10 hrs.

Following AC
recovery

2-4 hrs.

4-8 hrs.

10-15 hrs.

1 hr. following
AC recovery

Most Probable Containment
Failure Modes

Hydrogen burn, steam
spike

Overpressure

Hydrogen burn

Hydrogen burn, steam

spike

Overpressure

Hydrogen burn

Overpressure

Hydrogen burn

Electrical penetration

failure

Overpressure

Overpressure

Hydrogen burn
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6.0 OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, AND SENSITIVITIES

6.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND INSIGHTS

From the results of this study and particularly from a
review of the dominant sequence cutsets, there are a number of
general observations and insights which can be made and which
apply uniformly to large groups of plants. These are listed
below and pertain to those factors which are important to most,
if not all, the accident sequences resulting from station
blackout for a particular group of plants.

PWRS 1. Core damage probabilities due to system failures in
the 2-12 hour time period following station blackout
could be just as great if not greater than core
damage probabilities due to early system failures
following station blackout. This is due to sub-
sequent important AC/DC dependencies in the AFWS or
due to the loss of RCS integrity by reactor coolant
pump seal failure in the longer time periods.

2. Offsite power loss, diesel generator unavailability
and the nonrecovery of either offsite or onsite
power are important to virtually every station
blackout core damage sequence. Thus, improvements
in the reliability and recovery of both these
systems has direct impact on the entire core damage
probability from all sequences.

3. The major importance of DC power to station blackout
sequences is with regard to how long DC power can be
maintained before it is depleted without battery
charging or otherwise made unavailable due to
prolonged loss of AC effects. Maintaining DC power
allows for a system's possible, continued, AC-inde-
pendent operation, provides needed instrumentation
for monitoring plant status, provides necessary
lighting in vital plant areas, and plays an impor-
tant role in defining those periods when diesel
generator recovery will become very difficult if not
virtually impossible due to the DC dependencies of
field flashing, etc. Loss of DC power can also
somewhat hinder the ease with which offsite AC power
can be restored due to the need for local manual
closing of breakers.

4. Based on past judgments as well as current judgments
by analysts, containment failure by either H2 burn
or overpressure failure seem rather likely although
the large dry containment designs in particular may
have a reasonable chance of survivability due to their
large volumes and high design pressures. Containment
failure may even be induced by AC power recovery in
some situations (see Section 5.2).
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5. Though not analyzed in detail in these analyses,
external events could play a sizable role in
inducing station blackout or similar acting
scenarios (e.g., loss of vital control power) which
could then result in severe core damage. (See
Appendix J.)

BWRs (with isolation condensers):

1. Core damage probabilities due to failures in the
2-12 hour period could be greater than core damage
probabilities due to early system failures par-
ticularly for those plants with no AC-independent
system capable of providing primary system makeup.
This is highly dependent on the recirculation pump
seal LOCA probability.

2 & 3. Same as for PWRs.

4. Overpressure failure appears to be the most likely
containment failure mode and may happen rather
quickly depending on the electrical penetration seal
design. (See Section 5.2.)

5. Same as for PWRs.

BWRs (with HPCI-RCIC systems)

1. Core damage probabilities due to system failures in
the 2-12 hour time period appear to dominate the
overall core damage probability from station black-
out accident sequences. This is due primarily to
the fact that two AC-independent systems are avail-
able for early success of decay heat removal, but
both systems suffer from important AC/DC/ventilation
dependencies in the later time periods following
station blackout.

2 & 3. Same as for PWRs.

4. Same as for BWRs with isolation condensers.

5. Same as for PWRs.

BWRs (with HPCS-RCIC systems)

1. Core damage probabilities due to late system fail-
ures in the 2-12 hour time frame could be just as
great if not greater than core damage probabilities
due to early failures of the HPCS and RCIC systems.
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This is due primarily to the subsequent AC/DC/venti-
lation dependencies suffered by RCIC coupled with
early unavailability of the HPCS system. Overall,
however, BWRs with this third redundant train of
shutdown heat removal (in the form of HPCS and its
dedicated AC/DC/support system configuration) appear
to have the least susceptible design of all the
"base" plant configurations to station blackout.

2 & 3. Same as for PWRs.

4. Plants of this group with Mark II containment
designs will respond in a similar way with regard to
containment failures as the previous two BWR plant
groups have. BWRs with HPCS-RCIC systems with Mark
III containment designs are more susceptible to H2
burn failure as well as eventual overpressure
failure of containment. AC restoration could also
induce containment failure. (See Section 5.2.)

5. Same as for PWRs.

All Plants Fitting the "Base" Plant Configurations

With the exception of BWRs with HPCS and RCIC systems,
core damage probabilities due to station blackout and caused by
internal plant system failures can be summarized in the
following way for plants which are like the "base" plant con-
figurations of this study. A "best guess" point estimate in
the low iE-5/reactor year range appears to apply for all the
"base" configurations while the mean value is approximately
iE-4/reactor year. External event caused loss of AC accident
sequences appear to fall in the iE-4-lE-6/reactor year range or
lower depending on the specific plant's susceptibilities to
seismic, fire, wind, and other external event phenomena. These
are in comparison to the proposed safety goal figure of
iE-4/reactor year for all core damage sequences caused by both
internal and external plant failures. (See Appendix F.)

Not all plants fit the "base" plant configurations of this
study. Differences in the number of diesel generators and
onsite system power trains, in the AC system success criteria,
and in shutdown cooling system designs, can all affect the core
damage probability and ultimate risks associated with station
blackout. These differences are examined by reviewing the
specific accident sequence factors which affect each sequence's
importance and by performing simple sensitivity analyses which
demonstrate the effects of these differences. These topics are
discussed in the following section.
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6.2 SPECIFIC SEQUENCE OBSERVATIONS, INSIGHTS, & SENSITIVITIES

From the results of this study, Table 8 summarizes by
"base" plant design and by dominant accident sequence, those
factors most important to making each sequence potentially
dominant relative to the overall core damage probability. In
light of these factors, only a limited number of important
sensitivities need to be performed to determine ways in which
the core damage probability and risks from station blackout
might be either increased or decreased substantially. These
sensitivities are given in Tables 9-11 for PWRs, BWRs with
isolation condensers, and BWRs with HPCI-RCIC. Sensitivities
were not done on BWRs with HPCS-RCIC since there are only a few
of these plants and they all have the same design and AC/DC
configuration analyzed in the base case. (Upper and lower
bounds on the uncertainty analyses reflect approximate possible
ranges of the two sequences in this case.) The sensitivities
are done on the point estimates for ease of calculation but
proportionate results can be expected for means and medians.
Some general conclusions that can be drawn from these sensitiv-
ities are: (1) single factors at the system level do not
affect all sequences and, therefore, do not, in general, have a
large impact on the total core damage probabilities; (2)
factors that decrease the initiating event probability affect
all sequences, and (3) factors which add AC power, independent
makeup capabilities affect all sequences.
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Table 8. Summary of Major Factors
Affecting Dominant Station Blackout Accident Sequences

Major Factors
Affecting Sequence

Probability _"Base" Design

PWR w/l Steam
Train AFWS

Dominant-Sequence

TMLIB1
TMLIQIB 1

TML 2 B2

TMQ 2 B2

AFWS Steam Train
unavailability, AC
recovery to electric-
powered AFWS/MFWS/makeup
systems, possible AC
dependency for RCS
isolation

AFWS-DC-operator inter-
action, AC recovery to
electric-powered AFWS/
MFWS/makeup/DC power
systems, time of AFWS
water source depletion
and AC/DC dependencies
in alternate water
source

Large pump seal failure
probability, AC recovery
to makeup systems, common
service water cooling
dependencies in AC &
makeup systems

Condenser(s) unavail-
ability, AC recovery to
alternate decay heat
removal systems

Stuck open relief valve
probability, AC recovery
to makeup systems

Large pump seal failure
probability, AC recovery
to makeup systems, common
service water cooling
dependencies in AC &
makeup systems

BWR w/Isolation
Condenser(s)

TMU 1 BI

TMQI B1

TMQ 2 B2
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Table 8 (Continued)

BWR w/HPCI-RCIC TMUIB 1

TMU 2 B2

HPCI/RCIC unavailability,
AC recovery to DC power/
other makeup systems

HPCI/RCIC-DC/ventilation
interactions, AC recovery
to DC power/other makeup/
ventilation systems,
common service water
cooling dependencies in
AC/makeup systems & for
ventilation of HPCI/RCIC

HPCS/RCIC unavailability,
AC recovery to other
makeup systems

HPCS & support systems'
unavailability, RCIC-DC/
ventilation interactions,
AC recovery to DC
power/other makeup/
ventilation systems

BWR w/HPCS-RCIC TMUIB 1

TMU 2 B2
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TABLE 9

PWR Sensitivity Examples

I tem

AFWS STM Train Unavail.

Value Used

4E-2

Sensitivity

1.2E-1

4E-3

1.2E-1

4E-3

5E-4

I E-2

AFWS 2 STM Trains

APWS I STM Train and
Ded. Indep. Diesel/DC

Train

Sequence

TML1BI

JCD

TML 1 B1

JCD

TML 1 B1

TML 2 B2

(Batt. Del

TML 2 B2

(Cst Dep.

JCD

TML2B2
(Batt. De

TMQ 2 B2

(B&W onl

Point Estimate Effects

Before*

6.5-4.OE-6 2

6

3.5-2.OE-5 5

3

6.5-4.OE-6 6

3.5-2.OE-5 3

6.5-4.OE-6

1.5-0.9E-5
,. )

3.5E-6 7

3.5-2.OE-5 1

1.5-0.9E-5 3

1p.) 3

1.OE-5 5

After*

.0-1.2E-5

.5-4.OE-7

.0-3.OE-5
.0-1. 5E-5

.5-4.OE-7

.0-1.5E-5

Negl.

Negl.

.OE-6

.5-1.OE-5

.0-2.OE-5

.0-2.OE-6

.0E-6

.5E-5

a%
a%

Operator Fails to Run
AFWS W/O DC

0.5 1.0
0.1

1.0

0.1 1') 1

'The first value is for Babcock & Wilcox plants and the second value is for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
Plants. If there is only one value, then it is used for all plants unless otherwise specified.



Table 9 (continued)

PWR Sensitivity Examples

Item Value Used Sensitivity Point Estimate Effects

Operator Fails to Run

AFWS W/O DC (continued)

0.5 1.0

0.1

1.0

0.1

Offsite Nonrecovery See Report 3t (after 1 hr.)

34

Sequence

TML 2 B2

(Cat Dep.)

JCD

TMLIB1

TML 2 B2

(Batt. Dep.)

TMQ 2 B2

TML 2 B2

(Cst Dep.)

JCD

3t

34

3t
34

3t

34

S

U

U

U

U

Before* After*

Negl.

7E-6

3.5E-6

3 .5-2.OE-5

6.5-4.OE-6

1.5-0.9E-5

1.0-0.5E-5

3.5E-6

3.5-2.OE-5

4.0-2.5E-5

3.0-2.OE-5

6.5-12.OE-6

6.5-1.3E-6
4.5-2.ýE-5

5.0-3.OE-6

2.3-.55E-5

5.5-4.8E-6

10.5E-6

1.2E-6

8.5-5.5E-5

1.8-1.OE-5

ON-i

31

31 2

*The first value is for Babcock & Wilcox plants and the second value is for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
Plants. If there is only one value, then it is used for all plants unless otherwise specified.



Table 9 (continued)

PWR Sensitivity Examples

Item Value Used Sensitivity

Sequence

Point Estimate Effects

Before* After*

Common SW Dependencies

Addition of AC Independent
0%
0o High Pressure Makeup Train

Battery Depletion Time

8E-5 Negl. THL 1 BI

TML2 B2

(Batt. Dep.)

TMQ 2 B2

TML 2B 2

(Cst Dep.)

JCD

(All) JCD

TML 2B2
(Batt. Dep.)

TMQ 2 B2

B&W only)

6.5-4.OE-6

1.5-0.9E-5

1.0-0.5E-5

3.5E-6

3.5-2.OE-5

3.5-2.OE-5

1.5-0.9E-5

l.OE-5

5.0-3.OE-6

1.0-0.7E-5

5.OE-6 to

Negl.

3.OE-6

3.0-1.5E-5

3.5-2.0E-7

3.0-2.0E-5

3.0-2.OE-6

1.5E-5

6.OE-6

1E-2

5 hrs. 2 hrs.
12 hrs.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

*The first value is for Babcock & Wilcox plants and the second value is for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
Plants. If there is only one value, then it is used for all plants unless otherwise specified.



Table 9 (continued)

PWR Sensitivity Examples

Item Value Used

Battery Depletion Time

(continued)

Sensitivity

12 hrs.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

1.0@
2 hrs.

2E-3

1E-5

4E-3, 12 hrs.,
1 day, 1 day

Sequence Before* After*

Point Estimate Effects

Seal Leak Time

Blackout Probability

0.5@

8-12 hrs.

2E-4

TML 2 B2

(Cst Dep.)

JCD

TMQ 2 B2

JCD

(All) JCD

TML 1 B1

TML 2 B2

(Batt. Dep.)

TMQ 2 B2

TML 2 B2

(Cst Dep.)

JCD

3.5E-6

3.5-2.CE-5

1.0-0.5E-5

3.5-2.0E-5

3. 5-2. 0E-5

6.5-4.0E-6

1.5-0.9E-5

1.0-0.5E-5

3.5E-6

3.5-2.OE-5

7.0E-6

5.5-3.OE-5

2.0E-5

4.5-1.5E-5
7.0-3.OE-5

3.5-2.0E-4

2.0-1.0E-6

6.5-4.0E-7

3.0-2.0E-6

Negl.

Negl.

3.5-2.5E-6

AFWS, Batt. Dep. Time, 4E-2, 5 hrs.,
Seal Leak Time, Cst Dep. Time 0.5@ 8-12

hrs., 8 hrs.

*The first value is for Babcock & Wilcox plants and the second value is for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
Plants. If there is only one value, then it is used for all plants unless otherwise specified.



Table 10

BWR W/Isolation Condenser Sensitivity Examples

I tem

Operator Failure to Initiate

Shell Side Water

Add Firepump for RCS Makeup

Blackout Probability

Offuite Non-Recovery

Value Used

5E-3

2E-4

See Report

Sensitivity

5E-2
IE-3
5E-2

1E-3

5E-2

2E-3

1E-5

3f (after 1 hr.)

3;

3f

34
3f

31

1.0

(Allowed if plant

operates @40% power)

Sequence

THU1B

>JCD

(All) JCD

(All) XCD

THUIB1

TMQ 2 B2

TCD

THU 1 B 1
JCD

Point Estimate Effects

Before After

1.5E-6

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

1.5E-6

2.OE-5

2.5E-5

1.5E-6
2.5E-5

6.OE-6
1.OE-6

3.OE-5

2.5E-5

1.5E-6

2.5E-4

1.5E-6

4.5E-6
5.0E-7

6.OE-5

7.OE-6

6.5E-5
1.0E-5

5E-5
7E-5

-4I0

Condenser Unavailability (T&M) 2E-3



Table 10 (continued)

BWR W/Isolation Condenser Sensitivity Examples

I tem Value Used Sensitivity

Sequence
Point Estimate Effects

Before After

Stuck open SRV

Probability

1.6E-2 2E-3

Common SW Dependencies 8E-5

Seal Leak Time 1.0 @ 12 hrs.

Negl.

1.00 2 hrs.

Negl.

1.0 @ 2hrs.

Negl.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

1.0

TMQIB1

JCD

(All) XCD

TMQ 2 B2

37CD

2.5E-6

2.5E-5

2 .5E-5

2.0E-5

2.5E-5

2.OE-5

2.5E-5

Negl.
2.5E-5

3.0E-7

2.2E-5

1.5E-5

6.DE-5

Negl
6.5E-5

5.OE-6

3.OE-5
1.5E-5

3.5E-5

2.OE-5

1.OE-5
3.5E-5

I~1

Battery Depletion Time

Operator Fails to Run Fire-

pump/Isolation Condenser

After Loss of DC in 5 hrs.

5 hrs. TM02B2

JCD

TMU2B 2
JCD

Negl.



Table 11

BWR W/HPCI-RCIC Sensitivity Examples

I tem Value Used Sensitivity Point
Sequence

Estimate Effects
Before

Operator Fails to Run
HPCI-RCIC W/O DC/Ventilation

HPCI-RCIC Runs W/O

Ventilation/DC

Blackout Probability

0.5 1.0
0.1

1.0
0.1

TMU2B2

JCD

5-8 hrs.

2E-4

12 hrs.

2E-3

IE-5

Offsite Nonrecovery See Report 3t (after 1 hr.)

3j

TMU2B 2
JCD

JCD

TMU2B 2

JCD

TMU2 B 2
JCD

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

After

3.0E-5
2.OE-5

3.0E-5
2.OE-5

1.0E-5

1.OE-5

2.5E-4
1.5E-6

5.5E-5

1.5E-5
5.5E-5

1.5E-5

2.OE-5
2.OE-5

31
34

U

U

Operator Fails to Override

Temp. Isolation Signal on

HPCI/RCIC

1.0 Negl.



Table 11 (continued)

BWR W/HPCI-RCIC Sensitivity Examples

I tem Value Used Sensitivity Point Estimate Effects

Sequence Before After

Common SW Dependencies

Battery Depletion Time

Early Common Mode

DC Failure

BE-5

5 hrs.

Negl.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

IE-4

1E-6

IE-6

1E-6

TMU 2 B2

XCD

THU2B2

JCD

THU 1BI

JCD

2.5E-5
2.5E-5

2.5E-5

2.5E-5

1.03-6

2.5E-5

1.5E-5
1.5E-5

2.5E-5
2.0E-5

2.5E-5

2.E0-5

6.5E-6
4.OE-7

3.0E-5

2.5E-5

-4
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This appendix contains details regarding the event trees used
in the station blackout study. The three event trees are depicted
along with descriptions of the event tree headings and the sequences
themselves. Rationale for the particular event tree construction
is also presented.

In developing the event trees for this study, a number of
considerations had to be kept in mind: 1) The possibility of a
long duration station blackout and the fact that different
time-dependent system failure modes can also occur following the
intiating event. This latter possibility led us to consider
constructing time-dependent event trees so as to more explicitly
examine and display the effects of long-term station blackout.
2) Since the scope of the program covers virtually all present
plant configurations and types, the desire for a few functional
trees rather than numerous systemic trees developed. 3) All the
major functions important to possible core damage resulting from
station blackout must be shown.

In analyzing the station blackout issue, it appears that
three time periods and two principal functions are of interest.
The two principal functions (given a reactor scram does occur) are
(1) Heat removal from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) to the
ultimate heat sink. (2) Maintaining water inventory in the RCS
in order to keep the reactor core covered.

The three time periods consist of:

(A) an early time phase for recovery of AC power so
as to avoid possible core damage;

(B) The time period in which DC power supplies could be
depleted and subsequent system failures could occur due
to continued unavailability of AC power; and

(C) A late time period in order to include long term consider-
ations. This is valid only and if there have been no
early system failures, and if it is recognized that systems
are typically not designed to run for long periods of
time without water supplies, heat sinks, and AC and DC
power.

The early time phase is typically -1/2 to 2 hours long
[31, 34) for sequences which include early failure of either or
both principal functions. In this length of time, AC power
recovery is a vital factor in mitigating the event.

The second time period is currently estimated in the 2 to 12
hour [31, 34] time frame (although it can be longer). In this
time, the two principal functions can be lost due to the extended
loss of AC power. Such losses can occur, for example, due to
depletion of DC power supplies caused by loads on the batteries
for extended periods of time without AC power for the chargers,
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loss of RCS pump seals (a blackout-caused LOCA) due to the con-
tinuous loss of AC power and therefore, loss of seal cooling, and
the failure of either or both principal functions due to extended
cooling or lubrication losses.

The late time period includes consideration of the slow deple-
tion of nominal water inventories and heat sink capability due to
extended AC power loss given the core has not been damaged in
earlier time frames. Long-term considerations include not only
the continuous performance of the two principal functions but
also the success or failure of containment systems which in turn
affect the consequences of the accident.

The event trees are therefore constructed in a manner which
explicitly depicts the three time periods of interest and the
success or failure of the two principal functions during each time
period. The trees include sequences that either lead to possible
core damage or result in mitigation of the accident. The unavail-
ability of the containment systems are not explicitly shown on the
event trees, but containment considerations are included in the
overall analyses to provide a risk perspective. (See Section 5.2
of main report.)

The generic event trees are shown in Figures A-l, A-2, and A-3.
The reason for three event trees becomes clear if one reviews the
overall effects of station blackout on the various plant designs.
Table A-1 summarizes those effects on a functional level. Prin-
cipal system level effects are shown in parentheses. Functionally,
the older BWRs and all PWRs are similarly affected, and so the two
event trees (Figures A-1 and A-2) are identical in structure, but
of course the functions are represented by different systems and,
therefore, different accident sequence probabilities could result.
The newer BWRs have different functional capabilities and require
a unique event tree structure to display the possible accident
sequences (Figure A-3).

Depending on the specific design, each heading on the trees
can represent a different system or group of systems. The capa-
bility does exist, however, to account for these various designs
in the analysis process. This can be done by analyzing the trees
using different failure probabilities for each event, depending on
the system designs of interest for each class of plant type to be
considered. Thus, the trees can be analyzed, for instance, using
the appropriate systems for each functional event heading for a
BWR-3 design, and then using a BWR-6 design in which different
systems may represent each functional heading on the event tree.
Given this capability and the functional nature of these generic
event trees, the spectrum of plant designs can be analyzed using
the event trees shown.

Although, as mentioned earlier, each event tree heading can
represent different systems depending on plant design, general
systemic descriptions for each event heading can be defined.
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Figure A-1 GENERIC PWR EVENT TREE FOR STATION BLACKOUT
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Figure A-2. GENERIC BWR EVENT TREE FOR STATION
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Figure A-3. GENERIC BlUR EVENT TREE FOR STATION BLACKOUT (BWR3 - BWR6)
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TABLE A-i

STATION BLACKOUT EFFECTS

FUNCTIONS

REMAINING

PWRs: DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

(STEAM-DRIVEN AFWS)

FUNCTIONS

LOST

RCS MAKEUP

(HPIS)

BWRs.(2-3):

BWRs (3-6):

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

(ISOLATION CONDENSER)

INTERIM HEAT REMOVAL & RCS

MAKEUP

(HPCI OR HPCS/RCIC)

RCS MAKEUP 1

(LPCS/LPCI
2 )3

ULTIMATE HEAT REMOVAL

(LPCRS)
3

1 A FEW PLANTS HAVE AN HPCI SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES MAKEUP AS WELL.
2 LPCI EXISTS ONLY ON SOME BWR-3 DESIGNS.
3 WOULD REQUIRE SUCCESSFUL APRS/ADS OPERATION TO DEPRESSURIZE

THE PRIMARY SYSTEM.
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TABLE A-2. SUMMARY OF EVENT TREE HEADING DESCRIPTIONS
(ACCIDENT SEQUENCE SYMBOLS)

TMBO - STATION BLACKOUT (THE INITIATING EVENT)

L1 - AC-INDEPENDENT SECONDARY HEAT REMOVAL (i.e., STEAM-
DRIVEN AFWS OR EFWS) INITIALLY SUCCEEDS OR FAILS
FOLLOWING STATION BLACKOUT

U1  - AC-INDEPENDENT HEAT REMOVAL (i.e., ISOLATION CONDENSER
FOR BWR 2-3; HPCI OR HPCS/RCIC FOR BWR 3-6) INITIALLY
SUCCEEDS OR FAILS FOLLOWING STATION BLACKOUT

01 - PILOT-OPERATED RELIEF VALVE (PORV)/SAFETY-RELIEF
VALVE (SRV)/PUMP SEAL LEAKS/RCS ISOLATION SUCCEED OR
FAIL FOLLOWING THE INITIATING EVENT SUCH THAT THE RCS
INTEGRITY (AND HENCE PRIMARY COOLANT INVENTORY) IS
EITHER MAINTAINED OR IS LOST

BI/B2/B3 - OFFSITE PWR/ONSITE PWR IS OR IS NOT RESTORED IN THE
THREE CORRESPONDING TIME PERIODS OF INTEREST & SUFFI-
CIENT AC HEAT REMOVAL/MAKEUP SYSTEMS & THEIR SUPPORT
SYSTEMS EITHER SUCCEED OR FAIL TO OPERATE FOR AS
LONG AS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE AND/OR MAINTAIN LONG-
TERM SAFE SHUTDOWN (CAN GO TO COLD SHUTDOWN)

L2 - SAME AS LI, BUT INCLUDING PROLONGED AC LOSS EFFECTS
(e.g., COOLING, VENTILATION, DC PWR LOSS EFFECTS ON
THE CONTINUED SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF L1 SYSTEMS)

U2  - SAME AS U1 , BUT INCLUDING SIMILAR PROLONGED AC
LOSS EFFECTS

Q2 - PORV/SRV/SEAL LEAKS - LIKE Q1 EXCEPT EMPHASIS ON
PROLONGED AC LOSS EFFECTS ON THE CONTINUED SUCCESS OF
MAINTAINING RCS INTEGRITY
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These descriptions are presented below. A summary of the event
tree heading descriptions is provided in Table A-2.

PWR Event Tree (Figure A-i)

a) Secondary Heat Removal (LI) -- Given station blackout
(TMBO) which will result in the unavailability of the
MFWS, this event includes any system and its supporting
systems which are used to provide decay heat removal from
the secondary side of the steam generators given AC power
and the loss of MFWS. This function is typically per-
formed by the AFWS in PWRs. For success of this event,
the AFWS must be AC independent or require AC power only
after sustained periods of operation such as for pump
room cooling or switching to an alternate water supply.

Success of this event is defined as follows: The
AFWS removes enough heat so that the RCS does not overheat
and boiloff. This prevents the uncovering of the reactor
core in the early time frame.

b) RCS Integrity (01) -- This event involves preventing a
leak in the RCS pressure boundary. This function includes
such considerations as reclosing the Safety-Relief Valves
(SRVs) or PORVs following their operation, isolation of
appropriate lines connecting to the RCS, and the loss of
the RCS pressure boundary due to mechanical degradation
of the RCS pump seal following loss of AC power.

Success of the event is defined as follows: Leakage
from the primary system is sufficiently low to prevent
the need for makeup of water inventory during the early
phase of the accident scenario.

c) AC to Vital Systems (B1 ) -- This event includes the recovery
of AC power to any of the secondary heat removal systems
and/or the makeup systems so that the heat removal and
RCS water inventory functions can be established and
maintained. This event also includes restoration of AC
power to support systems to allow for the success of the
two principal functions (core cooling and coolant makeup).
The secondary heat removal and makeup systems commonly
consist of the AFWS, the MEWS if offsite power is restored,
the High Pressure Injection System (HPIS), and/or the
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). The support
systems include ventilation, cooling, and lubrication
systems as well as systems which provide for long-term
recirculation of needed water supplies. If the AFWS and
the MFWS were still unavailable following AC power restora-
tion, some plants could possibly operate in a "feed and
bleed" mode in which high pressure makeup systems are
used both to maintain RCS water inventory and remove
heat from the primary system to the containment via the
PORVs and/or SRVs.
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Success is defined as as follows: The restoration of
AC power to a sufficient set of the above systems and
their supporting systems necessary for continued RCS
heat removal and makeup for as long as needed (about 24
hours). Success or failure of this event is only of
concern if either of the previous two events has failed.
If they have failed early recovery of AC power will be
required in order to avoid core damage.

d) Secondary Heat Removal in Extended Time Period (L 2 ) --
This event includes continued operation of secondary heat
removal if AC power has not been restored earlier (Bi
time frame).

Continued operability of the secondary heat removal
function is dependent upon the varying electrical power
configurations after a blackout. If AC power has not been
restored but DC power is successful, then failure of the
secondary heat removal function due to extended loss of
pump cooling and lubrication or room cooling may occur.
If both AC and DC power have failed, then it is likely
that the operator cannot continue to operate the systems
"flying blind." Thus, the extended loss of AC power
perhaps worsened by the eventual loss of DC power could
prevent operation of these systems and, therefore, eventu-
ally fail the heat removal function.

Success is defined as follows: Effects due to the
extended loss of AC power coupled with possible loss of
the DC power supplies do not affect the continued success
of secondary heat removal (i.e., either the operator
successfully operates the systems without AC and DC power
or DC power does not fail and the systems cooling require-
merts are AC independent).

e) RCS Integrity in Extended Time Period (02) -- This event
is similar to the previous event except that it includes
the effect on continued success of the RCS integrity
function if AC power has not been restored earlier.
Considerations include the effects of continued AC
power loss (and perhaps DC power loss) on the ability to
maintain RCS integrity. For instance, one item of concern
is the ability of the RCS pump seals to maintain their
integrity during extended loss of seal cooling.

Success is defined as follows: The effects due to
extended loss of AC power coupled with eventual DC power
loss do not affect the integrity of the RCS in such a way
that makeup capability becomes an immediate concern.

f) AC to Vital Systems (B2) -- This event includes success
or failure of recovering AC power to necessary systems
(see B1 event) particularly when either the L2, Q2,
or both events have failed, thus requiring AC power
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restoration relatively quickly (within a few hours) in
order to restore or mitigate the effects of the failed
function.

Success is defined as the restoration of AC power
to a sufficient set of systems which will restore the
failed function or its effects and bring the plant to a
safe and stable condition.

g) AC Recovered-RCS Makeup/Heat Removal (B3 ) -- Given: second-
ary heat removal and integrity of the RCS have succeeded
even without the recovery of AC power. This event is
concerned with eventual AC recovery so that these functions
and long term makeup can be reestablished if necessary
and maintained for as long as needed. As in the earlier
cases covering AC restoration, this event includes restor-
ation of power to the systems themselves and proper
operation of these systems. The systems include long-term
makeup systems as well as all supporting systems necessary
for long-term success of heat removal and for maintaining
RCS coolant inventory. Without such a recovery, eventual
core damage will occur.

Success for this event occurs when AC power (and if
needed, DC power, if it has been previously lost) is
restored to long-term makeup and heat removal systems.
This includes all necessary support systems, so that the
two principal functions can succeed for as long as required.

BWR Event Tree for Isolation Condenser Designs (Figure A-2)

a) Decay Heat Removal (UI) -- Given station blackout (TMBo),
this event includes any system and its support systems
which provide decay heat removal immediately following
loss of AC power and loss of the MFWS/PCS. For success
of this event, the systems must be AC independent or
require AC power only after sustained periods of operation.
For BWR-2s, and some BWR-3s, this event includes the
isolation condenser for heat removal and for some plants,
the HPCI system for heat removal and reactor vessel water
makeup.

Success occurs when adequate heat removal is main-
tained so that the RCS does not overheat and boil-off.
This prevents the uncovering of the reactor core in the
early time frame.

b) RCS Integrity (Q1) -- This event involves preserving the
integrity of the RCS pressure boundary. This function
includes such considerations as reclosing of the SRVs
following their operation, isolation of appropriate lines
connecting to the RCS, and loss of the RCS pressure boundary
due to mechanical degradation of the recirculation pump
seals caused by the loss of AC power.
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Success occurs when leakage from the primary system
is sufficiently low so as to prevent the need for makeup
of water inventory during the early phase of the accident
scenario.

c) AC to Vital Systems (Bl) -- This event includes success
or failure of recovering AC power to the PCS or low-
pressure heat removal and makeup systems and their support
systems so that heat removal and RCS water inventory can
be established and maintained. Besides the PCS, the heat
removal and makeup systems include some form of LPCS
and/or LPCI system for all BWRs, the FWCI system
for three BWR plants, primary system depressurization
capability, and some form of Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
or Shutdown Cooling (SDC) system combined with containment
cooling capability. The support systems include ventilation,
cooling, and lubrication systems as well as systems which
provide for long-term recirculation of needed water supplies.

Success is defined as restoration of AC power to
a sufficient set of the above systems and their support-
ing systems necessary for continued RCS heat removal and
makeup for as long as needed. Success or failure of this
event is only of concern if either of the previous two
events has failed, thus requiring early recovery of AC
power in order to avoid core damage.

d) Decay Heat Removal in Extended Time Period (U 2 ) -This
event includes continued operation of heat removal if AC
power has not been restored earlier (Bl time frame).

Continued operability of the secondary heat removal
function is dependent upon the electrical power configur-
ations after blackout. If AC power has not been restored but
DC power is successful, then failure of the secondary
heat removal function due to extended loss of pump cooling
and lubrication or room cooling may occur. If both AC
and DC power have failed, then it is likely that the
operator cannot continue to operate the systems "flying
blind." Thus, the extended loss of DC power perhaps
worsened by the eventual loss of DC power could prevent
operation of these systems, and, therefore, eventually
fail the heat removal function.

Success occurs when effects due to the extended loss
of AC power coupled with possible loss of the DC power
supplies do not affect the continued success of the heat
removal systems.

e) RCS Integrity in Extended Time Period (02) -- This event
is similar to the previous event except that it includes
the effect on continued success of the RCS integrity
function if AC power has not been restored earlier.
Considerations include the effects of continued AC power
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loss, and perhaps DC power loss, on the ability to maintain
RCS integrity.

Success occurs when the extended loss of AC power
coupled with eventual DC power loss does not affect the
integrity of the RCS so that makeup capability never
becomes an immediate concern.

f) AC to Vital Systems (B 2 ) -- This event includes success
or failure of recovering AC power to necessary systems
(see B1 event), particularly when either the U2 , Q2, or
both events have failed thus causing the need for AC
power restoration relatively quickly (within a few hours)
in order to restore or mitigate the effects of the failed
function.

Success is defined as restoration of AC power to
a sufficient set of systems to restore the failed
function or its effects and bring the plant to a safe
and stable condition.

g) AC Recovered-RCS Makeup/Heat Removal (B 3 ) -- Given:
heat removal and integrity of the RCS have succeeded
even without the recovery of AC power. This event is
concerned with eventual AC recovery so that long-term
heat removal and makeup can be established and maintained
for as long as needed. As in the earlier cases covering
AC restoration, this event includes restoration of power
to the systems themselves and proper operation of these
systems. The systems include the long-term heat removal
and makeup systems previously described in "a" and in "c"
above and all supporting systems necessary for long-term
success of heat removal and for maintaining RCS coolant
inventory.

Success occurs when AC power (and if needed, DC
power, if it has been previously lost) is restored to
long-term makeup and heat removal systems. This includes
all necessary support systems, so that the two principal
functions can succeed for as long as required.

BWR Event Tree for Non-Isolation Condenser Designs (Figure A-3)

a) High Pressure Core Cooling (UI) -- Given: station blackout
(TMB0), this event includes any system and its support
systems which provide high pressure core cooling immediately
following loss of AC power and loss of the MFWS. This
cooling is performed by the HPCI, HPCS, or RCIC systems
in BWR-3 through BWR-6 plants without isolation condensers.
These systems provide both heat removal and RCS makeup
functions and are independent of AC power for at least
short term considerations. (Note: HPCS has a dedicated
AC supply.)
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Success occurs when adequate heat removal and vessel
water makeup are provided so that the reactor core is not
uncovered during the early time frame.

b) RCS Integrity (Ql) -- This event involves preserving
the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary. This
function includes such considerations as reclosing
of the SRVs following their operation, isolation of
appropriate lines connecting to the RCS, and loss of
the RCS pressure boundary due to mechanical degrada-
tion of the recirculation pump seals caused by the
loss of AC power.

Success occurs when leakage from the primary system
is sufficiently low so as to prevent the need for makeup
of water inventory during the early phase of the accident
scenario.

c) AC to Vital Systems (Bl) -- This event includes success
or failure of recovering AC power to the high pressure
core cooling support systems, the PCS, or the low pressure
heat removal and makeup systems, and their support systems
so that heat removal and RCS water inventory can be main-
tained. Besides the PCS, the heat removal and makeup
systems include some form of LPCS and LPCI, primary system
depressurization capability, and some form of RHR combined
with containment cooling capability. The support systems
include ventilation, cooling, and lubrication systems as
well as systems which provide for long-term recirculation
of needed water supplies.

Success is defined as restoration of AC power to
a sufficient set of the above systems and their support-
ing systems necessary for continued RCS heat removal
and makeup for as long as needed. Success or failure
of this event is only of concern if either of the previous
two events has failed, thus requiring early recovery of
AC power in order to avoid core damage.

d) High Pressure Core Cooling in Extended Time Period (U 2 ) --
This event includes continued operation of the high pres-
sure core cooling systems if AC power has not been restored
earlier (B 1 time frame).

Continued operability of the secondary heat removal
function is dependent upon the electrical power configura-
tions after a blackout. If AC power has not been restored
but DC power is successful, then failure of the secondary
heat removal function due to extended loss of pump cool-
ing and lubrication or room cooling may occur. If both
AC and DC power have failed, then it is likely that the
operator cannot continue to operate the systems "flying
blind." Thus, the extended loss of AC power perhaps
worsened by the eventual loss of DC power could prevent
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operation of these systems and, therefore, eventually
fail the heat removal function.

Success occurs when effects due to the extended loss
of AC power coupled with possible loss of the DC power
supplies does not affect the continued success of these
systems.

e) RCS Integrity in Extended Time Period (02) -- This event
is similar to the previous event except that it includes
the effect on continued success of the RCS integrity
function if AC power has not been restored earlier.
Considerations include the effects of continued AC power
loss, and perhaps DC power loss, on the ability to maintain
RCS integrity.

Success occurs when the extended loss of AC power
coupled with eventual DC power loss does not affect the
integrity of the RCS so that makeup capability never
becomes an immediate concern.

f) AC to Vital Systems (B 2 ) -- This event includes
success or failure of recovering AC power to necessary
systems (see BI event), particularly when the U2 event
has failed thus causing the need for AC power restora-
tion relatively quickly (within a few hours) in order
to restore or mitigate the effects of the failed
systems.

Success is defined as restoration of AC power to a
sufficient set of systems to restore the failed function
or its effects and bring the plant to a safe and stable
condition.

g) AC Recovered-RCS Makeup/Heat Removal (B 3 ) -- Given: heat
removal and integrity of the RCS have succeeded even
without the recovery of AC power. This event is con-
cerned with eventual AC recovery so that long-term heat
removal and makeup can be established and maintained for
as long as needed. As in the earlier cases covering AC
restoration, this event includes restoration of power to
the systems themselves and proper operation of these
systems. These systems include the long-term heat removal
and makeup systems previously described in "a" and "c"
above and all supporting systems necessary for long-term
success of heat removal and for maintaining RCS coolant
inventory.

Success for this event occurs when AC power (and if
needed, DC power, if it has been previously lost) is
restored to long-term makeup and heat removal systems.
This includes all necessary support systems, so that the two
principal functions can succeed for as long as required.
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One very important general note regarding the
specific system success criteria should be mentioned.
Based on what is viewed as attempts to define realistic
success criteria as expressed particularly in later
PRAs[4-14) as well as current judgments regarding success
criteria information, it was concluded that in no case
(for station blackout related scenarios) is more than one
train of a shutdown cooling system needed to provide a
necessary function. For example, one train of AFWS and
one train of HPIS were concluded to be sufficient to
provide heat removal and RCS makeup, respectively, even
with the possible station blackout induced LOCAs which
could occur. Typical large LOCA criteria requiring
multiple trains does not appear to be required in any
scenario examined in this study. A possible exception to
this is if AC power and the required function are not
recovered until the core is nearly or even partially
uncovered and core damage is imminent. At such a time,
starting more trains of a particular system may be
desirable although such action does introduce questions
regarding thermal shock phenomena. Since report results
found that recovery of AC power itself is such an over-
whelming factor in recovering from station blackout,
this exception does not appear to significantly change
any observations in this report.

With the event tree headings having been described,
the following are brief descriptions of the accident
sequences depicted on the PWR and BWR event trees. The
reader should reference the sequence number on the
event trees when reviewing the descriptions that follow.

PWR Event Tree (Figure A-l)

a) Sequence 1 -- Secondary heat removal and the RCS integrity
functions succeed immediately following the blackout con-
dition which precludes the need for early recovery of AC
power to restore the makeup systems. Also, AC power is
eventually restored to the RCS coolant makeup and other
supporting systems for the continued successful operation
of secondary heat removal and long-term makeup systems.
Furthermore, there is never a loss of any necessary
function and AC is recovered before DC power supplies are
depleted or otherwise lost.

b) Sequences 2 through 4 -- In these sequences, an extended
AC power loss occurs causing the possible loss of DC
power because of the depletion of DC power supplies.
Other effects of a prolonged AC power outage may occur.
However, there is no failure of either secondary heat
removal or RCS integrity due to this extended loss or due
to operator error, and AC power is either finally restored
(along with DC power if necessary) to prevent core damage,
or AC power is not restored in time to prevent loss of
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water inventory and/or heat removal which eventually
leads to core damage.

c) Sequences 5 through 10 -- These sequences depict the
success or failure of the late restoration of AC power to
systems needed to restore or mitigate the effects of
secondary heat removal or RCS integrity loss during the
intermediate time frame.

d) Sequences 11 through 16 -- Because of the early failure of
either the RCS integrity function or the secondary heat
removal function or both, early recovery of AC power for
the restoration of makeup and/or cooling capability is
required. Success or failure of this recovery results in
either a mitigated sequence or a sequence in which core
damage occurs in the early phase of the accident.

For all sequences resulting in core damage, one other
AC recovery consideration is addressed. Eventual AC
recovery to the containment systems (but after the onset
of core damage) may dictate the success or failure of
containment integrity which can thus affect the risks
from the accident. This additional time consideration is
included in the program analyses but is not explicitly
shown on the event trees.

BWR Event Tree for Isolation Condenser Design (Figure A-2)

a) Sequence 1 -- High pressure heat removal, and if appli-
cable, high pressure makeup, and the RCS integrity
functions succeed immediately following the blackout
condition which precludes the need for early recovery of
AC power to restore low pressure heat removal/makeup
systems. Also, AC power is eventually restored to the
low pressure makeup and heat removal systems and their
supporting systems for the continued successful operation
of heat removal and long-term makeup. Furthermore, there
is never a loss of any necessary function and AC is
recovered before DC power supplies are depleted or other-
wise lost.

b) Sequences 2 through 4 -- In these sequences, an extended
AC power loss occurs causing the possible loss of DC
power because of the depletion of DC power supplies.
Other effects of a prolonged AC power outage may occur.
However, there is no failure of either heat removal or
RCS integrity due to this extended loss or due to operator
error, and AC power is either finally restored (along
with DC power if necessary) to the low pressure systems
to prevent core damage, or AC power is not restored in
time to prevent loss of water inventory and/or heat
removal which eventually leads to core damage.
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c) Sequences 5 through 10 -- These sequences depict the
success or failure of the late restoration of AC power to
low pressure systems. These systems are needed to restore
or mitigate the effects of heat removal or RCS integrity
loss during the intermediate time frame.

d) Sequences 11 through 16 -- Because of the early failure
of either the RCS integrity function or the heat removal
function or both, early recovery of AC power for the
restoration of makeup and/or cooling capability is required.
Success or failure of this recovery results in either a
mitigated sequence or a sequence in which core damage
occurs in the early phase of the accident.

For all sequences resulting in core damage, one
other AC recovery consideration is addressed. Eventual
AC recovery to the containment systems (but after the
onset of core damage) may dictate the success or failure
of containment integrity which can thus affect the risks
from the accident. This additional time consideration is
included in the program analyses but is not explicitly
shown on the event trees.

BWR Event Tree for Non-Isolation Condenser Designs (Figure A-3)

a) Sequence 1 -- High pressure core cooling and the RCS
integrity functions succeed immediately following the
blackout condition which precludes the need for early
recovery of AC power to restore low pressure heat removal/
makeup systems. Also, AC power is eventually restored
for the continued successful operation of heat removal
and long-term makeup. Furthermore, there is never a loss
of any necessary function and AC is recovered before DC
power supplies are depleted or otherwise lost.

b) Sequences 2 through 4 -- In these sequences, an extended
AC power loss occurs causing the possible loss of DC
power because of the depletion of DC power supplies.
Other effects of a prolonged AC power outage may occur.
However, there is no failure of either high pressure
core cooling or RCS integrity due to this extended loss
or due to operator error, and AC power is either finally
restored (along with DC power if necessary) to prevent
core damage, or AC power is not restored in time to prevent
loss of water inventory and/or heat removal which eventually
leads to core damage.

c) Sequences 5 through 11 -- These sequences depict the
success or failure of the late restoration of AC power to
systems needed to restore or mitigate the effects of heat
removal or RCS integrity loss which have occurred during
the intermediate time frame due to the extended loss of
AC power.
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d) Sequences 12 through 17 -- Because of the early failure
of the RCS integrity function and later success or failure
of high pressure core cooling, eventual recovery of AC
power for the continuation or restoration of makeup and/or
cooling capability is required. Success or failure of
this recovery results in either a mitigated sequence or a
sequence in which core damage occurs in the later stages
of the accident.

e) Sequences 18 through 21 -- Because of early failure of
the high pressure core cooling systems coupled with possible
failure of RCS integrity, early recovery of AC power for
the restoration of makeup and/or cooling capability is
required. Success or failure of this recovery results in
either a mitigated sequence or a sequence in which core
damage occurs in the early phase of the accident.

For all sequences resulting in core damage, one
other AC recovery consideration is addressed. Eventual
AC recovery to the containment systems (but after the
onset of core damage) may dictate the success or failure
of containment integrity. This recovery can thus affect
the risks from the accident. This additional time con-
sideration is included in the program analyses but is not
explicitly shown on the event trees.
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INTRODUCTIONS

This appendix contains information regarding the various shut-
down cooling system configurations which exist for operating or
near-term operating plants. Those systems particularly important
to the station blackout issue are addressed. The following infor-
mation was gathered from a multitude of sources and an effort has
been made to reflect the systems with post-TMI-2 changes incorporated
in their design and/or operation.

Also described is the review process which we used for nearly
nearly two years while gathering the system information summarized
in this appendix.

A. SYSTEM REVIEW PROCESS

A major effort of this program involved a review of shutdown
cooling and related systems currently existing or those systems
planned for near-term operating plants. This review included
system capabilities as well as support features necessary for
long-term operation of the major shutdown cooling systems. The
focus of this review was on the identification of AC power
dependencies, the adequacy of AC independent systems, the reli-
ability of systems under station blackout and, where appropriate,
the impact of procedures. This section discusses the results of
the review using plant PRAs, SAR material, and other information
sources. (See Table B-1 for sources used.) Each major system of
interest is discussed in light of its part in the generic event
trees. A general description of the system and information regard-
ing system operations are presented. The major system interfaces
and the dominant system failure modes are also identified.

The systems or functions reviewed are listed in Tables B-2
through B-4. These include: (1) the shutdown cooling systems of
primary interest to the station blackout issue; (2) the support
systems necessary for the operation of the shutdown cooling systems;
(3) containment systems; and (4) other miscellaneous systems that
could potentially have an effect on station blackout sequences.

The review process itself is diagrammatically shown by
Figures B-1 and B-2. These figures depict system information and
interactions covered during the review process. As can be seen,
the review process includes information regarding the system itself
as well as interactions involving power requirements, effects of
prolonged AC loss, human interactions, and potential common modes
among systems. The AC-independent (or at least partially indepen-
dent) systems were examined in a little more detail than the AC-
dependent systems. It is the AC-independent systems which must
initially operate following station blackout, and thus all failure
modes of these systems could be important to core damage sequence
probabilities. The AC-dependent system operation is contingent
on recovery of AC power and so a less detailed review of the
AC-dependent systems has been conducted. This review was made
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Table B-2

Systems Included in

Review Scope

(PWRs)

Major Systems/Functions

MFWS
(PORVs*/SRVs*/Block Valves,

RCS Integrity RCS Isolation*,
Rx Coolant Pump Seal Failures

AFWS*/EFWS*
HPIS

Support Systems/Functions

Power -AC/DC*
Heating/Cooling
Ventilation
Lubrication
Water*/Air
Lighting*

Other Systems

Upper Head Injection*
LPIS
Accumula tors*
RHR

Containment Systems/Functions

CS I S/CSRS/CHRS
Containment Isolation*
Radioactivity Removal
Hydrogen Control

Miscellaneous

Control Room Indications*
Operator Procedures
Human Interactions

4Usually at least partially AC-independent.
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Table B-3

Systems Included in

Review Scope

(BWR 2/3 designs)

Major Systems/Functions

PCS
RCS Integrity JSRVs*, RCS Isolation*,

lRecirc. Pump Seal Failures
FWCI/HPCI*
Isolation Condenser*
APRS*
LPCS/LPCI/Containment Spray-Cooling System
SDCS

Support•Systems/Functions

Power - AC/DC*
Heating/Cooling
Ventilation
Lubrication
Water*/Air
Lighting*

Other Systems

VSS*
CRDS

Containment Systems/Functions

Containment Isolation*
Radioactivity Removal
Hydrogen Control

Miscellaneous

Control Room Indications*
Operator Procedures
Human Interactions

*Usually at-least partially AC-indpendent.
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Table B-4

Systems Included in

Review Scope

(BWR 3/4/5/6 designs)

Major Systems/Functions

PCS
RCS Integrity SRVs*, RCS Isolation*,

Recirc. Pump Seal Failures
HPCI* or HPCS/RCIC*
ADS*
LPCS/LPCI (RHR mode of operation)
LPCRS (RHR mode of operation)

Support Systems/Funct ions

Power - AC/DC*
Heating/Cooling
Ventilation
Lubrication
Water*/Air
Lighting*

Other Systems

VSS*
CRDS
RHR (modes other than LPCI/LPCRS)

Containment Systems/Functions

Containment Isolation*
Radioactivity Removal
Hydrogen Control

Miscellaneous

Control Room Indications*
Operator Procedures
Human Interactions

;Usually-at least partially AC-independent.
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FIGURE B-i
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FIGURE B-2
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simply to ensure that there are no other potentially-dominant,
non-recovery considerations for such systems.

Plant procedures [47,48] for station blackout were reviewed
and found to range from those which consider the specific operator
actions that would be required for an extended loss of AC power
to those which say they would simply restore power. Since the
non-recovery of power dominates much of this issue, procedures
which simply address power recovery in general terms would appear
to be inadequate. Many of the observations in this and ORNL's
report should be considered in the station blackout procedures
currently being prepared.

Plant visits [50] were also very useful in obtaining informa-
tion which simply cannot be easily obtained from other sources.
Most information from FSARs is out of date or too vague to provide
the specific data that is needed. Other more current informa-
tion is very difficult to get unless one can talk directly with
plant and utility personnel.

Information from plant visits was obtained in four general
areas: (1) operational insights -- to be able to talk to oper-
ators and other plant personnel about what they would do for
a specific accident sequence especially in a case such as
station blackout where, in many cases, written procedures are
just being developed, (2) plant layout -- while one can get some
information on plant layout from FSARs and on the phone, a walk
around the plant allows one to notice potential failure modes
that one would not have otherwise thought of or sufficient
information was just not available to determine its significance,
(3) specific system information -- examples of the types of
information which were found that were not otherwise available
are setpoints on crucial trips, insights into trip bypass cap-
ability, system improvements planned for the future, specific
power bus assignments which were otherwise unavailable, and
plant personnel "feelings" and experiences on loss of ventila-
tion problems, and (4) testing -- it is very hard to determine
second hand whether or not a whole system is tested or if the
test is representative of a true demand situation.

Regarding the system information that follows, specific
references have not been indicated for each item of information
except in those cases where it was felt necessary to do so. There-
fore, in general, the information listed represents a composite of
system information based on all the references used.
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B. PWR SYSTEMS

1. Main Feedwater (MEW)

a. Introduction

The MFW system is the normal means of heat removal from the
core when the plant is operating. The MFW can also be used to cool
the plant when it is shutdown. In either case, water is pumped
to the steam generators where it absorbs heat from the primary
coolant and is converted to steam. The steam is dumped into the
condenser where the heat is removed; the water is then recirculated.

MFW systems typically contain two or three trains of feedwater
with either steam or motor-driven feedwater pumps. Condensate and
condensate booster pumps (part of the feedwater trains) are always
motor operated and require offsite AC power while DC power is needed
for breakers and control. As a result, offsite power and DC power,
if lost, must be restored before the MFWS can be recovered for
decay heat removal. Even then, potential problems in restarting MFW
exist. These problems include:

(1) Since the condenser vacuum will most likely be broken,
those plants which require a condenser vacuum to oper-
ate the condensate or condensate booster pumps would
require some time to redraw a vacuum.

(2) If the feedwater pumps do not work, then blowdown of
the steam generators and subsequent operation of the
condensate pumps may be possible.

b. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-3.

2. Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)

a. Introduction

AFW systems are designed to cool down the plant under accident
conditions. Water is taken from a source and pumped to the steam
generators where it absorbs heat from the primary system and is
converted to steam. This steam is then vented to the atmosphere
through the steam relief valves.

Almost all AFW systems vary from one another; most, however,
vary in minor ways. Most systems have one turbine-driven train
and one or two motor-driven trains. On loss of AC, only the
turbine-driven train can possibly be working. The failure prob-
ability is dominated by single failures in the turbine-driven
train (i.e., failure of turbine to start, turbine train out due to
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test and maintenance, etc.). These single failure probabilities
appear to be so dominant that differences in the motor-driven
trains under loss of all AC conditions (which at most may provide
some alternate paths to get water to the steam generators) will
not affect other lower-order failure modes and, therefore, will
not affect the overall failure probability.

In order to support these conclusions, a fault tree analysis
was conducted in which plant configurations of AFW systems with
one turbine-driven pump (covering at least 28 plants) were studied.
The study was made to determine if the different available water
and steam flow paths and number of steam generators significantly
affect the AFWS unavailability or unreliability. This review was
conducted (1) under loss of all AC conditions and (2) with AC
power restored. Inherent in this analysis were the assumptions
that the following recommendations of NUREG-0737137] #II.E.I.2
and the generic feedwater studies[26-28] have been implemented.
These assumptions are: (1) Provide automatic initiation of AFW;
(2) Lock open single valves that could interrupt all AFW flow; and
(3) There be no AC dependencies of essential valves and pump
auxiliaries (cooling and lubrication). Furthermore, potential
common modes were also examined.

It was concluded that under loss of AC conditions: (1) The
dominant single failures are turbine pump hardware or T&M and valve
failure in the steam admission line; and (2) All other failures are
passive or double and are significantly less likely. With AC power,
no active single failure modes exist; thus, the major difference
in AFWS success depends on the number of motor trains.

b. System Description

(1) Basic configuration (-90% of plants; 1 turbine and
1 or 2 motor trains)

(a) Typical system diagram -- See Figure B-4.
(b) System characteristics:

There is one turbine driven pump and one or
two motor driven pumps.
Lubrication and cooling of the motor pumps
may be AC-independent.
All components in the turbine train are
AC-independent (i.e., they depend on DC
power or some alternative source).
All systems have auto-initiation on various
signals. Typically: undervoltage, loss of
offsite power, high AP between steam gener-
ator, loss of main feed pumps, low-low level
in "m" of "n" steam generators, or low pres-
sure in steam generators. There are also
provisions for remote or local manual start.
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* Plants may have two, three, or four steam
generators of which at least two feed the
turbine pump.

• The secondary water source may or may not
require AC power to prepump water to the AFW
pump intake. The switchover may be manual or
automatic on low level in the condensate
storage tank (CST).

• In general, all pumps can feed all steam
generators; but, in a few plants, each motor
pump can feed only one-half the steam gener-
ators, and they cannot be cross-connected.
(This usually occurs at multi-unit sites
where motors are shared.)

* In general, water to one of "m" steam gener-
ators is required for success, but, some four-
steam generator plants may require water to
two. (This may be overly conservative on their
part.) Also, only one pump appears to be
required to deliver water, although some
plants claim only 50 percent capacity motor-
pumps.
The steam generator blowdown line has one or
two air or solenoid operated valves which may
be open or closed. These fail closed on loss
of power. They may be on AC or DC power.
If the valves are on DC power, they may
require remote manual operator closure. AC
valves will fail closed on loss of power.
Main steam isolation valves fail closed on
loss of power.
Many cross-connects exist which are usually
AC powered or manual, but can be used to
provide alternate flow paths.
Some plants have a diesel driven pump which
supplies its own AC and has its own battery.
Power supplies:

-- Motor trains on separate emergency AC
trains or have a dedicated diesel
generator.

-- Turbine train on station batteries or
has its own dedicated battery.

A single stuck-open steam line relief valve
will not lower pressure enough to fail the
turbine (SASA[31)).

* Some plants have a separate standby AFW system
which may or may not have its own independent
diesel generator.
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* Steam generator level may be controlled by
ICS or a separate safety grade system by
regulating the water flow control valves
and/or the turbine speed.

• All have minimum flow recirculation lines
which would not divert sufficient flow to
cause failure.

* Some have large test lines which, if left
open, could cause failure by flow diversion.
This could be corrected manually.

• It appears that the turbine pump will not
fail on loss of ventilation. (Although some
plants have indicated that their turbines
are not explicitly qualified for the highest
possible temperature; they are in the process
of getting them qualified.)

(2) Alternate configuration

Similar to basic configuration, but with two or
three turbine pumps and one or zero motor pumps.

(3) Possible sensitivities

Time when it becomes necessary to switch to
secondary water source varies with number and size
of CSTs or other tanks (from 6->24 hours).
There appear to be many instances of trouble with
CST level so the above times which are for minimum
technical specification limits could be reduced by
some factor.
Mode of operation of turbine on loss of DC power
may vary: [69]*

-- Loss of power, turbine trips out and cannot
be manually controlled.

-- Loss of power, all valves fail open, turbine
trips on overspeed unless manually throttled
(not difficult for small turbine).

-- Loss of power, all valves fail open, turbine
runs at some preset speed (maintains constant
AP from steam generator to pump discharge) or
is manually throttled, but may fail after
some time if steam generator fills up and
water enters steam line to turbine.

Valves on turbine train generally fail open, but
some plants may still have fail closed or fail as
is. (Also, some air operated valves may fail at
50%.)
May have dedicated diesel pump independent of DC
power.
Ventilation may be required on diesel pump designs.

*Additional reference: Telephone communication with R. Hebert of
Terry Corp.
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c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-5.

3. Reactor Coolant System Integrity

a. Introduction

The RCS integrity function involves the potential loss of RCS
integrity such that: (1) RCS makeup could become a problem; (2)
the time to core uncovery is significantly lessened; or (3) risks
from various accident sequences are increased due to loss of RCS
integrity. Three systems appear to dominate as possible sources
of major blackout-induced losses of RCS integrity. These are the
primary system relief valves [safety relief valves (SRVs) and
pilot operated relief valves (PORVs)], the RCS isolation system,
and reactor coolant pump seal leaks (see Figure B-6). Each of
these is discussed separately below.

b. System Descriptions

(1) Reactor coolant pump seals

(a) The loss of RCS integrity involves failing
the RCP seals due to a loss of seal cooling
water.[10,38-42,63,69, & 70)* Little detail is
known. Available analysis information predicts
quite diverse results ranging from (1) no leak;
(2) small leak -1 gpm increasing slowly to some
maximum -70 gpm over a period of hours; or (3)
sudden rupture of seals resulting in -300 gpm
leak. While we believe that most RCP seal designs
are similar and, therefore, should have approxi-
mately the same failure mode, this item is treated
as a sensitivity issue. Limited experience or
test information suggests that some leakage may
occur but perhaps be limited to -20 gpm range.
(See Appendix G.)

(b) System characteristics

• In general, such leaks are not isolable.
• In general, seal cooling is part of the

charging/HPI system. On some plants, compo-
nent cooling water is used for seal cooling.

• The coolant and volume control system or
makeup and purification system are automati-
cally isolated. The seal cooling system may
or may not be isolated, depending on whether
the water is cycled back to the charging pumps
(typically not isolated) or the seal water is

*Additional reference: Telephone communication with F. Hayes of GE.
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FIGURE B-6. SOURCES OF STATION BLACKOUT
CAUSED RCS INTEGRITY LOSS (PWR)
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discharged to the makeup tank. In the latter
case, because of the possible release of
radioactive material to the atmosphere during
the recirculation phase, seal cooling is
automatically isolated.

(2) Reactor coolant system isolation

(a) Introduction

The RCS isolation system serves to isolate
possible radiation release paths under certain
transient or accident conditions. Typically,
different levels of isolation exist depending
on the plant response to the initiating event.

(b) System characteristics

The system is automatic with manual actuation
possible from the control room.
Common isolation designs have two redundant
means for isolating a particular line so that
only one isolation valve must close to main-
tain RCS integrity.
The valves may depend on AC power, DC power,
or no power, as in the case of check valves
or air-operated valves that fail closed on
loss of air. The major case of interest is
when both valves on a line are AC dependent,
since, in the case of station blackout, the
line would require local manual isolation.
The most susceptible line appears to be the
letdown line. (See Figure B-7 for RCS
isolation examples.)

(3) Relief valves

The relief valves are discussed in more detail
in Section B.4.b where they form part of the high
pressure makeup function. Typically, there are
three SRVs and up to three PORVs attached to the
pressurizer. If these valves should fail open, an
uncontrolled leak would occur and could eventually
result in core uncovery.

Because the PORV setpoint is less than the SRV
setpoint, the dominant failure mode on loss of AC
would be a PORV sticking open. The PORV block
valves could not be closed since they are typically
AC-powered, motor-operated valves.
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If cooling exists (i.e., successful AFWs or
MFWs), the PORVs should not be demanded very often;
however, without cooling,.they will be in almost
constant demand. The result in the latter case is a
nearly continuous leak and eventual core uncovery
unless the HPIS, AFWs, or MFWs can be started.

c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-8.

4. High Pressure Makeup

a. Introduction

The high pressure makeup function consists of the following
systems: (1) High Pressure Injection (HPI); (2) Low Pressure
Injection (LPI); and (3) the relief valves on the primary coolant
system (PORVs and SRVs).

These systems basically perform two functions: (1) makeup of
primary coolant in case of a leak; and (2) possible cooling of the
primary system when operated in a "feed and bleed" mode.

b. General System Descriptions

(1) Basic configuration (typical Westinghouse/Combustion
Engineering)

(a) High pressure injection

(i) System diagram -- See Figure B-9.
(ii) System characteristics:

If there are two safety injection or
charging pumps, one is on each AC power
train. If there are three pumps, then
the third may be switched between power
trains. (See note on positive displace-
ment pumps below.)

• Pump lubrication may be self-contained,
but usually is not.

• Pump cooling requires AC power.
• The valves are usually AC-powered MOVs.
• The boron injection tank and support

piping requires AC heating to prevent
boric acid crystallization.

-- Would take approximately 4-5 hours
to cool down and precipitate out.
Even so, it is doubtful this could
prevent success of HPI (lines are
relatively large).
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• Initially, water may be drawn from the
refueling water storage tank for all
pumps or from the boric acid tanks for
the charging pumps (gravity fed) and the
RWST for the safety injection pumps.

• All have automatic initiation (they may
also be initiated manually from control
room).

• On depletion of RWST, manual switching
is typically required to realign for the
recirculation phase where water is
drawn either directly from the sump
(with no cooling) or indirectly from the
sump through the low pressure injection
system (with AC cooling).

• At least one of the charging pumps on all
plants with low head pumps is a positive
displacement pump with a capacity -100-200
gpm and will be sufficient for decay heat
removal starting in the one-to-three hour
range. If there are three charging pumps,
the positive displacement pump may not be
on emergency power.
For small LOCAs, success would be one of
"im" trains or possibly two of "m" trains
in injection mode and one of "m" trains
in recirculation mode.

* About 50 percent of the plants have high
head pumps (i.e., greater than SRV set-
point).

• Present SASA[31] information indicates
HPI will be needed by -60 hours (even
with no leaks beyond technical specifica-
tion limits) assuming the plant remains
in stable condition to that point.

(b) Low pressure injection

(i) System diagram -- See Figure B-10
(ii) System characteristics:

Two/three pumps. Lubrication and cool-
ing are AC powered. Third pump may be
switched between AC power trains.
Valves are AC-powered MOVs.

• Heat exchangers require AC cooling water.
Draw from same source as HPI (i.e., RWST).
Switch to recirculation mode is manual on
depletion of RWST, but may be partially
automatic.
Success is one of "m" trains.
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(c) Relief valves

(i) System diagram -- See Figure B-11.
(ii) System characteristics:

• Plants may have 0, 1, 2, or 3 PORVs.
• SRVs and PORVs are self-actuating when

pressure is greater than their setpoint.
• The PORVs can be AC or DC powered

(usually DC) and can be manually operated
from the control room.

• Each PORV has a block valve which is an
AC-powered MOV. Prior to TMI, these
were on offsite power, but they are now
being put on emergency ACE43-45]. Most
plants operate with the block valves
open, but a very large percentage,
-40 percent, operate with some or all
of their block valves closed[43-45].

* There is some question as to whether or
not the PORVs can relieve sufficient
system pressure to allow HPI to work in
the absence of some other cooling (MFW,
AFW) on those plants where the injection
pressure is less than the PORV setpoint.

(2) Alternate configuration (A-.) (typical Babcock and
Wilcox)

(a) System diagram -- See Figure B-12
(b) System characteristics:

* Three pumps, one on each AC power train.
Third can be switched between trains.

* One pump is always running as part of makeup
system.

* Initially draws water from the Borated Water
Storage Tank (BWST) until depleted, then
draws from sump via LPI.

* Virtually all pumps are high head with shut-
off greater than SRV setpoint.

* Other characteristics as in basic configu-
ration.

(3) Possible sensitivities

" Time to switch to recirculation mode.
" "Feed and Bleed": Succeeds-Fails?
" Positive displacement pump is either on emergency

AC or it is not.

c. Major Fault Modes

See Figures B-13A, B, and C.
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5. Support Systems

These systems support almost all other systems and because
of this have been grouped together here.

a. Power

(1) Components may be on AC, DC, or AC/DC power. This
power may be emergency or normal.

(2) In general, the components in the following systems
are on emergency power: AFW, HPI, LPI, PORVs, RCS
isolation, ventilation, and lubrication and cooling
for these systems.

(3) The components of the MFWs are on normal power.

(4) AC power

AC power configurations are being modeled explicitly
by ORNL as part of the station blackout program.
Offsite -- treated with a certain probability of
recovery with time.
Emergency Diesel Generators -- feed two or more
trains of emergency power. Configurations are
covered in work by ORNL.

(5) DC power

Typically, two batteries feed two trains.
There may be additional batteries dedicated to
particular systems such as diesel generators,
gas turbines, or AFW.
Partial or total failure of the DC power system
may be the cause of the station blackout.
Unless AC power is recovered, the battery will
be depleted within a few hours; with appropriate
load stripping, this use of battery power could
be extended considerably.
The batteries could fail due to overheating of the
battery room without any AC-powered ventilation.
Limited available information suggests that
adequate ventilation may be achievable by natural
circulation upon opening the doors.

b. Ventilation

Since most equipment will not be operating and will not have
any heat source nearby, ventilation does not appear crucial to most
systems during blackout. When AC power is restored, most likely,
ventilation will also be restored. For those systems which will be
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operating during the blackout (e.g., AFW and DC power) the ventila-
tion requirements are discussed under their descriptions. Ventila-
tion does not appear to be a problem for the control room; although
it may get uncomfortable, adequate ventilation should be available
by opening doors and creating some natural circulation.

c. Cooling water

The cooling water systems are similar in design to the HPI
system in that water is drawn from a source by several motor pumps
and delivered through multiple paths to the components. As an
approximation, these systems are modeled similarly to HPI or LPI
with regard to each cooling water train configuration.

d. Lighting

There appears to be adequate DC lighting in all important
areas in most of the plants; this lighting should last as long as
the batteries.

e. Indications

Under blackout conditions and in light of requirement I.D.2
in NUREG-0737137J as well as observations made on plant visits,
it appears that for as long as DC power lasts, adequate instrumen-
tation, indication, and alarm status will exist for the operator
to determine plant and system status. Such indications would
include steam generator levels and pressures, pressurizer levels
and pressure, and RCS temperatures.

f. Miscellaneous

Based on plant visits and on considerable review, it appears
at least one train of support features is always on the same AC/DC
division as the corresponding safety system which they support.
For example, AC Division 1 HPI pump uses cooling water from the AC
Division 1 cooling system. This type of design has been assumed
in our analyses.
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C. BWR SYSTEMS

1. Power Conversion System (PCS)

a. Introduction

This system is the normal means for removing heat from the
core and is operating when the plant is in a power-operation mode.
It consists of the main steam system, feedwater/condensate system,
the circulating water system for the condenser, and other support
systems. Many configurations can exist. Some are: a varying
number of feedwater trains or motor-operated versus turbine-driven
feedwater pumps. This system typically requires offsite AC power
for operation as well as DC power for breakers and some control.
As a result, this system would be unavailable following a station
blackout until offsite AC power and DC power, if lost, were restored.
Even then PCS recovery may take time in order to restore lost
condenser vacuum, re-open MSIVs, and re-establish feedwater and
main steam flow.

b. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-14.

2. RCS Integrity

a. Introduction

The RCS integrity function involves the potential loss of RCS
integrity such that: (1) RCS makeup becomes a critical problem;
(2) the time to core uncovery is significantly lessened, or (3)
risks from the various accident sequences are increased. As shown
in Figure B-15, three systems appear to be potential dominant sources
of station blackout-caused losses of RCS integrity. These include
the primary system SRVs, the RCS isolation system, and recircu-
lation pump seal leaks. Limited information is available on the
pump seal leak problem. The best available sources appear to
be References 38, 42, 69, and 70. In addition, some information
on possible PWR seal leaks is also useful[10,39-41,63] since the
pump seal designs are similar for both PWR reactor coolant pumps
and BWR recirculation pumps.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration (all BWRs)

SRVs:

Multi-valve configuration for primary system
pressure relief.
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FIGURE B-15. SOURCES OF STATION BLACKOUT
CAUSED RCS INTEGRITY LOSS (BWR)
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* Valves on main steam lines; discharge to suppression
pool.

* One valve stuck-open constitutes RCS integrity
loss.

• Indirect indication of valve position using
temperature or flow.

• Self-actuating on high primary pressure;
remote-manual capability from control room.

• Manual operation requires DC power only.

RCS isolation:

• At least two valves exist on each line requir-
ing isolation.
System is automatically initiated on a variety
of signals such as reactor low water level,
high drywell pressure, high radiation, among
others.

* Remote-manual capability from control room.
Valves can be self-actuating/AC/DC.

Recirculation pump seals:

• Normally being cooled; seal water system not
isolated.
Typically two sources of seal water exist:
component cooling and the seal purge systems.
Both sources require AC power.
Seal leaks are isolable by closing valves
associated with leaky pump once offsite AC
(or, in some cases, emergency onsite AC)
power is restored.

(2) Significant alternate configurations

SRVs (the configurations vary mostly in newer BWRs
w/o isolation condensers):

4 designs used -- could affect stuck-open
probability.
Number of SRVs -- could affect number of
SRV challenges.

* Incorporation of operational changes signifi-
cantly affecting SRV challenge rate[46,69].

RCS isolation:

Diversity in isolation concepts.
(See Figure B-7.)
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Recirculation pump seals:

Number of recirculation pumps -- BWR-2 designs
have 5 while newer reactors have 2 pumps (the
number of pumps could affect the leak rate).

(3) Possible sensitivities

Applicable
Sensitivity Configurations

SRV design New BWRs only
No. of SRV challenges New BWRs only
during blackout

RCS isolation requires All BWRs
AC

No. of recirculation Older BWRs
pumps

Extent of seal failure All BWRs

c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-16.

3. Emergency High Pressure Injection (BWR-2,3 With
Isolation Condenser)

a. Introduction

Injection capability at high primary system pressure
is supplied by three systems on the older BWRs. These
consist of the Control Rod Drive (CRD) system, the Feed-
water Coolant Injection (FWCI) system (only on some plants),
and the High-Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system (only
on some plants). These systems would provide RCS cool-
ant makeup and cooling capability immediately following
station blackout if the RCS remains at high pressure.
Since the CRD system requires AC power and is of rela-
tively low capacity, no further examination of this system
has been conducted and no credit is given for this system.
Specifics regarding the HPCI system are discussed in
Section C.5 of this appendix.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration -- there is no single con-
figuration most commonly used. See below.

(2) Significant alternate configurations

(a) Configuration A-1 -- only a CRD system;
no credit given for emergency high-pressure
injection.
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(b) Configuration A-2 -- CRD and manual FWCI
system. (See Figure B-17).

• Single train system utilizing a diesel-
driven fire pump and the normal feedwater
injection lines.

• Appears sufficient even under small-LOCA
makeup requirements (2500 gpm @125 psig).

• Manual operations include inserting a
quick-connect spool piece, opening
isolation valves, and starting a diesel-
driven fire pump.

• Independent of station AC/DC systems.
• Assumed that the primary system must be

depressurized using safety/relief valves.
Water supply is unlimited.

(c) Configuration A-3 -- CRD and automatic
FWCI system. (See Figure B-18.)

2-train system using normal feedwater
trains on emergency power (gas turbine).
1 complete train sufficient for success.
Auto start on low reactor water level
or high drywell pressure.
Auto throttling on reactor water level.
Can be operated manually from control
room.
Needs AC power (offsite or gas turbine)
for pumps and CST valve; DC power for
control logic.
Can operate with condenser at atmos-
pheric and reactor pressure between
atmospheric and relief valve pressure.
Condenser hotwell water source would
last 2 hours. By that time, must
provide water from CST.

(d) Configuration A-4 -- CRD and automatic

HPCI (Refer to Section C.5 of appendix.)

(3) Possible sensitivities

Some sensitivities are applicable to HPCI
system. Refer to Section C.5 of this appendix.

c. Major Fault Modes

Figures B-19A, B-19B, and B-24 depict the potential
dominant failure modes for FWCI and HPCI.
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FIGURE B-19A. AUTO FWCI MAJOR FAULT MODES
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4. Isolation Condenser (BWR-2,3 Designs)

a. Introduction

The isolation condenser in older BWR designs serves
as the primary heat removal system whenever the PCS is
isolated or otherwise unavailable. The isolation con-
denser is a passive system in that it operates by natural
circulation. Opening of a single condensate return valve
and a continued shell side water supply are required to
initiate and maintain operation of the condenser system.
Figure B-20 represents the possible variations in isola-
tion condenser designs.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration

1 condenser train.
Auto start on high reactor pressure or low
reactor water level opens DC return-line
valve.
Can be operated manually from the control
room.
Initially needs only DC power to operate.
For continuous operation, needs shell-side
water in -1 hour after the initiating event.
Shell-side water comes from CST transfer
pump (on emergency AC) or dedicated diesel-
driven fire pump with indefinite water
supply.
May not adequately operate under stuck-open
SRV conditions.
Plants are allowed to operate when condenser
is unavailable at reduced power for extended
periods.

(2) Significant alternate configurations

(a) Configuration A-1

* 2 isolation condensers.
* Either condenser sufficient for success.

(b) Configuration A-2

. 2 isolation condensers.

. Additional gravity feed tanks.
• Either condenser sufficient for success.
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(3) Possible sensitivities

Sensitivity

DC return valves, motor
or air operated: air
fail open on loss of
DC power

1 or 2 fire pumps
AC or DC shell-side
water valves

Shell-side water avail-
ability:
1/2 to 1-1/2 hrs.
(in each condenser)
7 hrs.

CST supply, 8-40 hrs.

Applicable
Configurations

All

Base, A-1
Base, A-1

Base, A-1

A-2
All

c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-21.

5. High-Pressure Core Cooling (BWR 3-6 Designs)

a. Introduction

The HPCI and RCIC systems make up the high-pressure
core cooling function for most of the modern BWR designs
while the HPCS/RCIC combination represents the latest
design for BWR-5s and 6s. In addition, the CRD system is
capable of a relatively small amount of RCS cooling and
makeup, but is not considered in our analyses for the
reasons previously expressed. These systems can supply
both interim cooling (by removing heat from the core to
the suppression pool) and RCS makeup. HPCI and RCIC both
work on a steam-driven principle while HPCS is motor-operated
using its own dedicated diesel and DC supply for control.
Figures B-22 and B-23 schematically represent these
systems.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration

(a) HPCI/RCIC systems

* Each system is a single train with a
turbine-driven pump.

* Either system sufficient for success.
* Flow capacities -5000 gpm for HPCI and

-600 gpm for RCIC.
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FIGURE B-22. SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL HPCI/RCIC SYSTEMS



* With dedicated AC/DC/Service
Water Systems

FIGURE B-23. SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF HPCS
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* HPCI automatically operates on low
reactor water level or on high drywell
pressure. RCIC automatically operates
on low water level.

• Both systems can be manually operated
from the control room.

• Each system needs only DC power to
operate. HPCI and RCIC are on different
DC buses.
Pumps are self-cooled and lubricated.
Both systems use the CST as first water
source and then the suppression pool
when CST level is low.
Pump rooms appear to require ventilation
by the intermediate time frame to avoid
system isolation on high temperature.

* Pumps have a number of typical trips:
high reactor water level, high room
temperature, low steam pressure, high
steam flow or pressure spike, high
turbine discharge pressure.
RCIC systems used to require manual
actions for restarts and switching over
to the suppression pool (HPCI is auto-
matic). Based on References 29, 37,
and 52, these functions will be auto-
matic in the future.
Based on Reference 52, design changes
are being made to decrease the suscep-
tability to high steam flow trips when
systems first start.

(b) HPCS/RCIC systems

RCIC is the same as above except that
it may use a spray sparger.
HPCS is a motor-driven system using
dedicated diesel, service water cooling,
and DC power systems.
If a high drywell pressure signal exists,
HPCS does not trip on high reactor water
level; HPCS requires manual shutdown.
HPCS is similar to HPCI except that it
is not vulnerable to steam system trips
nor apparently to a room ventilation
problem.
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(2) Significant alternate configurations

None.

(3) Possible sensitivities

Sensitivity

Systems do or do not
operate after - 2
hours with stuck-
open SRV

Systems do or do not
trip due to room
ventilation effects

Vary the timing for ven-
tilation or DC power
loss effects

System can or cannot
be run manually
(locally) even after
DC power loss

Systems throttled vs.
not throttled (can
affect no. of demands)

CST water supply failure
times

Pumps do or do not fail
on transfer to suppres-
sion pool

Systems are or are not
normally transferred
to suppression pool
manually before
required.

Applicable
Configurations

HPCI, RCIC

HPCI, RCIC

HPCI, RCIC

HPCI, RCIC

HPCI, RCIC, HPCS

HPCI, RCIC, HPCS

HPCI, RCIC, HPCS

HPCI, RCIC, HPCS

c. Major Fault Modes

Figures B-24 and B-25 show the potential dominant
failure modes for HPCI, RCIC, and HPCS.

6. Automatic Pressure Relief (BWR 2-3) and Automatic
Depressurization (BWR 3-6) Systems

a. Introduction

The APRS and ADS are different names for essentially
the same type of system. These systems consist of the
SRVs and the associated DC control logic for automatic or
manual depressurization of the primary system whenever
high pressure injection fails to maintain adequate cooling
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and/or inventory makeup. Such action allows operation
of low pressure cooling systems. Typically, only a few of
the available APRS/ADS valves are required to open for
success. Figure B-26 represents a typical APRS/ADS valve
arrangement.

It should be noted that in the case of a station
blackout event, operation would most likely require manual
action since conditions would not be right for successful
automatic initiation. This is because automatic initiation
requires a low-low water level signal concurrent with a high
drywell pressure and a low-pressure pump running. Even
with AC power restored in order to run a low-pressure pump,
in a slowly depressurizing or non-depressurizing event
such as station blackout, automatic initiation could come
too late to prevent core uncovery and possible core damage.
Thus, only manual action within 10-30 minutes following
loss of high-pressure cooling appears to be a successful
mode of operation. Changes have been suggested which avoid
the need for such manual action[29,69] but as of now, there
is no indication that such changes are actually planned
to be implemented.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration

Multi-valve design.
Air accumulator capacity allows for -5 valve
operations.

• Operates automatically on low reactor water
level and high drywell pressure and a low
pressure system running.

• Remote-manual operation capability from
control room.

• Either of two DC buses sufficient for
system operation.

(2) Significant alternate configurations

None.

(3) Possible sensitivities

High temperature environment in containment
(-300*F) does or does not fail SRVs in the
long term.
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APRS/ADS VALVE ARRANGEMENT
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c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-27.

7. Low Pressure Core Cooling

a. Introduction

For the purposes of this study, the low-pressure, core
cooling function encompasses those systems which can supply
interim heat removal and makeup to the core, but cannot,
by themselves, be used to remove heat to the ultimate heat
sink. Primary system pressure must be less than -250 psig
in order for these systems to operate.

A number of configurations are used depending on
plant vintage and design variations. Figures B-28 through
B-31 summarize these configurations.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration

(a) LPCS only (Figure B-28-BWR 2 design)

* 4-100% trains each with 2 pumps.
• Any 1 train sufficient for success.

Auto start on low water level or high
drywell pressure with low RCS pressure.

• Remote-manual start capability from
control room.

• Logic is DC power while pump and valve
power are offsite/emergency AC.

• Support systems such as pump cooling and
room ventilation use same AC/DC power.

(b) LPCS/LPCI combination (Figures B-29, B-30-
BWR 3 through 5 designs)

4 to 6-100% trains (2 for LPCS with
1 or 2 pumps each and 2 or 4 for LPCI
with 1 or 2 pumps each).
Any 1 train sufficient for success.
Other features like LPCS described
above.
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(c) LPCS/LPCI combination (Figure B-31-BWR
5 and 6 design)

* 4-100% trains (1 for LPCS and 3 for
LPCI).
Any 1 train sufficient for success.

• Other features like LPCS described
above.

(2) Significant alternate configurations

(a) LPCS only design

There may exist a cross-connect to
a dedicated diesel fire pump which
injects through LPCS lines (the point
of connection is unknown so it is
not shown on Figure B-28); we believe
the connection is upstream of the
isolation valves and thus requires
manual valve operation).

(b) LPCS/LPCI combinations (all BWRs)

Total number of pumps and flow paths do
vary. However, in all cases, at least 2
pumps and independent flow paths exist
even if only 1 division of AC power is
restored. Therefore, no significant
variations appear to exist since recovery
of AC power will most likely dominate
ability to operate these systems.

(3) Possible Sensitivities

None.

c. Major Fault Modes

See Figure B-32.

8. Ultimate Heat Removal and/or Makeup

a. Introduction

This function is covered by those low pressure systems
that, in conjunction with a cooling water supply through
heat exchangers, can remove decay heat to the ultimate
heat sink. All are low pressure systems which operate at
a primary system pressure of less than 250 psig.
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Figures B-30, B-31, B-33, and B-34 represent the
possible systems and design configurations that are described
below.

b. System Description

(1) Base configuration

(a) Containment spray/cooling system and 3-
train SDCS combination (Figures B-33 and
B-34-BWR 2 designs).

* 5-100% trains (3 for SDCS and 2 for
spray system, each with 2 pumps and 2
heat exchangers.

* Any 1 train sufficient for success.
* SDCS manual only.
* Systems need a cooling water supply that

is AC powered for heat removal to ultimate
heat sink.

• All other features like LPCS described
earlier.

(b) LPCRS and SDCS combination (Figures B-30
and B-34 for some BWR-3 designs)

• 4 or 5-100% trains (2 or 3 for SDCS and
2 for LPCRS, each with 2 pumps and 2 heat
exchangers).

* Any 1 train sufficient for success.
SDCS and LPCRS are manually configured.

• Other features like (a) above.

(c) LPCRS only (Figure B-30 for BWR 3&4 designs)

2 or 4-100% trains with either 1 or 2
pumps and 1 or 2 heat exchangers in each
train.
Any 1 train sufficient for success.
LPCRS manually aligned.
Other features like above.

(d) LPCRS only (Figure B-31 for BWR 5&6 designs)

2-100% trains with 1 pump and 1 heat
exchanger per train.

* Any 1 train sufficient for success.
LPCRS manually aligned.
Other features like above.
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(2) Significant alternate configurations

In all cases, the number of pumps, heat
exchangers, and flow paths do vary. In the
newer plants with "LPCRS only," cases exist
where it will be possible to recover only 1
train of heat removal if only 1 division of
AC power is restored. This represents the
most limiting case; other configurations
provide greater redundancy.

(3) Possible sensitivities

None.

c. Major Fault Modes

Figure B-35 depicts the potential dominant failure
modes for SDCS, LPCRS, and containment spray/cooling.

9. Support Systems

These systems support almost all other systems and have
been grouped together here.

a. Power

(1) Components may be on AC, DC, or AC/DC power.
This power may be emergency or normal.

(2) In general, the components in the following
systems are on emergency power: Isolation
Condenser, FWCI, HPCI, RCIC, HPCS, ADS/APRS,
LPCS, LPCI, Containment Spray, LPCRS, isolation,
ventilation, lubrication and cooling for these
systems. SDCS can also be put on emergency
power in most cases.

(3) AC power

AC power configurations are being modeled
explicitly by ORNL as part of the station
blackout program.
Offsite -- treated with a certain probability
of recovery per unit time.
Emergency Diesel Generators -- feed two or
more trains of emergency power. Configu-
rations covered in work done by ORNL.
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FIGURE B-35. LONG-TERM HEAT REMOVAL MAJOR FAULT MODES
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(4) DC power

* Typically, two batteries feed two trains.
• There may be additional batteries dedicated

to particular systems such as diesel gener-
ators, gas turbines, or HPCS.

• Partial or total failure of the DC power
system may be the cause of the station
blackout.

• Unless AC power is recovered, the battery
will be depleted within a few hours; with
appropriate load stripping this might be
extended considerably.

• The batteries could fail due to overheating
of the battery room without any AC-powered
ventilation. Limited available information
suggests that adequate ventilation may be
achieved by opening the doors for natural
circulation.

b. Ventilation

With the possible exceptions of HPCI, RCIC, ADS, and
battery rooms, ventilation does not appear crucial during
the blackout. When AC power is restored, most likely
ventilation will be restored also. For those systems
which will be operating during the blackout, the ventila-
tion requirements are discussed under their descriptions.
Ventilation does not appear to be a problem for areas
such as the control room, switchgear room, logic cabinet
spaces, and sensor locations. Natural circulation appears
adequate in these areas, especially when enhanced by
opening doors, etc.

c. Cooling Water

The cooling water (or service water) systems vary
considerably in design, but can be modeled (on the average)
like any other typical AC system utilizing several motor
pumps and multiple paths. This system is required for
operation of such systems as LPCS, LPCI, LPCRS, Contain-
ment Spray, and long-term ventilation.

d. Lighting

There appears to be adequate DC lighting in all
important areas; this lighting will last as long as the
batteries.

e. Indications

Under blackout conditions, and in light of require-
ment I.D.2 in NUREG-0737[37] as well as observations made
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on plant visits and in other studies, it appears that for
as long as DC power lasts, adequate instrumentation,
indication, and alarm status will exist for the operator
to determine plant and system status. Such indications
would include RCS level and pressure, emergency cooling
flow, CST level, suppression pool temperatures, among
others.

f. Miscellaneous

Based on plant visits and extensive review, it appears
at least one train of support features is always on the
same AC/DC division as the corresponding safety system
which they support. For example, AC Division 1 LPCI pump
uses cooling water from the AC Division 1 cooling system.
This type of design has been assumed in our analyses.
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This appendix contains simplified representations of the
detailed fault trees used to model the various systems important
to the station blackout issue. The data discussed in Appendix E
was applied to the primary events of these fault trees in order
to quantify the various accident sequences.

It should be noted that the level of detail in the fault
trees is usually down to the "train" level since this was sufficient
in most cases for this study. Power dependencies, support features,
and phenomenological concerns are separated out while all other
hardware and test and maintenance contributions to failure are
typically combined together. The reason for separating out
these three is that they show up as: (1) common modes between
systems, (2) common modes between systems and the initiating
event, and/or (3) they may be sequence dependent. The other
failure modes are local and sequence independent; so we generated
typical failure probabilities for a train of a system in order
to encompass design variations which were determined not to be
significant in the analysis. Important human actions are also
explicitly incorporated in the trees.

The trees presented here are somewhat simplified since they
do not show the continued development of all the branches of the
trees. Also, the AC-related events were actually further developed
into offsite and onsite branches with DC power and service water
support needs handled by substituting ORNL's AC failure equations
into the events representing non-recovery of AC power.
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This appendix contains a compilation of pertinent informa-
tion regarding the "base" plant configurations referred to in
the report. The information herein lists the system configura-
tions and important dependencies used to model the major plant
system configurations upon which the generic results and observa-
tions of this study are based. The configurations were formed
using appropriate portions of the fault trees previously presented
in Appendix C.

The fault trees in Appendix C allow many different system
configurations to be modeled (e.g., we determined that there
were about 15 different AFW systems). In order to minimize the
amount of work necessary, a typical configuration was selected
for each system. This configuration was chosen on the basis
of: (1) the number of plants having similar configurations, and
(2) if sensitivities could easily be done later to cover the
other significantly different designs.

•..•w .•
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PWR Base Configuration Description

System

AC Power
Offaite Emergency

Div. A Div. B

x

DC Power
Div. A. Div. B

Self-
Actuating

Other
Factors

NWKS x x

t~J
H
u1

AFUS

" Train A (steam
turbine & valves) x

" Train 8 (motor pump
& valves) X X x

HPI8

?Train A (motor pump X X X Needs cooling water for
& valves) )pump & room cooling off

? Train B (motor pump X X X 'same respective buses.
& valves) jTrain C initially on

? Train C (motor pump) X X X X X "A* but switchable to
:"3"

LPIS

? Train A (motor pump
& valves) X X X

W Train B (motor pump As above
& valves) X X x I



PWR Base Configuration DescriJption

AC Power
Offsite Emergency

Div. A Div. 8
DC Power

Div. A. Div. B
Self-

Actuatinj
Other

Factorssystem

CC"

" Train A (motor
pumps & valves)

* Train 3 (motor
pumps G valves)

x X x

X x X

Lumped CCK a serviceIater system for
simplicity. Assumed,
therefore, self-cooled

t.J

MCS Isolation X X X X X X Combinations of
Dependencies Included

Rt Coolant Pump Seals Assumed cooled using HPIS, but may be either CCH or HPIS

PORVs

1 Valve X I
Block Valve X x

SRVs

2 Valves x

Emergency AC System

• DO-A flashing X
a breakers

" DG-I flashing x With & without CCV
& breakers

DC system
Batteries:
Possible Depletion or
Temperature Degrada-
tion in -5 hrs. w/o AC.

. Div. A, Charger(s)
Div. s, Charger(s)
Batteries

x
x

x

- --------------- ---- --- -- - - -- -- - ---------- -- - --



MR Conif ijuration IA Descrat-1on

AC Power
Offsite emergency

Div. A Div. 3

X

DC Power
Div. A Div. B

Self-
Actuating

Other
Factors

PCs x x

_jI-'

SRVs (3 stage valves) X X x Some on Div. A
& Some on B for

Manual Operation

RCS Isolation x x X X x I Combinations of Depen-dencies Included

Recirc. Pump seals

" Seal Cooling Water
(2 sources)
Train A X x x
TrainB X X

" Pump Isolation Valves X X

Isolation Condenser No Gravity Feed
(2 Condensers) Tanks - Need Shell

Side Water in I hr.

" Condensate Valve
for Condenser A x

* Condensate Valve
for Condenser a x

Shell 820 Valve A X X X
Shell 80 Valve a x X
CST Puma X X X Firepumpt
1 Fire pump Dedicated Diesel

and DC System

------------------- -------------------------------- ----------- ------------- ---------------

AIPR X x Either DC Train
Sufficient

---------- ----- ---- -- -- - ---- ---- ---- - ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- -- --- - - --



BURConfiguat ion 1A Descript ion

AC Power
Offaite Emergency

Div. A Div. BSystem

LPCS/Cont't Cooling
System

* Train A
(2 pumps & inject
valves

*Train S
(2 pumps a inject
valves

DC Power
Div. A. Div. B

Self-
Actuating

Other
Factors

X

X

X X '1Needs Service Water
for Pump I Room Cooling
(6 heat exchangers for
containment cooling)
Off Same Buses as
Respective TrainsX X

00GO

Service Water

*Train A
(I pump a valves) X X x

*Train 3
(1 pump & valves) KX X

Emergency AC System

*DG-A flashing &
breakers X With & Without Need for

Service Water for Coolinc
*DG-B flashing 6
breakers X

DC System

:Div. A, Charger(s)
•Div. U. Charger(s)
&Batteries

X
X

X
X Batteriess

Possible Depletion or
Temp. Degradation
Effects in -5 Hours
w/o AC.



BM1 Configuration 13 Description

AC Power
Offaite Emergency

Div. A Div. B

X

DC Power
Div. A Div. B

Self-
Act~uatingj

Other
Factors

PCs x X

sRVs (3-stage
valves) S x x some on Div. A&

Some on B for
Manual Operation

RC8 Isolation X x x I X Combinations of
Dependencies Included

Recirt. Pump Seals

*Seal Cooling
Water (2 Sources)

Train A x x x
Traina X X X

-pump Isolation
Valves X X

Isolation Condenser
(1 Condenser) No Gravity Feed Tanks-

Need Shell Side Water
in 1 Hour

eCondensate Valve x
:Shell 8O0 Valve X X X
*CST Puna X X X Pirepump:
•1 Fire Pump Dedicated Diesel and

DC System

-------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------

K)

APRS x X Either DC Train
Sufficient

-------------------------------------------------------------------



BWRConfijuration lB Descrjt iqon

AC Power
offsite Emergency

Div. A DiV. B
DC Power

'Div. A DiV. B
Self-

Actuatij
Other

Factors

LPCS

Train A
(1 Pump a Valves)

Train B
(1 Pump a Valves)

X

X

X X
Needs Service Water
for Pump & Room
Cooling Off Same
Buses as Respective
TrainsX X

0

LPCI/,LPCRB

Train A As Above (a for Neat
(2 Pumps & Valves) X X X Exchangers in LPCRS
Train a Mode)
(2 Pumps & Valves) X X X

Bervice Water

*Train A
(I Pump & Valves) X X x

*Train B
(l Pump & Valves) X X X

fergeoncy AC System

•DG-A flashing a With a Without Need for
breakers x Service Water for Cooling• DG-B flashing a
breakers

-------------------------------------------

DC System

*Div. A, Charger(s)
*Div. B, Charger(s)
.Batteries

X
X

X
X Batteries:

Possible Depletion or Temp.
Degradation Effects in
-5 Hours v/o AC.



BUR Configuration 2 Descrit.on

AC Power
Offsite Emergency

Div. A Div. B

X

DC Power
Div. A Div. B

Self-
Actuating

Other
Factors

PCs X X

SRVs (3 stage
valves) X X X Some on Div. A &

Some on B for
Manual Operation

RCS Isolation X X X X I X Combinations of
... .. ___....._ Dependencies Included

Recirt. Pump Seals
eSeal Cooling water

(2 Sources)
Train A X X X
Train 3 X X X

RCIC X Needs Ventilation
(Service Water-A)

-5 Hours

HPCI X Needs Ventilation
(Service Water-B)
-5 Hours

ADS X X Either DC Train
Sufficient

LPCS
-Train A X X X Needs Service Water

11 Pump s for Pump s Room
Valves) Cooling Off Same

-Train B X I X Buses as Respective
(I Pump & Valves) -------------------------- ------- Trains

tjtj

LPCI/LPCRS
-Train A

(2 Pumps & Valves)
.Train B

(2 Pumps 0 Valves)

X

X

X X As Above (& for Heat
Exchangers in LPCRS
ModeX X



Bvi Configuration 2 Description

AC Power
Offeite Emergency

Div. A Div. B
DC Power

Div. A Div. B
Self-

Actuating
Other

Factors

Service Water
-Train A

(1 Pump &
Valves.)

-Train B
(1 Pump &
Valves)

x

X

x x

X x

Emergency AC
System

*DG-A flashing &
breakers X ) With & Without Need
*DG-B flashing a for Service Water
breakers x I for Cooling

DC System

-Div. A, Charger(s) x x
*Div. B, Charger(s) x x Batteriess
* Batteries Possible Depletion or

Temp. Degradation
Effects -5 Hours
v/o AC.



SUR Configuration 3 DescriPtion

AC Power
Offsite Emergency

Div. A Div. 8

X

DC Power
Div. A Div. 5

Self-
Actuating

Other
Factors

PCs X X

w%

8RVS X - X Some on Div. A a
(Crosby/Dikkers Some on B for Manual
Valves) Operation

O Isolation -x x -- -x t Lo"g"6" "r-
Dependencies
Included

Recirc. Pu a - -------e -----

*Seal Cooling
Water (2 Sources)

Train A X X x
TrainB X x

RCIC T Nees Ventila ton
(service water-A)

5 Hours

HPCS ---- -- icated 3r
Train of AC, DC,
Cooling...

ADS ----- - - - - BTrain
Sufficient

only 1 Train X X X Needs Service Water
(I Pump & for Pump s Roam Cool-
Valves) ing Off Division A

LPCI

-Train A X X x
(1 Pump G Valves) 'A

*Train B X x x As Above for Respec-
(2 Loops; I Pump (tive Trains
& Valves in Each )
Loop)

----------------------- ------------------- ------------------



SWR Confi uration 3Description

AC power
Offaite Emergency

Div. A Div. B
DC Power

Div. A Div. B
Self-

Actuating
Other

Factors

LPCRB

@Tfrain A
(1 Pump &
Valves)
•Train 8

(1 Pump &
Valves)

X

X

X X As Above (Also Need
Service Water for
Heat Exchangers)

X I I

service Water--------------------------------------

*Train A X X x
(1 Pump a
Valves)

-Train a X X
(1 Pump a
Valves)

ODedicated O'C X Used for NPCS
Division

merqency AC Systm ---.-----------------------
.WG-A flashing & ) With and Without
breakers Need for Service
0DG-B flashing & JWater for Cooling
breakers X

•Dedicated "C' Used for HPCS
Division

----- ----------- ---- - --------------- -- ---- ------

VC 5ysty
°Div. Ah Charger(s)
*Div. B. Charger(s)
* Batteries

(Div. ASB)

X
X

X
X Batteriess

Possible Depletion or
Temp. Degradation
Effects -5 Hours
v/o AC.

-Dedicated IC"
Division Used for HPCS
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains a summary of the data used in the
station blackout study in order to quantify the various accident
sequences. To the extent possible, data information already
available was used in this program. However, past data was
closely examined to determine applicability of the data consider-
ing post-TMI changes to design and operation. As a result, for
example, some prior failure modes contributing to the data were
either discarded or subjectively lessened in probability of
occurrence when the station blackout program data base was derived.

In the following tables are lists of the data information
sources from which the station blackout data base was derived.
Using this information as well as other sources noted, considering
post-TMI improvements, and using some engineering judgment, the
station blackout data base was formed as listed. It is felt the
values represent reasonable judgments as to generic values for
the items shown. For the data which was found to contribute
significantly to the dominant accident sequences, uncertainty
bounds were assigned assuming the original data was a median.
It should be noted that the uncertainty bounds represent more
than just statistical variations in the data; implicitly included
are variations due to subtle design and/or operational differences
from plant to plant. (For example, pump maintenance may be done
differently at two plants, and this would be reflected as a
difference in pump unavailability due to maintenance.)

The data collection was done in several parts. First,
generic component data from PRAs, generic feedwater studies, the
DC Power Study, NRC Data Summaries, and utility responses to
NUREG-0737 were obtained (References 3-10, 26-29, 35, 52-55,63).
This data is listed in Table E-1 and includes both hardware and
test and maintenance unavailabilities. The generic value used
in this report is shown in the last column. (Note: Because we
did not know exactly what kind of data we would need, we gathered
more data than necessary, and so not all values were actually
used in the final analysis of the station blackout models.)

Second, in Tables E-2 through E-5, PWR and BWR system data
is summarized regarding approximate hardware and T&M unavail-
abilities on a per train basis with support system contributions
removed. Similarly, the generic values used in this study are
shown. Where common mode hardware failures (failures that would
make more than one train of the system unavailable) appeared
potentially significant, these are also summarized.

Third, the Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program
sponsored by Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has provided a
considerable amount of data[31-34] particularly in the area of
accident sequence timing which supplements information available
in PRAs and FSARs. Specific station blackout associated sequences
were run for use in this program. The types of sequences run
include: (a) all heat removal and makeup failed, RCS integrity
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intact; (b) AC-independent heat removal operating, RCS integrity
failed; and (c) all heat removal makeup failed, RCS integrity
failed. Variables included such items as plant design, initial
RCS leak rate, time of RCS integrity failure, and time of AC-
independent heat removal failure. This data, as well as insights
provided by the other sources of information indicated, was used
for much of the sequence timing data required for the analyses
in this program. (A summary of the SASA data is given on the
pages following the data tables under "timing" for both PWRs
and BWRs.)

Fourth and last, miscellaneous data not already covered is
required for the fault trees. For the generic cases, the data
used is listed below for PWRs and BWRs separately and comes pri-
marily from a review of the references noted in each case. For
the human-related errors, it should be noted that the specific
cases of concern are not necessarily covered in the handbook[56].
However, the handbook was used to provide general guidance
as to an appropriate value to be used.
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WASH-1400
land

86111ouvab

Table 3-1

Basic Component Data [Approximate Values for Hardvare and TSN)

PEAG ,-

source

A. standby
Pumps

1. Rotor

Pumps

start

Run

2. Turbine

Pimps

start

Generic NRC DIC PY6R 31R
Grand Big Rock Feedvater LER Data Power HURG NURUG

CR-3 Limerick Gulf Point Study Sumiarv Studv -0737- -0737-
Value Used in

This Stud,oconee I ion

79-4/D
68-3/D 12-2/D3*

li-3/n 38-3/D IAFW) 1.-3/D 39-3/1D 29-3/D 59-4/D 53-3/D 0-38-3/ ----- 28-3/D

33-5/hr 31-S/hr 15-13-6/hr 3K-S/hr 93-6/hr 33-5/hr 43-6/hr 23-4/hr 3-2-5/hr" ..... 23-S/hr
13-3/hr 13-4/hr 10-S9-6/hr*
jestreme) IANN)

13-3/D 93-2/D 11-2/D 28-2/D --- 58-3/D --- 53-3/D 9-S5-2/D* - --- 2-2/D
i 6-39-2/D0

Run
1%)

33-S/hr
16-3/hr

33-S/hr 93-6/hr 33-S/hr I-S/hr 33-S/hr 21-S/hr 23-4/hr 3-28-4/hr**
20-98-5/hr'

-- -- 58-5/D

a

3. Diesel
Pimps

Start 13-3/3 -- 4-32-3/0 --- --- --- .1-2/3 --- 8-53-2/D** --- --- 23-2/0
49-2/D*

Run 3-S/r --- --- --- --- --- 23-S/hr --- 2-13-4/hr"* --- ... 1-4/hr
13-3/hr 21-4/hr*
(extreme)

0. Valves

(Operate)

1, manual 1- . -4// 13-4/D - 18-4/D 18-4/D 19-4/D 19-4/D 19-4/D 29-3/D ---.. . . 52-4/D

2. Air- 3ý-4/D 73-3/D 18-3/D 38-4/0 38-4/0 73-3/0 33-4/D 33-4/D 29-2/D --- --- 32-3/D

Operated

'Without Control Faults
"*With control Faults



Table E-1 (Continued)

Componentr~

3. Notor
Operated

4. Solenoid
n .. t.nfA

NASH-1 400
and

Saouvah

18-3/D

18-3/0

Ocones

73-3/D

2 ion

29-3/D

PRAs

Grand Big Rock
CR-3 Limeric Gulf Point

I3-3/D 3-13-3/D 19-3/D 73-3/0

18-3/D 18-3/D --- 12-3/D

Generic
Peedwater
Study

32-3/D

18-3/D

NRC
LER Data
Summary

98-3/D

28-2/D

1

DC
Power
Study

|

PNR
-UR3G

-O737-

SUR
-UREO
-0737-

Value Used
in This
Study

39-3/0

58-3/0

I.J

S. Check 13-4/0 11-4/0 49-3/D 1E-4/0 23-i/hr IR-4/0 13-4/0 18-4/0 62-3/D ....... 13-3/0
Valves 12-4/D

6. All 19-4/D 13-4/D 60-23-5/0 IB-4/D IB-4/D 13-4/D 13-4/D 18-4/D 13-7/hr .--- --- 13-4/0
Valves
Plumged

D. Battery 19-3/0 --- 39-5/D 33-6/hr 33-6/hr I1-3/n 3o-6/hr --- --- I-4/D --- 1 8-4/D
33-6/hr 63-0/hr

U. Battery --- --- 63-7/hr --- --- ---.... .. . 43-6/hr ..... 23-i/hr

Charger

PT&N

1. Valves Nonthly Monthly
33-3/D 39-3/D 13-3/0 22-3/D 13-3/D
Quarterly Quarterly (79-3- (23-2
30-3/D 23-3/0 33-4 19-3/D --- 68-3/D 40-13-S/D 33-3/D --- --- I3-S) -<8-4)

2. Pumps Monthly Monthly 43-3/D 69-3/D
S-43-3/D 22-3/0 73-4/D 53-4/0 0-42-3/D (73-2-3-S) (S-2

-<8-4)
Motors Quarterly 68-3/0 13-2/0 38-3/0 --- 63-3/D 70-18-4/D Quarterly --- 23-3/D 73-3/D (ARM) 5 3-3/D

6-33-3/D ,(AM) 4AWN) (APH) 6-35-3/D- (8-2-2 8-4)
Turbine --- 63-3/0 42-2/0 33-3/0 --- 63-3/0 --- --- --- 63-3/0 39-2/0 93-3/0 53-3/D

(53-2/- (4x3-2

3c-3) -(<-41

*With Improvoments me Recommended



Table E-2

PWR Approximate System Hardware Unavailability on Demand (One Train and Common Mode)

Source
WASH-1400 Value Used

System (Surry) Sequoyah Oconee Zion CR-3 in This Study

l. AFW

Turbine 8E-3 5E-3 1E-1 1E-2 2E-2 2E-2
Train

Motor IE-2 2E-3 1E-2 6E-3 4E-3 5E-3
Train

Common 1E-4 3E-3 < 1E-6 < IE-6 IE-5 1E-4
Mode

2. LPI

One Train 1E-2 4E-3 8E-3 9E-4 1E-2 3E-3

Common 3E-3 1E-3 4E-4 8E-5 1E-5 2E-4

Mode

3. HPI

One Train 3E-2 3E-2 2E-2 5E-3 5E-2 2E-2

Common 5E-5 <1E-6 4E-4 4E-5 3E-4 5E-5

Mode

4. CCW

One Train 2E-3 2E-3 1E-2 8E-4 3E-3 2E-3

Common 6E-3 1E-5 < 1E-6 < 1E-6 < 1E-6 8E-5
Mode

WJ
0



PWR Approximate Syste

SorceS stem

Turbine
Train

Notor
Train

2. LPI

3. HPI

4. CCV

WASH-1400
(Surry)

13-2

83-3

48-3

28-2

68-3

Sequoyah

18-2

13-2

23-3

2E-3

68-3

Oconee

19-2

I-2

I-2

4E-3

8E-3

Table E-3

m T6M Unavailability on Demand (One Train)

NUREG-0737 Responses
Zion CR-3 Average and Range

4E-2 79-3 3E-2
(5E-2-9E-3)

I-2 63-3 6E-3
(2E-2-2E-4)

4E-3 9E-3 2E-3
(7E-3-2E-4)

5-1E-3 19-3 2E-3
(73-3-6E-5)

--- 29-3 13-3
(5E-3-6E-5)

least one train cannot be down for T61.

for two trains from NUREG-0737 responses:

Value Used
in This Study

23-2

58-3

2E-3

hj
LA)

2E-3

23-3

Note (1) For operating systems we know that at

(2) Possible common mode TIM contribution
HPI-5-4, CCW-2E-5.



Table 8-4

sUE Approximate System Hardware Unavailability on Demand

srce Dig 2  Estimate Dased on( 4 ) Value Usod
System WASH-1400 Grand Gulf Limerick Rock Point Component Data in This Study

Auto 116Cl
I Train --- --- 11-2 18-2

Hanual il tI-2 22-2 (1) 18-2
r"XI ---... (l39-3

Isolation
Condenser
1 Condenser --- --- --- •1-3 38-3 38-3only 1 2E-2

2 Condensers --- --- --- --- 31-3 38-3
each train

HPCi 23-2 --- 68-2 --- -- 38-2

MCIC 18-2 13-2 78-2 --- -- 38-2

BPCa --- 43-2 --- --- 41-2 49-2(6)

ADS/APRSI 3 ) 21-3 28-3 28-3 --- --- 53-3

LPCS (BUR-2s)
Cont't Spray --- --- --- --- IB-4 18-4
1 Train

LPCS
(later designs)
1 Train 13-3 51-3 ? --- --- 23-3

LPCI
1 Train 13-3 53-3 7 --- --- 28-3

LPCRS -- 1 Train
RHR < 13-4 31-3 ? --- --- S3-4
Serv. Water 23-4 13-2 ?--- --- 23-3

8DC8-- 1 Train 82-3 86-3
-- Comon Node 13-2 13-2

Notes, (1) Based on diesel fire pump.
(2) Generic vs. PRA date shown as reported in PKA.
(3) Operator failure to actuate.
(4) Used where I or less data sources exist.
(5) Common hardware faults between trains of a given system all appear insignificant except for SOCS.
(6) Includes dedicated diesel and service water contribution.
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Table 8-5

BSR Approximate System Tin Unavailability on Demand

Average
source (Range)

NUREG-0737 Big Estimate Based on(3) value Used
ova RspNonses WASH-1400 Grand Gulf Limerick Rock Point Component Data in This Study

Auto FWCI 38-3 ---...--- --- 5-3 33-3
1 Train (31-3)

Nanual <12-4 (1) l..4(1) --- 10-4
HICE ((1B-4)

Isolation
Condenser
I Condenser 28-3 --- --- --- 18-2 --- 28-3

only (Note 2)
1 of 2 Condenser* 23-3 --- --- --- --- 33-3 23-3(Note 2)

HPCI 23-2 83-2 --- 13-2 ...... 13-2(73-2-(l3-3)

lCtc 33-2 71-2 49-2 13-2 --- --- 23-2
(911-2-52-3)

PCs .. --- 33-2 ---... 13-2 28-2(4)

ADS/APES negl. negl. negl. negil. --- --- ngil.

Contrt spray 38-4 --- ---.... 33-3 S-4
1 Train (92-4-( 19-4)

LPCS -- 1 Train

B -- 2. 48-3 -- --- --- --- 38-3 38-3
499-3-O13-4)

Later ISks 18-3 42-2 38-2 23-3 --- 28-3
(38-3-083-4)

LFCI 53-3 23-2 23-2 48-3 ...--- S3-3
1 Train (21-3-22-4)

LPCW - I Train

RIR 63-3 <(1-4 18-2 40-3 ...... 58-3
Serv. vtr. (23-2-38-4) <(1-4 43-2 23-3 ...... 23-3

SDCS -- I Train 28-3 29-3
-- Common Node 13-3 13-3

Noteso (1) Based on diesel fire pump data.
(2) Counting unusually long outages, have been .07 and 0.51 respectively.
.13) Used where only one other data source exists.
(4) Includes dedicated diesel and service water contribution.
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PWR

Timing [3-6,10,12,14-19,26-28,31,32,47,48,50,52,63):

• Early core damage sequences occur in 1/2 to 1-1/2
hours depending on the plant and whether a LOCA exists.
(See dominant sequence discussions in the main report.)

* Battery depletion or temperature effects occur in
5 hours.

• System failure in 5 hours leads to core damage in
-1 to 3 more hours (@ 6-8 hours).

* System failure or long-term water depletion in 8
hours leads to core damage in -2 to 4 more hours
(@ 10-12 hours).

Human errors [3-14,26-28,56,63):

* Early failures of semi-routine steps such as failure
to actuate AFWS given auto start failure assessed
as IE-2 - 1E-3.

• Long-term failures such as switching to alternate
water source assessed as IE-3 (long-term expected
events).

* Failure to operate AFWS without AC/DC power - @ 0.5.

Auto start signal failures [3-14,26-28,63): 1E-3

PORVs, SVs, Block Valves [26-2M,31,32,43-45):

PORV demand probability in 15-200 seconds with AFWS
success is 0.1.

* PORVs virtually open if AFWS fails.
PORV fail-open probability is 2E-2.
PORV fail-closed probability is 5E-3.
SVs demanded in 1000-4000 seconds only with no AFWS
and PORVs closed.
SV fail-open probability is 1E-3.
Block valve fail-open or fail-closed probability
is 3E-4.
At least 2 PORVs needed to perform "feed and bleed"
without AFWS cooling for plants with low head pumps.
Block valves are closed nearly 100 percent of the time
on about 50 percent of the plants.

Failure to close unisolated RCS line(s) [11-14,56):

1/2 hr - 0.5
1 hr - 0.25
2 hr - 3E-2

>2 hr - 3E-3
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BWR

Timing [3,7-9,11,13,20-25,29,33,34,47,50,52):

• Early core damage sequences occur in 1/4 hour to
2 hours depending on plant and whether a LOCA exists.
(See dominant sequence discussion in main report.)
Battery depletion or temperature effects occur in 5
hours.
System failure in 5 hours leads to core damage in -2
to 3 more hours (@ 7 to 8 hours)
System failure or long-term water depletion in 8
hours leads to core damage in -3 to 4 more hours (@ 11
to 12 hours).
Isolation condenser shell-side water needed in about
1 hour - failure leads to core damage in 1-1/2 to 2
hours.

HPCS, HPCI, RCIC [3,7,8,11,20,21,25,29,33,34,47,50,52,69):

• RCIC normally throttled; HPCS, HPCI not throttled.
All systems not normally transferred early from CST
to suppression pool; 1E-2 failure probability on
transfer to pool due to sudden temperature change.
Number of subsequent HPCI demands in 8 hours following
early failure of RCIC is 10 with failure probability
of 1E-2 per demand. Number of subsequent HPCI
demands in 3 more hours following RCIC failure in -5
hours is 3 with same failure probability. Number of
HPCI demands in 4 more hours following RCIC failure in
-8 hours is 1 with same failure probability. Same
applies to HPCS but with failure set at 8E-3 per
demand.
Pump room temperature isolates HPCI/RCIC by 5 hours when
one system is used while the other is unavailable or
at 8 hours if both systems are used.
Operator failure to transfer from CST to suppression
pool after auto transfer fails - 0.5 (little time).
Sufficient pressure drop occurs to isolate system in
-3 to 12 hours:

RCIC - 0.05
HPCI - 0.1

Operator fails to manually (local) run HPCI/RCIC:

(1 hour - 1.0
after battery depletion - 0.5 (adverse temperature

environment).
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Isolation condenser human actions [13,561:

• Operator fails to manually start system if auto failure
occurs - 5E-3 (expected; well-trained).

* Operator fails to initiate shell-side water pump and/or
open shell-side water valve - 5E-3 (expected; well-
trained).

ADS [3,7,8,34,56):

• High temperature (-300*F) will fail valves.
* Operator fails to actuate - 5E-3 (expected but some

reluctance).
* Operator inadvertently actuates - c.

Manual FWCI [24,47,52,56):

Operator fails to initiate manual FWCI in time - 0.05
(somewhat expected but also unusual practice).

Common modes (between systems and trains of a system) [3-14):

Primary reason assessed as auto signal failure.
Operator fails to start a system - 5E-4.

SVs [29,34,46,69):

• Fail open probability (initial demands):
3 stage - 1.6E-2
2 stage - 8E-3
Dresser - 4E-3
Crosby/Dikkers - 2E-3

" Fail-open probability (subsequent demands): 0.1 x
value above.

" Demands:
Isolation condenser plant - 1
Newer BWRs - 5 initial demands and 5 subsequent
demands before injection starts.

RCS isolation failure [3-14,56):

" Common signal failure - 1E-3
• Failure to close unisolated lines (like PWR).

RCS pump seal related data [34,56):

" Pump isolation valves on offsite power.
• High temperature (-300*F) fails valves while open.
" Operator fails to detect leak and initiate isolation

once the power is restored - 1E-2.
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Key AC system inputs (based on input from ORNL):

Offsite power loss - .092 (local) + .026 (area-wide)

DG common mode - 5.4E-5+5.2E-4 (air-cooled)
(hardware and 1.4E-4+5.2E-4 (water-cooled)
human error)

DG-hardware/T&M - 2.5E-2/6.OE-3

DC single bus failure - 1.OE-4
(battery unavailable)

DC common mode - 1.OE-5
(batteries unavailable)

Non-recovery of AC components (see below)

Time
(hrs) 1/2 1 2 4 6 8 12

Offsite .68 .45 .35 .21 .18 .12 .098
DG common mode .95 .91 .82 .67 .55 .45 .30
DG-hardware .96 .93 .87 .76 .67 .60 .49
DG-T&M .97 .95 .91 .82 .74 .66 .55
DC single bus failure .78 .61 .37 .14 .05 .01 .002
DC common mode .97 .96 .88 .77 .67 .59 .45
SW (CCW) - T&M .93 .87 .75 .57 .42 .32 .19

For those items found to be important to the dominant
accident sequences (see Section 5 of the main report), the
following categories of range factors* were used for the Monte
Carlo uncertainty runs discussed in Section 4.3 of the main
report.

All AC components and associated systems: as indicated in ORNL
report[l]

Offsite power loss and nonrecovery: 3

All values assigned as 0.5: 2

Pressure drop failures of HPCI/RCIC: 3

Single train system hardware failures: 3 or 5

Common mode system hardware failures: 10 or 20

*Factor which is used to multiply and divide the median proba-
bility value in order to get the upper and lower range for
that value.
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Valve & single component hardware/T&M failures (e.g., stuck-open
valve, fire pump failures): 10

Human actions (other than those assigned as 0.5): 10

RCIC - T&M: 5

HPCS - T&M: 3

Other system T&M: 10 or 20

Switchover failures to hot suppression pool: 10
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains a brief comparison of the generic
base plant results of this study with the results of most of the
past published PRAs regarding station blackout. In addition, a
comparison is made between the generic results and the proposed
safety goal[73] regarding core damage probability. Although both
qualitative and quantitative comparisons are made, the quantita-
tive comparisons should not be strictly interpreted since it must
be recognized that differing methodologies, data, and design and
operational features do exist between the plants indicated and
the analyses of this report.

Table F-1 is a summary of information regarding station
blackout accident sequences from those PRA studies specifically
reviewed[3-10]. A number of observations can be made when one
compares these assessments with the generic results of this study.

1) For the PWR, all of the studies shown conclude that the
TMLIB1 sequence dominates the station blackout related
core damage sequences. However, it should be noted that
these studies apparently did not include or only super-
ficially include those core damage sequences resulting
from failures in the 2-12 hour or greater time frames.

For the BWR, the Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf
studies identified two types of sequences (TMUlB 1 &
TMB 3 ) as the dominant station blackout related core
damage sequences. Again, it should be noted that these
two studies apparently did not review in detail the core
damage scenarios resulting from failures in the 2-12
hour time frame. The Limerick study did review the effects
of failures in all three time periods depicted in the
event trees for this program. The results of the Limerick
PRA indicate that failures in the 2-12 hour time frame,
dominate the station blackout related core damage sequences
(TMU2B 2 ) for BWRs.

In comparison, the results of this study indicate
that the later (2-12 hour time frame) system failures
involving a prolonged station blackout can be just as
important, if not more important, than the early system
failure sequences for both reactor types. It should be
noted that PRAs presently ongoing (such as the IREP
studies) are the attempting to analyze the later system
failures of concern.

2) Based on the past PRAs, the higher risk blackout
sequences appear to involve containment failure
primarily by overpressure or hydrogen burn in both
reactor types with such sequences typically placed in
Reactor Safety Study[3] equivalent release categories
2 and 3.
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Burry

uuauav sequoyah~l1

RMNP Oconee

Industry Zion

Res Peach
bottem-2A
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H-

Dominant
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T2ATlO

YHL(partial)

I 1 933 NL3 13

I~T1(3)N

TV( partial)

TOUV(partial)

TIPO1(partial)

Y1OW(partial)
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POEML.
POIre.
FQXuL

following page.

TANL F-1. SUMMARY OF PAST PRM INFORMATION

Corresponding Containment
Blackout Failure

Sequence hi. Mode & Re soe Approximate
Thia S tudy•.LL CateqoryjL__I Probability

T4LMil 6 -2 3zO-5
C -6 3xlO-S

TMHLBI a -1 3zlO"0
V -2 7zlO-"
a -2 2xIO"6
c -6 6xlO-7

TI4LiB a -3 5Xl0"8
c -7 5z10-6

TM i., V] -21 4210"7
6_3

TKL 1 BI T -3 1210"6-7 ISIO-6

T5L, 1  8 -2R 2213-7

THE3 a -1 negligible
'-2 4xlO-

y -3 2xlO-7
*MIB1 a -1 negliiible
y*-2 x10-

-3 3zlO"

TN0B3 a -:1 negligible
6 -2 lx0O

THS3  6 -2 110-6
?MID1  y -3 SXlO"O

8 -4 5z1O-a

TW.2 BZ (U) 2z10-6

Approximate
Probabilities

of All
Dominant
aequence-M 5

4xlO-4/2zIO04

5xl10-5/lxl0-S

6Xl0-5/4xl0-S

4. 5xlO-5/6zl06

2.5210-5/2.5210-5

3.5xl0-5/3.5x1O-S

lxlO-3/4xI0-4

'13

33

Itiis3

1s

3'

3'

13

-------- STATION E.ACOUT----..
Approximate

Percentage of Approximate
Total Core Percentage

Damage of =1~gProbability. !!.

153 30%

RUSNAP Grand
Gulf

Indui- Limerick
try

Indue- sig Rock
try Point

votes are given on

33 33

(high risk)
2xlO0'
(low risk)

3z1O-63U10-6

253

'913

253

-1lTINJ1 B1 0 -3
Others



Table F-i (Cont'd)

Notes: (1) Study did not examine AC system in detail.
(2) Station blackout sequences identified in the study.

"Partial" indicates that only part of the total
sequence probability is station blackout. That
part which is blackout is shown in the 6th column
of the table.

(3) Column 4 shows the sequence nomenclature for the
sequences identified in these PRAs in the corres-
ponding notation used in this study. Our sequences
and nomenclature can be found in Figures 1, 2, and
3 of the main report and are discussed in detail
in Appendix A.

(4) The containment failure mode-release category are
shown respectively. Refer to individual studies
for more information. Abbreviations include:
a - steam explosion

- leakage (failure to isolate)
6 - overpressure (PWR)
y - hydrogen burn (PWR); overpressure (BWR)
y'- overpressure (direct release-BWR)

S- basemat melt-through
- Grand Gulf study uses (PWR) symbology

(5) Total core damage probability for all sequences
in all core damage release categories/total core
damage probability for all sequences in only the
first three release categories. (See note 6.)

(6) E of all blackout sequence probabilities v total
core damage probability for all release categories.

(7) As a first-order approximation, nearly all the risk
from accident sequences is estimated to result from
only the first three release categories with nearly
equal value from each category. Thus, the blackout
contribution to risk is approximated by of all
blackout sequence probabilities in first three
release categories v total core damage probability
for all sequences in first three release categories.

(8) Refer to the Limerick PRA[8] for the containment
failure modes identified in study. Release categories
were not specifically assigned. Values shown in
Columns 6&7 of the table are based on the estimate
that steam explosions, hydrogen burn, drywell failure,
and overpressure (no leakage) involve high-risk
sequences while other containment failure modes
involve low-risk sequences.
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Current engineering judgment would suggest that
these two failure modes are indeed the most likely
containment failure modes in a station blackout. This
is true even though more is now known regarding possible
specific failure scenarios and timing of the failures.
(See Section 5.2 in the main text.)

3) Table F-2 compares the results of the past PRAs with the
results from this study. These results are modified only
for the AC system configuration. Again, direct comparisons
should not and cannot be made between the plant since
adjustments for other system/operational features have
not been considered; the values shown do approximate our
own estimates of the various sequence probabilities for
the plants identified. Comparisons are made for only those
sequences identified in each PRA since other sequences
for other time periods were not necessarily covered by
the PRAs.

Table F-3 compares the results of this study (using
the "base" plant configuration) with the proposed safety
goal values.. Shown are the point estimate and median
values for the total core damage probability due to
station blackout as compared to the safety goal. It should
be noted that other plant configurations do exist which
differ from the generic "base" plant configurations. Most
all other plant configurations should be better (lesser
core damage probabilities) than those whose results are
displayed in Table F-3 with the possible exception of
plants requiring two out of three diesels to start. In
all other ways, designs most susceptible to failure under
station blackout were generally used to establish the
characteristics of each "base" plant configuration.
Therefore, most specific plant results should compare
favorably with the generic "base" plant configuration
results displayed here or should have a lesser core damage
probability than that shown.
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Table F-2. Comparison of Sequence Estimate Between PRAs
and The Base Case Used in This Study

Sequence*

TML 1B 1

TMLIB1

TMLIBI

TMLl~

THLIB.1

THB 3

TMU1 Bl

TMQlB3

TMB3

PRA
Plant

Crystal River-3

Sequence Estimate**
Using This Study

5E-6

Sequence
Estimate

in PRA Comments

5.5E-5 a)PRA LOP
and DC
values
Considerably
higher

b)PRA gave no
credit for
AFWS
operation
w/o DC

Surry 8E-6 9E-5

4E-7

PRA used
high
DG common
mode
(10-2)

Detailed
analysis
not done in
PRA

Sequoyah 4E-6

Oconee Can't be compared because hydros
are used instead of diesels

Zion 1E-6 2E-7

Peach Bottom

Peach Bottom

Grand Gulf

Grand Gulf

:ZlE-7

7E-7

:ZlE-7

:ZlE-7

2.5E-7

<IE-7

LOP and non-
recovery of
LOP lower
in PRA

No DC
common
mode in PRA

This report
gives
credit for
extra-
ordinary
power
recovery
beyond 24
hours

1E-7

1E-6

TMU 1 BI

TMU 2 B2

THU1B1

Grand Gulf

Limerick

SE-7

1.5E-6 4E-6

Big Rock Point Not compared; plant has unique features.

*Sequence identified using nomenclature of this report. To get correspond-
ing sequence identifier used in original PRA, refer to Table F-1.

**Onsite system values adjusted for diesel configuration and success criteria
as well as for other sources of power recovery (peaking units, etc.).
If specific plant was reviewed by ORNL, plant values for the onaite AC
system were used, otherwise generic values were used.
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Table F-3. Comparison of Core Damage Probability Per
Year Due to Station Blackout for "Base" Plant

Configurations With Proposed Safety Goals

"Base" Plant
Configuration

Pt. Estimate
(Internal Events)

Median Value
(Internal
Events)

Safety Goal
(All Internal

Accident
Sequences and
External Events)

External
Events

1E-4-lE-6
or lower*

PWR B&W

PWR W/CE

BWR #lA/lB

BWR #2

BWR #3

3.5E-5

2.5SE-5

2.5E-5

.2.5E-5

1. 5E-6

6.6E-5

3.9E-5

5.4E-5

5.3E-5

3.5E-6

1E-4

I
U'

*Depends on plant age, design, and plant susceptability to seismic, fire,
and other events.



APPENDIX G

Discussion on RCS Pump Seal Failure
During Station. Blackout
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The issue of reactor coolant system pump seal failure is of
particular interest in station blackout scenarios. In addition,
the results of this study show that for some plant designs, the
importance of station blackout accident sequences may depend, in
part, on the pump seal question. This appendix serves to summarize
much of the pump seal rupture-related information as applicable to
the station blackout issue.

Because of a total loss of AC power during station blackout,
pump seal cooling to the reactor coolant pumps in PWRs and to the
primary system recirculation pumps in BWRs is also lost. Analyses
suggest that this loss of pump seal cooling, if sufficiently long,
can cause significant pump seal degradation such that primary
coolant leakage past the degraded pump seals creates a "small
LOCA." Particularly for those plant designs requiring AC power
for RCS makeup to offset this loss of primary coolant, station
blackout could result in a small LOCA condition with an inability
to provide makeup.

Pump seal failures have recently been recognized as a
potentially significant portion of the small LOCA probability.
References 38 and 70 summarize much of the NRC work on pump seal
failure and References 38 and 72 called for work in this area to
be addressed in the resolution of the station blackout issue. In
addition, NUREG-0737[37] required utilities to assess the effects
of pump seal failures.

This study has investigated one aspect of the pump seal fail-
ure concern: station blackout-induced pump seal failure due to
loss of seal cooling. It does not address, specifically, pump
seal failure as an initiating event or due to other failure modes
related to such reasons as mechanical failure, wear, or poor
maintenance.

Pump seal designs differ somewhat but probably not signifi-
cantly with regard to the loss of seal cooling. Bingham, Byron
Jackson, and Westinghouse currently supply the RCS pumps used in
nuclear power plants in the United States. Bingham and Byron
Jackson use hydrodynamic (mechanical) seals while Westinghouse
uses hydrodynamic and hydrostatic seals. The number of seal stages
usually ranges from 2 to 3 with the gap between the hydrostatic
seals larger than the hydrodynamic.

From the information available for review in this study[l0,
38-42,63,69,70J* there is general agreement that the high primary
coolant temperatures and pressures, as would exist in station
blackout, could induce seal degradation. This seal degradation
could begin in -1/4 hour or less when the seals reach 250*F-300*F
after the loss of seal cooling with a non-rotating pump. The
degradation could continue to worsen to some unknown limit as time

*The authors understand there are also a number of private industry
communications on this subject.
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goes on. The bottom line concerning this limit reported in the
references consists of:

1) Little leakage ranging from -1 gpm to -20 gpm per pump.

2) A maximum of -70 gpm per pump in BWRs if seal cooling loss
could eventually result in such warping, cracking, and
breaking away of seal pieces that the seal is virtually
lost.

3) A maximum of -300 gpm per pump (reference concerned
Westinghouse pumps), if it is possible to virtually lose
the seals due to a minor steam spike within the seal
cavity.

In all cases, this worst-case limit is expected to be reached within
-1-2 hours (or even less in case "3") following the loss of seal
cooling.

Limited experience and/or testing is available to shed more
light on this limit. References 38 and 41 discuss a pump seal test
with a "non-degraded" seal on a Byron Jackson pump under primary
system pressure and temperature conditions. In that test, seal
leakage did not increase beyond -1 gpm even after 56 hours. On a
Bingham BWR pump test in 1973, loss of seal cooling for 5 hours
resulted in a maximum leakage rate under 5 gpm. Another test of a
Bryon Jackson Pump in 1978 for 30 minutes resulted in a leak rate
of 2-3 gpmE69). Actual operating experience is oftentimes unclear
as to whether seal damage has occurred due to high temperatures
in the seal cavities or for other reasonsT70].

The above limited experience would suggest that an upper
bound limit of -20 gpm per pump is reasonable. While this may be,
the authors of this study feel that the importance of the seal
problem during a station blackout as well as being a potential
small LOCA initiator, suggests that more work may be warranted in
this area. In the main text of this report, the effects of the
loss of seal cooling on the station blackout core damage probabil-
ities are treated as a sensitivity.
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Appendix H

I. Introduction

In this appendix we list important human actions,* probability
values, error factors for these probability values, and a short
discussion of the reasoning used to derive these values,**

II PWR Human Actions

Human Action Value Used Rationale

Median (error factor)

Operator fails to
locally manually
run AFW steam tur-
bine with no
power

0.5 (2) - Action is difficult and
requires unusual oper-
ator actions

- High temperature in
pump room may hinder
operator

-Some turbines with
mechanical governors
will continue to run
with no DC power

- Some turbines with
electro-mechanical
governors may fail on
overspeed trip and not
be recoverable

- Plants may not have
station blackout
procedures

- Plants with AC valves
may or may not have
valve closure in
procedures

Operator fails to
isolate RCS by
closing one AC
valve (local manual
operation)

.5 hr.-0.5(2)
1 hr. - 0.25(2)

- Time period is fairly
short and in a high
stress situation

*These human actions include recovery actions concerning AC/DC and
service water components which come from experience reported in
the ORNL report [1].

**The values used come from Appendix E.
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Human Action

Operator fails to
manually actuate
HPI given AC is
restored

Value Used

1E-3 (10)

Rationale

- Operator has had a long
time, about 5 hours,
to consider actions
necessary on recovery
of AC power

- Simple operation done
in the control room

III. BWR Human Actions

BWRs With Isolation Condensers (Base Configurations 1A and 1B)

Human Action Value Used

Median (error
factor)

Rationale

Operator fails to
initiate isola-
tion condenser
shell side water
and/or local manu-
ally operate AC
shell side valves

5E-3/Demand (10) - Equipment available
outside containment

- Has 1.5-2 hours to
perform action

- Plant procedures
reviewed typically show
this as an anticipated
step for loss of all AC
conditions

- Table 20-25 of
Swain (56] next to
last entry-"lE-2" but
this is not a high
stress situation so
more credit was given.
(See pages 20-35)

BWRs with HPCI-RCIC (Base Configuration 2)

Human Action Value Used Rationale

Median (error
factor)

Operator fails to
local manually
operate HPCI or
RCIC in 0.5 hours
with all DC failed

1.0 - Short time available
and must leave control
room
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Operator fails to
local manually
operate HPCI or
RCIC after battery
depletion in five
hours

0.5(2)

- Actions involve remov-
ing some equipment
covers and jacking
throttle valve (some
difficulty)

- Some difficulty as
referred to above

- Adverse environment in
pump rooms ( 1500 F
or higher)

- Reluctance to enter
area when all core
injection is poten-
tially lost and all
power is lost

- Have not seen addressed
in procedures

- Looked at as a sensi-
tivity

Operator does not
override high tem-
perature isolation
signal on HPCI/
RCIC which stops
pump operation in
5 hours (implied
by assuming isola-
tion takes place
in analysis)

Operator allows
for primary
pressure to drop
HPCI/RCIC
isolation in
5 hours occurs with
probability shown

1.0

HPCI-0.1(3)
RCIC-0.05 (3)

- Depressurization may
be an advantageous
procedure based on SASA
results

- Engineering judgment
on operator failure
to keep pressure above
setpoints

BWRs with HPCS-RCIC (Base Configuration 3)

Same actions, values, and rationale for RCIC as applied to Base
Configuration 2.

Note: For all BWR plants, no other human actions (even if
underestimated by factors of 10-50) cause other cutsets to become
appreciably important (so these are no-never-minds).
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Appendix I

In this appendix is a list of general, PWR, and BWR specific
assumptions used in performing this analysis. These assumptions
should be verified for the particular plant of interest, or
alternate characteristics (if they exist) should be reviewed for
their effect on the analyses herein.

A. General Assumptions

- Station Blackout environmental conditions are judged not to
be worse than LOCA conditions. Equipment is assumed
qualified for such conditions.

- Sufficient natural circulation can be obtained in battery
rooms, switchgear rooms, control room, and logic cabinet
areas so as to avoid equipment failure by overheating without
AC ventilation.

- AC equipment and associated logic is expected to perform
satisfactorily once AC power is recovered. At least one
event has occurred where offsite power was not immediately,
but instead the offsite grid suffered slow degradation and
quick resurgence of voltage before offsite power was finally
lost entirely. This caused fuses to blow in a number of
control system circuits which later had to be replaced. Such
an occurrence would prevent the affected AC dependent systems
from restarting once AC power was restored. Though such a
scenario was not quantitatively analyzed in the analyses
discussed in this report, the importance of being aware of
such a possibility cannot be overstressed.

- The evidence is that only one train of heat removal/RCS
makeup is required for station blackout even up to small LOCA
conditions.

- All necessary support system trains are on the same division
as the heat removal/makeup system (e.g., Division A service
water serves Division A heat removal systems). Otherwise,
additional diesels may be needed.

- System function adequacy is assumed, e.g., if a system is
designed to provide sufficient water makeup for a stuck-open
relief valve, the system is assumed to be able to provide
such makeup.

- AC power restoration is assured beyond 24 hours. (This time
period allows for extraordinary actions.) Credit for
extraordinary actions before 24 hours was not included in
this analysis.

- At least two valves are used on RCS lines for isolation;
otherwise, failure to isolate would be more important.
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- DC lighting will last as long as station DC power for
equipment operation, and lighting is sufficient to obtain
access throughout control building and vital system areas.

- DC powered-instrumentation (even just one division) is
sufficient (without any AC power) to provide the operator
with plant status and system controls necessary to safely
shutdown the plant (as long as the DC power lasts).

- It is possible that the plant security systems could hamper
recovery efforts in a station blackout accident. In some
cases, it may be impossible to open doors. In others, people
could be delayed to the point where their recovery acions
would be meaningless. Because of the highly sensitive nature
of this subject, it is difficult to get any information. To
the best of our knowledge, however, most systems are DC or
vital AC and it appears can be operated even without power.

An analysis of security systems is not attempted in this
study, but it would appear that utilities should determine if
failure of electrical power could render their security
systems inoperable in such a way that recovery actions would
be extremely difficult if not impossible. This is
particularly important in the station blackout case.

- Loss of power (AC and/or DC) will not significantly affect
communications among plant personnel who can use portable
self-powered devices.

- As a result of the larger amount of radioactive material
being stored on site, the contribution of spent fuel pools to
nuclear accidents may require another look.

During a station blackout event, the spent fuel pool would be
heating up over a period of several hours and would start to
boil off. This boiloff would result in the melting and
release of radioactive material. This event appears to occur
in the 1/2 - 1 day time frame depending on the size of the
pool and amount of fuel stored. Another failure mode which
has been mentioned is the failure of the floor slab as the
temperature increases resulting in a leak which drains the
pool faster[62]. This failure would probably not occur until
after the pool reaches 212 0 F.

Due to the relatively low fission product inventory (as
compared to the core) and the timing of fuel pool boiling,
spent fuel pools are not analyzed in this study. However,
this could be an additional long-term problem which would
also require operator attention.

- In any accident where primary or secondary cooling has failed
and then has been restored, there is the potential problem of
thermal shock resulting in excessive stress and subsequent
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failure of the reactor vessel, primary or secondary piping,
steam generator tubes, or the steam generator shell. This
problem is currently being studied elsewhere.

- In the station blackout sequences where cooling fails (either
initially or later), the possibility of recovering AC power
and then successfully cooling the core must be considered.
In this study, it was concluded that upon recovery of AC
power before core uncovery, most likely cooling could be
restored. It has been assumed that if this is done before
core damage results (using the times given by SASA[31,34]
then the core can be saved and the accident brought to a
successful conclusion. We have, therefore, assumed that any
resulting thermal shock will not result in failure of such a
magnitude as to cause core damage.

- The use of turbine runback has not been considered because of
the high unreliability under total loss of load. Turbine
runback would affect all sequences by changing the initiating
event probability by a factor equal to the unreliability of
the turbine runback itself.

- One of the unresolved phenomenological questions is: "When
is the core damaged to such an extent that recovery is
impossible?" Our conservative assumption in this study is
that recovery is possible only up to the time that we can
prevent core uncovery. However, some of the more recent PRAs
are trying to determine the time at which the core becomes
uncoolable; this may involve considerable partial melting of
the core. The difference in time (perhaps 1/2 - 3 hours)
does not appear to be long enough to change the recovery
probabilities significantly. As a result, the conservative
times to core uncovery generated by the SASA [32-34[ program
are used. It should be noted that late recovery actions
could cause steam generator or isolation-condenser tube
failures, or the reactor vessel thermal shock problem that is
currently being studied.

B. PWR Assumptions

- The SASA[31-34] runs done for this program and information
from the Loft program [71] and the TMI-2 incident indicates
(a) two-phase flow is usually initiated before core uncovery
occurs in sequences where cooling has failed; and (b) that on
recovery of secondary cooling or primary system makeup before
a certain time, it is possible to cool the core using
two-phase flow, to prevent core uncovery, and to recover from
the two-phase flow region.

- The phenomenology of two-phase flow is still uncertain at
this time and potentially conservative values for the last
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time at which secondary cooling or makeup can be successfully
initiated given in the SASA[31-341 reports are used in this
program.

- For plants with high pressure injection pumps with shutoff
heads less than the PORV setpoints either secondary cooling
or operation of at least two PORVs is assumed necessary to
reduce the pressure sufficiently for high pressure injection
to provide makeup water.

- AFW steam turbine pumps are assumed qualified to run without
AC ventilation. Due to natural ventilation obtained by
opening of the pump room doors, the temperature in the long
term will not go above the equipment qualification
temperature.

C. BWR Assumptions

- BWR isolation condenser designs. Shell side water supply to
condenser is virtually limitless (24 hours or longer) and is
supplied by a fire pump that does not require station AC.

- Plant AC power loss has no effect on the operation of the
fire pump for isolation condenser shell side water, since the
fire pump can be controlled locally. (It has its own power
sources.)

- BWRs with HPCI and/or RCIC. These pump rooms will eventually
heat up to beyond design basis conditions under extended
blackout.

- BWRS with HPCI and/or RCIC. Current research is looking into
the effects of chugging once the suppression pool reaches
200OF which could cause containment failure in the order of
8-12 hours. However, since best estimates are that this will
not occur, we will assume that the containment will not fail
until about 48 hours for the applicable sequences. [74]
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INTRODUCTION

In this appendix, we will discuss the effect of external events
on the station blackout issue.

SEISMIC EVENTS

It appears that many seismic events which potentially result
in core damage could manifest themselves as a station blackout.
Based on generic data[57) and PRAs[9,10,63), the seismic contri-
bution to core damage has been estimated as < 5E-6/RYR although
perhaps as high as lE-4/RYR at older plants.-

In addition to inducing a loss of offsite power, two areas
of the plant appear to be susceptible to seismic events. The first
is the diesel generator building. Collapse of this building or
other nearby structures could result in severe damage to AC gen-
erating equipment. The second is the control room building.
Collapse of this building could result in the death of all the
operators or the loss of all control functions.

The specialized analyses and large scope of work which would
be required to adequately model, on a generic level, the seismic
event and then make recommendations to possibly reduce the core
damage probability would be a major effort far beyond the scope of
this study. In any event, any "changes" would have to be seismic
ones and not necessarily AC power-related.

FIRE [57-61,63)

While fire appears to be a potential, significant, initiating
event leading to core damage, most analyses point to damage to
instrumentation and control functions as the dominant cause of loss
of shutdown capability. These fires would most likely occur in
switchgear rooms, cable-spreading rooms, or the control room. None
of these fires necessarily lead to a station blackout.

The probability of one fire causing a station blackout depends
upon all the power cables for both offsite and diesel generators,
or the loads, passing through the same or nearby rooms and the
likelihood of a fire of sufficient size to destroy a sufficiently
large set of these cables. For most plants, the cables are dis-
persed and would require multiple independent fires for which the
probability is considered to be <lE-6. However, there are some
plants for which it appears that one fire could cause a loss of
all AC power because these plants do not have their cables dis-
persed and the fire initiated core damage due to the resulting
station blackout could be of the order of lE-4/RYR. This result
would be highly plant specific.

The obvious solution is to disperse power and control functions
to several rooms so that multiple independent fires would be required
to cause damage. As a result of the Browns Ferry fire, recommendations
such as dispersing and, if that's not possible, using fire walls to
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isolate redundant trains have been made and the general feeling is
that fires which could knock out all electrical power are much less
likely to occur under the new regulations.

WEATHER-INDUCED BLACKOUT [10,63)

In addition to severe weather inducing a loss of offsite power,
it may also be possible to cause a concurrent loss of onsite power
resulting in station blackout. The mechanism for the loss of onsite
power could be the failure of the diesel generator building or
other nearby structures due to high winds generated in hurricanes
or tornados. This would be particularly difficult to recover from
due to the possible severe damage to the AC generating equipment.

In the referenced PRAs which have attempted to cover such
phenomena, the frequency of core melt ranges from 5E-5 - <lE-8.
The upper bound arises in an older plant where the diesel generator
building and other buildings have been shown to have a considerable
failure probability for wind speeds in excess of 150 mph. Again,
as with the seismic event, this is not really an AC-system design
problem and "changes" would not necessarily be AC power-related.

SUMMARY

In summary, we can see that a plant's susceptibility to external
events depends critically on plant siting and design. Below is a
table of possible plant weaknesses for the important external effects.

Event Plant "Weaknesses"
Seismic Switchyard, control, non-seismically qualified

equipment

Fire Areas with multiple divisions

Wind Grid towers, switchyard, tall structures

The core damage probability from all of the above can range
from 1E-4 to less than 1E-6. Other events such as flood, volcanos,
toxic gases, air crashes, etc. appear to be less likely.
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ADS

AFW, AFWS

APRS

BWR

B&W

BIT

BWST

CCW

CE

CHRS

CRD, CRDS

CSIS

CSRS

CST

CVCS

EFWS

FSAR

FWCI

GE

HPCI

HPCS

HPI, HPIS

ICS

IREP

LER

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Automatic Depressurization System

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Automatic Pressure Relief System

Boiling Water Reactor

Babcock & Wilcox

Boron Injection Tank

Borated Water Storage Tank

Component Cooling Water

Combustion Engineering

Containment Heat Removal System

Control Rod Drive System

Containment Spray Injection System

Containment Spray Recirculation System

Condensate Storage Tank

Chemical and Volume Control System

Emergency Feedwater System

Final Safety Analysis Report

Feedwater Coolant Injection System

General Electric

High Pressure Coolant Injection

High Pressure Core Spray

High Pressure Injection System

Integrated Control System

Interim Reliability Evaluation Program

Licensee Event Report
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LOCA

LPCI

LPCRS

LPCS

LPI, LPIE

MFW, MFWE

MSIV

MOV

NRC

ORNL

PCS

PORV

PRA

PWR

RCIC

RCS

RHR, RHRS

RSS

RSSMAP

RWST

RX

SASA

SDC, SDCS

SNL

SRV

T&M

TMI-2

VSS

W

3

Loss of Coolant Accident

Low Pressure Coolant Injection

Low Pressure Coolant Recirculation System

Low Pressure Core Spray

Low Pressure Injection System

Main Feedwater System

Main Steam Isolation Valve

Motor Operated Valve

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Power Conversion System

Pilot Operated Relief Valve

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Pressurized Water Reactor

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling

Reactor Coolant System

Residual Heat Removal System

Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400)

Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program

Refueling Water Storage Tank

Reactor

Severe Accident Sequence Analysis Program

Shutdown Cooling System

Sandia National Laboratories

Safety/Relief Valve

Test and Maintenance

Three Mile Island - Unit 2

Vapor Suppression System

Westinghouse
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